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ATTACHMENT A

Resolution Certifying Environmental Impact Report



RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE COUNTY OF
SANTA CLARA CERTIFYING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT,

MAKING RELATED FINDINGS, ADOPTING THE MITIGATION
MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM, AND APPROVING THE

AMENDMENT TO THE 1985 RECLAMATION PLAN FOR LEHIGH
SOUTHWEST CEMENT COMPANY PERMANENTE QUARRY

(File No. 2250-13-66-10P(Ml)-10EIR)

WHEREAS, in July 2011 the current mine operator of the Permanente Quarry,
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company and its parent company Heidelberg Cement
Incorporated (the "Applicant"), filed an application with the County of Santa Clara (the
"County") to amend the 1985 Perrnanente Quarry Reclamation Plan for approximately
1,238 acres of a 3,510 acre site at 24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Cupertino, located at
the westerly terminus of Stevens Creek Boulevard (the "Project");

WHEREAS, the Project proposes amending the previously approved 1985
Perrnanente Quarry Reclamation Plan to reclaim mined lands of the Perrnanente Quarry
in a manner suitable for future open space uses, over an estimated 20-year period, and in
accordance with the reclamation requirements of the Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act of 1975 (SMARA), its implementing regulations, and the County's surface mining
ordinance and Surface Mining and Land Reclamation Standards;

WHEREAS, the County of Santa Clara's Department of Planning and
Development has reviewed the application and recommends approval of the Project,
subject to conditions of approval set forth in Exhibit 1 attached hereto;

WHEREAS, the County is the lead agency for the Project under the California
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), Public Resources Code § 21000 et seq. The
County issued a Notice of Preparation ("NOP") of an enviromnental impact report
("EIR") for the Project on August 18, 2011. The NOP was sent to all responsible
agencies, trustee agencies, adjacent property owners, and members of the public who had
previously requested notice, in compliance with Public Resources Code § 21080.4. The
NOP comment period ended September 26, 2011. All comments received during the
scoping process were considered in preparing the EIR;

WHEREAS, a Draft Enviromnental Impact Report ("DEIR") was prepared for
the Project (State Clearinghouse No. 2010042063) and published for public review and
comment on December 23,2011 for a60-day public review period ending February 21,
2012. Copies of the DEIR were provided to all responsible agencies, trustee agencies,
and members of the public who had previously requested a copy. On February 2, 2012,
the County Planning Commission accepted comments on the DEIR at its duly noticed
regular meeting. Several agencies, interest groups and individuals submitted written
comments on the DEIR and oral comments were also submitted at the public meeting on
February 2, 2012;
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WHEREAS, a Final Environmental Impact Report ("FEIR") was prepared for the
Project and published on May 11,2012. The FEIR contains, among other things,
responses to all oral and written comments received on the DEIR and text changes to the
DEIR. The FEIR was provided to the public and all public agencies that commented on
the Project, in accordance with CEQA;

WHEREAS, the County Planning Commission convened a duly noticed public
hearing on May 24, 2012 and May 31, 2012 and considered the EIR, Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program, and the Reclamation Plan Amendment;

THE PLANNING COMMISSION HEREBY MAKES THE FOLLOWING
FINDINGS WITH RESPECT TO CEQA:

A. The EIR for the Project consists of the DEIR, dated December 23,2011, and
the FEIR, dated May 11,2012. Both documents are collectively referred to as the "EIR"
in this Resolution. The EIR is incorporated in this Resolution by reference.

B. The EIR was prepared by County staff and consultants to the County. The
EIR reflects the County's independent judgment and analysis regarding all matters stated
therein and was prepared and completed in compliance with all applicable provisions of
CEQA.

C. The EIR has been presented to the Planning Commission and the Planning
Commission has reviewed and considered the information contained therein.

D. The information contained in the FEIR dated May 11,2012 does not
constitute significant new information requiring recirculation ofthe EIR because it did
not change the EIR in a way that deprived the public of a meaningful opportunity to
comment on any substantial adverse enviroumental effects of the project or feasible ways
to mitigate or avoid such effects. The information in the FEIR merely clarified and
amplified the impact analyses and mitigation measures previously discussed in the DEIR.
The information in the FEIR did not identify any new significant environmental impacts
or a substantial increase in the severity of any previously identified environmental
impacts. Nor did the FEIR identify any feasible project alternatives or mitigation
measures considerably different from those previously analyzed, and not accepted by the
Applicant, that would clearly lessen the Project's significant environmental impacts.

E. In taking action on the Project, the Planning Commission fully reviewed and
considered the information contained in the EIR, staff reports, oral and written testimony
received from members of the public and other public agencies, and additional
information contained in reports, correspondence, studies, proceedings, and other matters
of record included or referenced in the administrative record of these proceedings.
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F. The Planning Commission has read and considered the ElR prepared for the
Project, has considered each potential environmental impact of the Project, and has
considered each mitigation measure and alternative evaluated in the ElR. In accordance
with the requirements of CEQA and the Guidelines promulgated thereunder, the Planning
Commission makes the following findings based upon substantial evidence in the record:

1. Potentially Significant Environmental Impacts. The EIR analyzes and
discloses all of the Project's potentially significant environmental impacts. The Project
has the potential to significantly impact the following environmental resources:
aesthetics/visual quality; air quality; biological resources; cultural resources; geology,
soils, and seismicity; greenhouse gas emissions; hydrology and water quality; noise; and
cumulative aesthetics/visual quality. The Project's potentially significant impacts are
identified in DEIR Table ES-3, pages ES-13 through ES-19, and FElR, pages 4-1 through
4-2, which are attached hereto as Exhibit 2, and are more thoroughly discussed in the
DEIR and text amendments in the FEIR. Based on information in the EIR and other
documents in the record, the Planning Commission finds that the Project does not have
the potential to cause any significant environmental impacts other than the impacts
identified in the EIR as summarized in Exhibit 2 and listed below:

• Interim visual quality impacts to the scenic vista associated with
Project construction (Impact 4.1-1);

• Impacts to scenic resources within a state- or County-designated
scenic highway or route during reclamation activities (Impact 4.1
3);

• Impacts to existing visual character of the Project area during
reclamation activities (Impact 4.1-5);

• Impacts to daytime or nighttime views associated with Project
lighting (Impact 4.1-7);

• Impacts associated with increased levels of toxic air contaminants
to people (Impact 4.3-3);

• Impacts to increase emissions ofPM2.5 (Impact 4.3-5);

• Impacts to special-status bats (Impact 4.4-2);

• Impacts to aquatic habitats, including organisms and prey base,
from Project activities potentially resulting in selenium-burdened
runoff (Impact 4.4-5);
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• Impacts to the loss of native oak woodlands (Impact 4.4-7);

• Impacts to wetlands and jurisdictional waters associated with
Permanente Creek through direct removal, hydrological
interruption, or other means (Impact 4.4-8);

• Impacts to historical resources (Impact 4.5-1);

• Impacts to archaeological resources (Impact 4.5-2);

• Impacts to unique paleontological resources or site (Impact 4.5-3);

• Impacts to disturbance of human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries (Impact 4.5-4);

• Impacts to rock and soil slopes of the East Materials Storage Area
("EMSA"), Quarry pit, and West Materials Storage Area
("WMSA") (Impact 4.7-1);

• Increase in greenhouse gas emission and contribution to climate
change impacts (Impact 4.8-1);

• Post-reclamation impacts of increased selenium concentrations in
in Permanente Creek (Impact 4.10-1);

• Interim hydrology and water quality impacts associated with
contributions of selenium, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), and
sediment in Permanente Creek (Impact 4.10-2);

• Impacts to existing drainage patterns which could result in
increased storm water runoffrates and on- or offside flooding
(Impact 4.10-4);

• Impacts to existing drainage pattern ofthe site, which could result
in increased stormwater ponding, accumulation of selenium, and
flooding (Impact 4.10-6);

• Noise impacts associated with reclamation activities during Phase
1 (Impact 4.13-1);

• Cumulatively considerable impacts to visual resources (Impact 6
1);
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Except forImpacts 4.1-1; 4.1-3; 4.1-5; 4.4-5; 4.5-1; 4.10-2; and, 6-1, all of the
Project's potentially significant environmental impacts can and will be mitigated to less
than-significant levels through adoption and implementation of mitigation measures. The
adopted mitigation measures are set forth in the attached Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program (Exhibit 3). The post-mitigation level of each of the Project's
environmental impacts is set forth in Table ES-3 of the DElR, pages ES-13 through ES
19, and pages 4-1 through 4-2 of the FEIR.

With respect to Impacts 4.1-1; 4.1-3; 4.1-5; 4.4-5; 4.5-1; 4.10-2; and, 6-1, the
impacts would be significant and unavoidable even after implementation of applicable
mitigation measures identified in the ElR or, in other cases, no feasible mitigation
measures are available to reduce the significance of these impacts. The impacts
identified as significant and unavoidable are discussed as follows:

A. Impact 4.1-1 (scenic vista); Impact 4.1-3 (views from scenic
highways); Impact 4.1-5 (degradation of existing visual character):

1. Impact 4.1-1: The Anza Knoll scenic vista is located atop a
hillside and provides 360-degree panoramic views. The Project contrast at this location
would be strong given the close proximity of the Project area (approximately 1 mile to
the southwest of the vista), and the strong industrial quality of the Project area in a
generally distinct viewshed, as illustrated on page 4.1-6 of the DElR, Figure 4.1-2c,
Photo 10. Project construction would demand the viewer's attention and could not be
overlooked. Due to the large size of the Project area and its geographic relation to the
scenic vista, it would be impossible to screen views of the Project Area. In conjunction
with the long duration of construction of approximately 10 years at the EMSA, impacts at
the Anza Knoll would be significant.

The significant impact cannot be mitigated to a levelless-than-significant because
of the large size of the Project and its geographic relation to the scenic vista on the
hillside, it would be impossible to screen views ofthe Project. Interim artificial screening
such as fencing would be incapable of obscuring views of the large Project area, given
the viewers' elevated perspective. A more aggressive planting plan to establish mature
vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other evergreens) immediately on the EMSA would reduce
visual contrast in the period between initial planting, hydroseeding, and eventual
maturation under the normal revegetation plan; however, mature trees could not be
planted on the intervening slopes, only benches. Furthermore, such an aggressive
planting plan would not address visual contrast that would exist during construction of
the overburden pile, particularly the dominant presence of construction equipment and
activity. As such, based on the ErR and the entire record, this significant impact carmot
be mitigated to a level of less-than-significant and no feasible mitigation measures are
available to reduce the significance of this impact.
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2. Impact 4.1-3: For motorists on 1-280, the re-contoured hillsides
dnring construction would result in a moderate visual contrast in that the Project elements
begin to attract attention and begin to dominate the characteristic landscape. The changes
to the visual character ofthe site itself would include, during construction of the EMSA,
an increased prominence and extent of disturbed areas, and the creation of a new,
distinctly unnatural landform. This would be particularly noticeable immediately
following the completion of construction but before the vegetation has time to establish
and mature, a time period of up to ten years and as such this impact would be significant.

Artificial screening such as fencing would be incapable of obscuring views of the
Project Area, because of the extensive height ofthe EMSA. A more aggressive planting
plan to establish mature vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other evergreens) immediately on the
EMSA would reduce visual contrast in the period between initial planting, hydroseeding,
and eventual maturation under the normal vegetation plan; however, mature trees could
not be planted on the intervening slopes, only the benches. Furthermore, such an
aggressive planting plan would not address visual contrast that would exist during
construction of the overbnrden pile, particularly the dominant presence of construction
equipment and activity. As such, based on the ErR and the entire record, this significant
impact cannot be mitigated to a level of less-than-significant and no feasible mitigation
measures have been identified to reduce the significance of this impact.

3. Impact 4.1-5: Viewpoints from the Hammond-Snyder Loop
Trail, adjacent to Cristo Rey Drive, in the Rancho San Antonio ("RSA") PreservefPark is
one of the most visually sensitive locations within the RSA Preserve/Park, and the Quarry
is a very prominent feature within the existing landscape. The increased prominence and
extent of distnrbed areas, and the creation of a new distinctly unnatnrallandform
resulting from the Project would be particularly noticeable immediately following the
completion of construction but before the vegetation has time to establish and mature, a
period of up to ten years. Other viewsheds within the RSA Preserve/Park would also be
impacted by Project construction. The PG&E Trail offers views ofthe upper elevations of
the EMSA overburden deposits. Although the existing overburden deposits are not a
dominant feature in the landscape, the substantial increase in the height of the overburden
deposit dnring construction could block views of the scenic mountains behind the EMSA.
In conjunction with the presence of construction equipment in an otherwise natural
setting, construction activities would begin to attract attention and begin to dominate the
characteristic landscape. The overall visual change to hikers on the PG&E trail would be
moderate to high. This would result in a significant impact.

Artificial screening such as fencing would be incapable of obscuring the views of
the Project Area, because of the extensive height ofthe EMSA. A more aggressive
planting plan to establish mature vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other evergreens)
innnediately on the EMSA would reduce visual contrast in the period between initial
planting, hydroseeding, and eventual maturation under the normal revegetation plan;
however, nature trees could not be planted on the intervening slopes, only the benches.
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Furthermore, such an aggressive planting plan would not address visual contrast that
would exist during construction of the overburden pile, particularly the dominant
presence of construction equipment and activity. As such, based on the EIR and the entire
record, this significant impact cannot be mitigated to a level of less-than-significant and
no feasible mitigation measures have been identified to reduce the significance of this
impact.

B. Impact 4.4-5 and Impact 4.10-2: The EIR identifies potential
environmental impacts relating to: (1) interim project activities contributing
concentrations ofse1enium, Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), and sediment in Permanente
Creek (Impact 4.10-2; FEIR pg. 4.10-43-50) and (2) interim project activities that could
result in selenium-burdened runoff reaching aquatic habitats and, thus, affecting aquatic
organisms and their prey base (Impact 4.4-5; DEIR pg. 4.4-37-38). The time period for
when these impacts could occur is limited to an estimated 20 years until final reclamation
is complete. The EIR concludes that final reclamation will ultimately result in an overall
decrease to selenium concentrations discharged to Permanente Creek expected to meet
the San Francisco Bay Basin (Region 2) Water Quality Control Plan ("Basin Plan"),
which has a standard of 5 f.lg/L (micrograms per liter) for aquatic life protection. (FEIR,
pages 4.10-33 through 4.10-40.) Interim reclamation activities during a 20-year period,
could result in significant impacts related to selenium burdened runoff entering
Permanente Creek.

The DEIR identified mitigation measure 4.1 0-2a that requires the use of Interim
Stormwater Control and Sediment Management to minimize the potential for selenium
burdened runoff to enter Permanente Creek. However, due to the lack of empirical
evidence supporting the effectiveness of this mitigation, the DEIR concluded that the
mitigation would not reduce the impact to a less than significant level. (DEIR, pages
4.10-44 through 4.10-47.)

As an additional mitigation measure, the DEIR discussed commercially available
treatment systems to remove selenium and reduce selenium levels in stormwater runoff
below the Basin Plan level of 5 f.lg/L (micrograms per liter) for aquatic life protection.
The DEIR identified the treatment system to have a total installed cost of approximately
$86 million and an annual operation and maintenance of approximately $2.8 million per
year. The DEIR concluded that due to the high estimated cost for a selenium treatment
system it was not a feasible mitigation measure. (DEIR, pages 4.10-46 through 47.)

Following DEIR publication, the County of Santa Clara, Department of Planning
and Development, hired CH2M Hill ("Consultant") to further evaluate the feasibility of
installing a treatment system to reduce selenium concentrations in storm water runoff
below applicable water quality standards. The Consultant prepared a Feasibility
Assessment ("Assessment"), which is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit
4. The Assessment considered a range of treatment methods and determined that a
fluidized bed reactor system ("FBR") appeared to be the most promising technology for
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further study and pilot testing. The Assessment concluded that although from an
engineering perspective an FBR system could be installed onsite to treat discharge from
the Quarry Pit and WMSA, it was contingent upon subsequent studies evaluating the
treatment facility that would be disclosed as part offurther engineering studies. Based on
the information available in the Assessment, and all other information available at this
time, the Planning Commission finds that a mitigation measure requiring the installation
and operation of a treatment facility to treat selenium runoff during reclamation activities
is not feasible, at this time, for the following reasons:

• The Project site is subject to highly variable stormwater flows because of the
rain season in the area, thus runoff can range from zero for many months of
the year to tens of thousands of gallons per minute at other months of the year.
An FBR system presents unique challenges relating to variable flows because
treatment goals are not achieved when flows are at zero since the system must
be shut down and restarted. Once the system is restarted, it can take several
days before performance can be re-established. Further studies are needed to
determine if a treatment system can be designed and installed that
accommodates the storage of stormwater to allow equalized flows into the
FBR system. (Assessment, pg. 1-2-1-13.)

• The Assessment does not identify any examples of an FBR system in the
United States that has been installed or operating on a site similar to the
Project site, where runoff from highly disturbed areas occurs at variable
levels. Although the Assessment identifies five North American coal industry
projects where FBR systems targeting selenium were designed or are in
construction, none of the systems are fully operational and do not appear to
involve the specific technical challenges identified in the Assessment for the
Project site. Therefore, at this time, there is uncertainty as to the application
of the FBR technology to the Project site because the effectiveness of such a
system at a similarly situated site has not been proven. (Assessment, Appx. A,
p. 7; Assessment, p. 1-2-1-6.)

• Reclamation activities that potentially cause interim increases in
concentrations of selenium in stormwater runoff will occur for an
approximately 20-year period. Following final reclamation, the ElR
concludes that selenium concentrations in stormwater runoff are not expected
to exceed applicable water quality standards in the Basin Plan level of 5 flg/L
(micrograms per liter) for aquatic life protection. The 20-year interim period
is divided into two ten-year periods. The first 10-year period when interim
impacts to concentrations in water runoff potentially exist is when reclamation
activities occur at the East Materials Storage Area ("EMSA"). (FEIR, pages
4.1 0-43 through 4.10-44.) The second 10-year period is when reclamation
activities occur at the West Materials Storage Area and Quarry pit
("WMSAlPit"). (FEIR, page 4.10-44.)
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• The Assessment did not provide specific costs or design parameters
for an FBR to treat stonnwater flows from the EMSA during the
first ten-year period. Therefore, at this time, there is insufficient
information to detennine the cost and specific design parameters
for an FBR system to treat flows from the EMSA and further work
is necessary to determine the feasibility, costs and design
parameters to install such a system.

• The Assessment did evaluate an FBR system to treat flows from
the WMSAlPit during the second ten-year period. The Assesment
concluded that the estimated cost for installation would be
approximately $63.6 million, with a range of $31.8 million (-50%)
to $127 million (+100%) and the estimated cost for operation and
maintenance would be $6.5 million with a total initial estimated
cost of$10l million, based on a 10-year life cycle cost and an 8
percent annual interest rate of return. Therefore, the total cost to
install and operate an FBR system to treat stormwater flows from
the WMSAJPit for ten years during Phase 2 and 3 would be
approximately $228 million. (Assessment, pg. 1-13-15.) The
financial burden of approximately $228 million for the installation
and operation of an FBR system for the WMSAlPit for the limited
term of ten years is economically disproportionate, considering the
limited duration of the impact and the finding that selenium
concentrations in stormwater runoff are not expected to exceed
applicable water quality standards following final reclamation of
the Project site.

• Mitigation Measures 4.10-2c; 4.10-2d; and, 4.l0-2e in the FEIR require
continued study to determine the feasibility of installing a treatment facility or
alternative treatment method to address stormwater runoff during the 20-year
interim reclamation period. (FEIR, pages 4.10-47 through 4.10-49.) Together
these mitigation measures will require the installation of a selenium treatment
facility iflater studies determine its feasibility and ongoing testing shows that
interim reclamation activities causes increased concentrations of selenium in
stormwater runoff. In accordance with the mitigation measures, the Planning
Commission shall hold a public hearing to determine the feasibility of the
treatment facility or alternative, as specified in the mitigation measure. In
addition, Mitigation Measures 4.1 0-2a and 4.1 0-2b require the implementation
of Best Management Practices (BMPs) in accordance with the drainage plan
and Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Because the BMPs are
specific to the site conditions and rainfall and have not been installed yet,
there is insufficient empirical data supporting a conclusion that the BMPs
alone will mitigate the interim impact. Therefore, the implementation of
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Mitigation Measures 4.1 0-2a and 4.10-2b will not reduce the impact to less
than significant and Impact 4.4-5 and 4.10-2 remain significant and
unavoidable.

Based on the above, there is insufficient evidence to support a finding that the
requirement to install a selenium treatment facility, using FBR technology, or an
alternative technology, is a feasible mitigation measure. Therefore, no feasible mitigation
measure exists to reduce the potentially significant impacts identified in Impact 4.4-5 and
Impact 4. I0-2 to less-than-significant levels and the impacts remain significant and
unavoidable.

C. Impact 4.5-1 (loss of known historic resources): The Project area is
located within the boundaries of a potential Kaiser Permanente Quarry Mining District.
Because the potential District is eligible for listing in the California Register, it is
considered an historical resource pursuant to CEQA Section 15064.5. The Project
proposes to demolish the following contributing features of the potential District; the
existing Permanente Quarry Conveyor System and related tuunel, powerhouse, and
structures including the remains of the early 1940s crusher. The loss ofthe Permanente
Quarry Conveyor System and related tunnel, powerhouse, and structures including the
remains of the early 1940s crusher would cause a substantial adverse change to a historic
resource because it would demolish in an adverse manner those physical characteristics
that convey the District's historical significance and that justify its eligibility for
inclusion in the California Register.

The EIR identifies Mitigation Measures 4.5-1a, 4.5-1 b, and 4.5-1c that will
require documentation and salvage of the Conveyor System and related tunnel,
powerhouse, and structures including the remains of the early 1940s crusher. (DEIR,
page 4.5-26.) While these mitigation measures would reduce the extent of the significant
impact, it would not mitigate for the ultimate loss of these historic resources. There is no
feasible way to move or avoid these features and implement the Project and this impact
would be significant and unavoidable.

D. Impact 6-1: The Project would have a significant impact to views from
the Anza Knoll and trails within the RSA PreserveiPark, including the PG&E and
Hammond-Snyder Loop trails. Construction ofthe Permanente Creek Flood Protection
Project would occur concurrent with construction of Phase 1 of the Project, and would
result in temporary visual disruption related to grading for the flood basin, and would
create views of construction debris, construction staging and material storage areas, soil
stockpiles, and construction vehicles and equipment. The Project would cumulatively
contribute to the impacts caused by the Permanente Creek Flood Protection Project,
resulting in a significant cumulative impact to visual resources.
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No mitigation measures or Project alternatives have been identified to reduce the
cumulative impact to a less-than-significant level and, thus, it remains significant and
unavoidable.

2. Alternatives. The EIR analyzes a reasonable range of alternatives to the
Project sufficient to foster public and informed decision-making and to permit a reasoned
choice, and the EIR adequately discusses and evaluates the comparative merits of the
alternatives. An EIR must identify the "environmentally superior alternative" among all
ofthe alternatives considered that feasibly implements the objectives of the proposed
project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6). For the proposed Project, the EIR analyzed
which alternative was superior based on the analysis of the proposed Project and
alternatives to it. None of the alternatives identified would provide a material lessening
of significant adverse impacts compared with the proposed Project. Therefore, the EIR
concluded that the Project was the environmentally superior alternative.

The EIR analyzed three alternatives to the proposed Project, including the
Complete Backfill Alternative (Alternative 1), Central Materials Storage area Alternative
(Alternative 2), and the No Project Alternative (Alternative 3). (See, EIR Chapter 3 and
Chapter 5.) The Planning Commission finds that the EIR presents a reasonable range of
alternatives with respect to the Project as required under CEQA. For the reasons set forth
below and considering the entire record of proceedings, the Planning Commission
approves the proposed Project rather than any of the alternatives. Each alternative is
summarized below and the reason why the Planning Commission rejected it.

A. Complete Backfill Alternative (Alternative 1)

i. Description of the Alternative

The Complete Backfill Alternative would be similar to the Project in all respects
except that overburden materials stored in the EMSA would be backfilled into the Quarry
pit upon the conclusion of mineral extraction activities. The EMSA was designed to
accept total overburden placement of approximately 6.5 million tons (approximately 4.8
million cubic yards) and to provide overburden storage for the surface mining operation
until approximately 2015, when final contouring and revegetation would occur. Under
Alternative 1, the approximately 4.8 million cubic yards of overburden stored in the
EMSA would be returned to the Quarry pit as backfill during reclamation Phase 2.

ii. Reasons for Rejecting the Alternative

This alternative would not avoid any of the significant and unavoidable impacts
identified for the Project and would result in the following increased severity of impacts
as compared to the Project:
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• Greater impacts to scenic vista, scenic and major roadways and the visual
character or quality of the Project as a result of lowering the height of the
EMSA that provides visual buffering of the Project site.

• Greater impact to air quality and health risk, energy conservation, and
greenhouse gas emission due to a longer duration of construction required to
excavate and move the EMSA materials and thereafter to contour the area.

• Impacts to energy conservation would be greater than the Project, as more
fossil fuel would be required to excavate and move the EMSA materials and
thereafter to contour the area.

• Implementation of Alternative 1 would cause a greater impact to greenhouse
gas emissions.

• Impacts related to long term selenium leaching to surface water would be less
than under the Project; however, the larger area and higher slopes would result
in more severe drainage and flooding impacts, and the longer interim period
before WMSA and EMSA reclamation could result in more severe interim
impacts to water quality.

• Impacts from noise would be greater than the Project due to the additional
heavy equipment activity required to excavate and remove the EMSA,
combined with removal of the feature that would help shield nearby
residences from equipment noise.

The Complete Backfill Alternative (Alternative 1) does not avoid any of the
significant and unavoidable impacts identified in the ErR and could result in increased
severity of environmental impacts in several areas. Therefore, it is not environmentally
superior to the Project and thus is not adopted by the Planning Commission.

B. Central Materials Storage Area Alternative (Alternative 2)

i. Description ofthe Alternative

The Central Materials Storage Area (CMSA) Alternative would be similar to the
Project in all respects except that reclamation of the eastern and central portions of the
EMSA (as it exists as of reclamation plan amendment approval) would begin
immediately, and overburden generated by continued mining in the Quarry pit would be
stored in an area further to the west, farther removed from the closest viewers and air
quality- and noise-sensitive receptors, as indicated on Figures 3-1 and 3-2 of the DEIR
(pages 3-11 through 3-12). Reclamation activities in the EMSA would be the same as
under the Project (including installation of a "cap" to prevent selenium-containing
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surface runoff from reaching Permanente Creek) except that such activities would begin
immediately upon reclamation plan amendment approval and no new materials would be
stockpiled in that area, Mitigation measures recommended to address interim Project
impacts (i,e" impacts that could occur while reclamation activities are underway) for the
EMSA also would be implemented to avoid or reduce impacts associated with the CMSA
before final reclamation of the CMSA begins, which would occur upon the conclusion of
mineral extraction in the Quarry pit during reclamation Phase 2,

ii. Reasons for Rejecting the Alternative

This alternative would not avoid any of the significant and unavoidable impacts
identified for the Project and would result in the following increased severity of impacts
as compared to the Project:

• Greater impacts to scenic vista, scenic and major roadways and the visual
character or quality ofthe Project as a result oflowering the height ofthe
EMSA that provides visual buffering of the Project site,

• Implementation of Alternative 2 would cause greater impact to natural
habitat than the Project because it would result in the conversion of native
habitats such as oak woodlands and chaparral.

• Impacts to energy conservation would be greater than the Project, as more
fossil fuel would be required to implement this alternative based on
increased surface area,

• Impacts to geology and soils would be similar to slightly greater than the
Project due to the combined height of the EMSA/Central Materials
Storage Area and slightly reduced factors of safety,

• Implementation of Alternative 2 would cause a greater impact to
greenhouse gas emissions,

As the Central Materials Storage Area Alternative (Alternative 2) does not avoid
any of the significant and unavoidable impacts identified in the EIR and could result in
increased severity of environmental impacts in several areas, it is not environmentally
superior to the Project and thus is not adopted by the Planning Commission,

C, No Project Alternative (Alternative 3)

i. Description of the Alternative
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Under the No Project Alternative, it is expected that mining would continue at the
Quarry at the baseline rate of 2,600,000 metric tons. However, SMARA mandates that
the Project Area be reclaimed in compliance with all regulatory criteria. The Project is
intended to fulfill this legal requirement and abate the issues related to Orders to
comply/Notices of Violation (NOVs) issued by the County in 2006 and 2008 related to
deviations from the 1985 Reclamation Plan (i.e., engaging in mining activities outside the
approved reclamation boundary). Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed
Reclamation Plan would not be approved, these NOVs would not be abated, and the
Applicant would remain in vio lation of SMARA and County requirements because an
approved reclamation plan would not encompass all mining-related operations and
disturbance. This would result in no additional placement of overburden at the EMSA.
Ultimately, however, in order to address the existing NOVs, a SMARA-compliant
reclamation plan would have to be developed, approved following its evaluation under
CEQA, and implemented by the Applicant. It is expected that such a reclamation plan
would be substantially similar in scope and level of activity to that proposed as the
Project, including reclamation of the EMSA to address the existing overburden material
at that location. Under the No Project Alternative, the principal difference compared to
the Project is not whether reclamation would begin, but rather when reclamation would
begin.

ii. Reasons for Rejecting the Alternative

This alternative would not avoid any of the significant and unavoidable impacts
identified for the Project and would result in the following increased severity of impacts
as compared to the Project:

• Greater impacts to scenic vista, scenic and major roadways and the visual
character or quality of the Project as a result of lowering the height of the
EMSA that provides visual buffering of the Project site.

• Impacts to geology and soils would be greater, because baseline
conditions of marginal slope stability would continue for a longer period
of time.

• The interim period before reclamation would be longer than for the
Project; the extended timeframe would result a longer period of selenium
related water quality impacts, also affecting aquatic habitat in Perrnanente
Creek.

As the No Project Alternative (Alternative 3) does not avoid any of the significant
and unavoidable impacts identified in the EIR and could result in increased severity of
environmental impacts in several areas, it is not environmentally superior to the Project
and thus is not adopted by the Planning Commission.
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3. Finding Regarding Mitigation or Avoidance of Impacts and Adoption of
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program. Based on the adopted mitigation
measures, changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the Project
which mitigate or avoid all of the Project's potentially significant environmental effects
with the exception of Impacts 4.1-1; 4.1-3; 4.1-5; 4.4-5; 4.5-1; 4.10-2; and, 6-1. In
addition, a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program ("MMRP") has been prepared
pursuant to Public Resources Code § 21081.6 that provides for implementation,
monitoring, reporting, and enforcement of all conditions and mitigation measures adopted
to mitigate and/or avoid the Project's significant environmental impacts. The MMRP is
attached to this resolution as Exhibit 3 and incorporated herein.

4. Statement of Overriding Considerations. Regarding Impacts 4.1-1; 4.1-3; 4.1
5; 4.4-5; 4.5-1; 4.10-2; and, 6-1, the Planning Commission finds that all feasible
mitigation measures and alternatives have been adopted; however, these impacts are still
significant and unavoidable. There are no feasible mitigation measures or alternatives to
the Proj ect that could reduce the impacts to a level less than significant. Pursuant to
Public Resources Code section 21081(b), there are specific overriding economic, social
and other benefits ofthe proposed Project that outweigh this impact. These benefits,
which will accrue to the general public, warrant approval of the Project notwithstanding
the Project's remaining significant impact, and include the following:

• Under SMARA, every person or entity who operates a surface mining
operation must receive approval of a reclamation plan. The 0 bj ective of
the reclamation plan must be to restore the mined lands to a useable
condition which is readily adaptable for alternative land uses, to minimize
effects on the environment, and to protect public health and safety. (Pub.
Res. Code §§ 2700; 2711-12.) The County's Zoning Code also requires
approval of a reclamation plan for any surface mining operation. (County
Zoning Code § 4.10.370.) Therefore, approval of the Project fulfills the
state law mandate and Zoning Ordinance Code requirement that a surface
mining operation receive approval of a reclamation plan.

• The 1985 Reclamation Plan is inadequate and does not include sufficient
mechanisms to protect the public health, safety, and welfare. The Project
is superior to the 1985 Reclamation Plan because the 1985 Reclamation
Plan covers approximately 330-acres and today the mined lands comprise
approximately 1,238 acres. The Project would cover the 1,238 acres
currently mined and apply SMARA reclamation standards.

• The Project would result in the stabilization of the site, improvement to
long term water quality issues in Permanente Creek, and facilitation in the
restoration of Permanente Creek.
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• The Project would result in the rehabilitation and restoration of highly
disturbed areas and otherwise smooth the transition to future open space
uses that would be more compatible with surrounding areas.

• The Project would ensure that a sufficient Financial Assurance is posted
by the Applicant and updated annually. The Financial Assurance provides
financial resources to the County in the event the Applicant is incapable of
performing reclamation in accordance with its approved reclamation plan
or abandons the surface mining operation without commencing or
completing reclamation. The Financial Assurance posted for the 1985
Reclamation Plan is $11.4 million. The Financial Assurance posted for
the Project is over $47.7 million.

• The Planning Commission finds that further detail regarding the Project
benefits and information to support the determination that specific
overriding economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits ofthe
Project outweigh the significant and unavoidable impacts on the
environment are included in a statement of overriding considerations
prepared by the Applicant, attached as Exhibit 5 to this resolution and
incorporated herein. The reports and other documents supporting the
Applicant's statement of overriding considerations is on file at the County
Planning Office, 70 W. Hedding Street, i h Floor, East Wing, San Jose,
CA 95110.

5. Absence of Significant New Information. CEQA Guidelines section 15088.5
requires a lead agency to recirculate an EIR for further review and comment when
significant new information is added to the ElR after public notice is given on the
availability of the Draft EIR but before certification of the Final ElR. New information
added to an EIR is not "significant" unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the
public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse enviromnental
effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the project
proponent declines to implement. The Guidelines provide examples of significant new
information under this standard. Recirculation is not required where the new information
added to the EIR merely clarifies or amplifies or makes insignificant modification in an
adequate EIR. The Planning Commission recognizes that the Final ElR contains
additional information in response to comments and question from agencies and the
public. The Planning Commission [rods that this additional information does not
constitute significant new information requiring recirculation, but rather that the
additional information merely clarifies or amplifies the information in, or makes
insignificant modifications to, the legally adequate DEIR.

G. The administrative record upon which the Plarming Commission's decision is
based includes, but is not limited to, the following:
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1. The EIR (Draft EIR dated December 2011 & Final EIR dated May
2012);

2. The reports and other documents cited as reference in the EIR;

3. All oral, written and electronic evidence submitted to the County
prior to the close of the Planning Commission's hearing on the Project;

4. All documents constituting the record pursuant to Public Resources
Code section 21167.6; and

5. All matters of common knowledge to this Planning Commission
including, but not limited to, state and federal laws and regulations and
County policies, ordinances, guidelines and regulations and the
General Plan.

The administrative record is located in the Office of the Clerk of the Board of
Supervisors and in the County Planning Office. The custodian of documents for the
administrative record is: Clerk of the Board, 70 W. Hedding Street, 10th Floor, East
Wing, San Jose, CA 95110.

THE PLANNING COMMISSION HEREBY MAKES THE FOLLOWING
FINDINGS REGARDING THE PROPOSED RECLAMATION PLAN
AMENDMENT:

A. The Permanente Quarry is a single large pit where limestone and aggregate
are quarried. West of the Quarry Pit (the "Pit") is a stockpile area where overburden has
historically been placed identified as the West Materials Storage Area (the "WMSA").
Mining overburden is currently being placed in a permanent location east of the Quarry
Pit identified as the East Materials Storage Area (the "EMSA").

B. The State Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 ("SMARA," Cal. Pub. Res.
Code §§ 2710 et seq.), as amended, and its implementing regulations (Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations §§ 3500 et seq.) require all active surface mine quarries
to have an adopted Reclamation Plan in compliance with SMARA standards that
demonstrates how the quarry site will be reclaimed following the conclusion of mining.

C. The County is a lead agency under SMARA and has the principal
responsibility for approval of a reclamation plan in accordance with SMARA and Section
4.10.370 of the Zoning Ordinance of the County of Santa Clara. As a SMARA lead
agency the County is responsible for reviewing applications for reclamation plans and in
accordance with the County's Zoning Ordinance, the Planning Commission is
responsible for approving a reclamation plan and amendments thereto.
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D. The proposed Reclamation Plan Amendment (the "RPA") modifies a
previously approved 1985 Reclamation Plan, which covers approximately 330-acres.
Today, the disturbed areas associated with surface mining comprise approximately 1,238
acres and the RPA will cover these lands. The primary objective for the Applicant's RPA
is to amend the 1985 Reclamation Plan to comply with SMARA and County regulations.
Other objectives for the proposed RPA include:

1. Maintain a local, reliable, and economic source of Portland cement-grade
limestone and construction aggregate to serve market demands in Santa Clara County, the
San Francisco Bay Area and northern California.

2. Continue operations at an existing limestone quarry that is uniquely
situated to provide for regional needs and that lies in a state-classified MRZ-2 resource
area meeting the requirements ofSMARA and County Code Section 4.10.370.

3. Reclaim existing mining disturbance to conform to the surrounding
topography in contour and vegetation, to achieve long-term slope stability, protect water
quality, and permit alternative post-mining uses.

4. Apply reclamation standards under SMARA to areas disturbed by mining
operations within the Permanente Quarry.

5. Reclaim existing mining disturbance to avoid or eliminate residual hazards
to the environment and public health and safety.

E. In October 2006, the County issued a Notice of Violation ("NOV") and Order
to Comply to the Applicant due to the identification of areas disturbed by mining located
outside the boundary of the 1985 Reclamation Plan. In 2008, the County issued a second
NOV to the Applicant for placing additional overburden materials outside the
Reclamation Plan boundary in the EMSA. The RPA application submitted by the
Applicant will effectively abate these prior violations and encompass all disturbed mined
lands into the RPA.

F. On February 8, 2011, the County Board of Supervisors held a public hearing
and made a determination that the mining operations at the Permanente Quarry are a legal
nonconforming use (i.e., a vested right) in the area that is subject to the RPA. As such,
continued surface mining within the RPA does not require a user permit. However,
SMARA and the County's Ordinance Code require all surface mining operations to have
an approved reclamation plan.

G. In accordance with SMARA and the COlmty's Ordinance Code, the Applicant
has posted a Financial Assurance ("FA") in the amount of more than $47.7 million to
reflect the cost to reclaim the area identified in the RPA. The FA provides financial
resources to the County in the event the Applicant is incapable of performing reclamation
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in accordance with an approved reclamation plan or has abandoned its surface mining
operation without commencing or completing reclamation. The FA posted for the 1985
Reclamation Plan is $11.4 million. If the RPA is approved, the Applicant is required to
update and adjust the FA annually to changes to the actual reclamation costs.

H. The RPA is consistent with the standards stipulated under SMARA and the
County's Ordinance Code. The RPA fulfills the legal requirement that the Applicant has
an approved reclamation plan consistent with SMARA and abates the NOVs issued by
the County related to deviations from the 1985 Reclamation Plan. In accordance with
SMARA, the State Office of Mine Reclamation (OMR) provided a review of the RPA.
All pertinent requirements stipulated by OMR and required pursuant to SMARA are
contained in the recommended conditions of approval, Exhibit 1, attached hereto and
incorporated herein.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Planning Commission of the
County of Santa Clara, based upon all of the oral and documentary evidence received,
that the Environmental Impact Report is certified, the Statement of Overriding
Considerations adopted, the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program is adopted,
and the proposed Reclamation Plan Amendment, subject to conditions of approval, is
approved.

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Planning Commission of the County of Santa
Clara, State of California on by the following vote:

AYES;
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Scott Lefaver, Chair
Plarming Commission

Attest:

Michele Napier
Board Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY:

Nancy Clark
Deputy County Counsel

Exhibits to this Resolution-
I-Reclamation Plan Amendment Conditions of Approval
2-Table ofImpacts (DEIR Table ES-3, pages ES-13 through ES-19; FEIR,
pages 4-1 through 4-2)
3-Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
4-Feasibility Assessment
5-Statement of Overriding Considerations Submitted by Applicant
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Reclamation Plan Amendment
Conditions of Approval

EXHIBIT 1



MEETING DATE:

FILE NUMBER

EXHIBITl
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

May 24, 2012

2250-13-66-10P-I0EIR (Ml)

NAME (Mine Operator): Hanson Permanente Cement, Inc. (Lehigh Southwest Cement)

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Reclamation Plan Amendment (RPA) for Lehigh Permanente Quarry, located at 24001
Stevens Creek Boulevard, in unincorporated Santa Clara County. The RPA amends and
supersedes the previously approved 1985 Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan for a 20
year period to satisfy the reclamation requirements of the Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975. The RPA encompasses 1,238.7 acres within the Mine
Operator's 3,510-acre ownership. The reclamation activities will be implemented in
three phases over an estimated 20-year period. Phase I is approximately nine years, and
involves reclamation activities in the EMSA and continuation of existing mining
activities in the WMSA and Quarry Pit. Phase II is approximately five years, and
includes reclamation activities within the WMSA and Quarry Pit. During Phase II, the
WMSA overburden stockpile will be moved via a conveyor system to use as backfill of
the Quarry Pit. The EMSA will be reclaimed during Phase II or sooner. Phase III is
approximately 5 years, and involves removing the equipment, buildings and unnecessary
roads from the Project area. Reclan1ation activities in the Permanente Creek Reclamation
Area will occur during all three phases described above.

APPLICATION APPROVED SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS STATED BELOW
BASED ON PLANS AS SUBMITTED.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:

1. The conditions of approval contained herein shall supersede and replace all
previous conditions of approval fi.-om the 1985 Reclamation Plan approval.

2. All development, operations, and reclamation that occur under this RPA shall be
consistent with the approved plans, unless modified per these conditions. The
approved plans include maps, drawings, tables, and a narrative description within
the RPA prepared by EnviroMINE Incorporated, including Attachments A
through J, dated December 13, 2011 and received by the Connty on December 15,
2011. Plans also include engineered drawings prepared by Chang Consultants,
dated December 12, 2011 (appended to the RPA), and Reclamation Water Quality
prepared by Strategic Engineering & Science, Inc., dated December 2011 (RPA,
Attachment G), and replacement Sheet 7 of 13 for Basin 40A by Chang
Consultants, received by the County on March 13, 2012.
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3. Within 60 days of approval of the RPA, Mine Operator shall submit six (6) copies
plus one electronic copy of a "Final" RPA, incorporating changes required per the
conditions of approval for the RPA, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program, and Final Environmental Impact Report.

4. Within 60 days following approval of the RPA, the Mine Operator shall submit to
the Planning Manager or the Manager's designee (hereinafter referred to as
Planning Manager), legal descriptions for all affected parcels of real property.
Pursuant to Section 2772.7 of the Public Resources Code, specifically referred to
as SMARA, the County will record a Notice of Reclamation Plan Approval with
the County Recorder's Office covering those parcels affected by the approved
RPA. The notice shall read: "Mining Operations conducted on the hereinafter
described real property are subject to a RPA approval by the County of Santa
Clara Planning Commission. A copy of said approved RPA is on file with the
Department of Planning and Development, located the Santa Clara County
Government Center, East Wing, 7'h Floor, 70 W Hedding Street, San Jose, CA
9511 o. " The Mine Operator shall be responsible for all the reasonable costs
associated with recording said notice.

5. If reclamation is not complete on or before June 30,2032, the Mine Operator shall
file an application for an amendment to the reclamation plan prior to that date.

6. The proposed end use following reclamation is hillside open space.

7. The Mine Operator shall be responsible for paying all reasonable costs associated
with work by the Department of Planning and Development, or with work
conducted under the supervision of the Department of Planning and Development,
in conjunction with, or in any way related to the conditions of approval identified
in this RPA, the mitigations contained in the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program, and the annual SMARA inspections and annual review of fmancial
assurance cost estimates. This includes but is not limited to costs for staff time,
attorney's fees, consultant fees, and direct costs associated with report production
and distribution.

8. An Annual Report shall be prepared by the County each year that summarizes
compliance with the RPA and conditions of approval, Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program, and annual SMARA inspections and review of financial
assurance cost estimates.

a. Annual Report shall be presented to the Planning Commission at a public
meeting by December ofeach year, starting in 2013.

b. Mine Operator shall provide a reasonable amount of funding to the
Department of Planning and Development for all aspects of report
preparation, including but not limited to reimbursement for staff time,
consultant fees, attorney's fees, and direct costs associated with report
production and distribution.
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c. Mine Operator shall provide by October 1 of each year, the information
requested by the Planning Manager that is needed for the preparation of the
Annual Report.

9. If at any time the Director of Planning and Development determines that the
Quarry is not in compliance with the RPA, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program, or any condition of approval, and as such is in violation of the RPA, the
Director may take any and all actions necessary to ensure compliance with the
Plan in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

10. Copies of the RPA Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, approved
plans, conditions of approval shall be maintained at the premises of the
Permanente Quarry, 24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard, at all times: one copy of all
the documents shall be stored in the administration building at this location and
one copy of all the documents shall be stored in the mine operations office.

11. By October 1 of each year, starting in 2012, the Mine Operator shall provide to
the Planning Manager a report summarizing the date of the annual training, topics
reviewed, and list of all employees attending the training. The Mine Operator
shall annually train all mining staff, including outside vendors, contractors, or
consultants who are responsible for implementation of any part of the mine
operations or reclamation at Permanente Quarry, on the requirements and
provisions of the RPA, the conditions of approval, and the MMRP.

12. Within 60 days following approval of the RPA, the Mine Operator shall submit to
the Planning Manager a copy of its Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) of the approved RPA, which is hereby appended to the RPA by
reference. The Mine Operator is responsible for providing the Department of
Planning and Development with any and all updates to the SWPPP.

13. All mitigation measures contained within the Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program (MMRP) prepared for the project are adopted as conditions of
approval and noted as such. The language contained within the MMRP shall be
the guiding language for implementation of the condition or measure unless as
modified within these conditions of approval.

14. By August 1st of each year, or as required by the Santa Clara County SMARA
Inspection Program, the Mine Operator shall submit annually Financial Assurance
Cost Estimates (FACE) to the Planning Manager for review and approval, which
shall serve as the basis for the amount of financial assurances required of the
Mine Operator, account for disturbed and those lands to be disturbed in the
following year by the surface mining operations, inflation, and reclamation of
lands accomplished in accordance with the approved RPA. Cost estimates shall
utilize the most up to date cost figures for the San Francisco Bay Area and shall
include appropriate costs for all materials to be utilized, labor rates, and
equipment rates utilized in calculating the FACE. Upon approval of the FACE by
the County and review by the State Office of Mine Reclamation (OMR), the Mine
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Operator shall post an acceptable Financial Assurance mechanism with the
Department of Planning and Development prior to commencing any disturbance
in areas not previously disturbed by the mining operation..

OTHER AGENCIES/JURISDICTIONS CORRESPONDENCE

15. If requested by the County, copies of all violations or abatement notices, requests
for reports or information related to this RPA and its authorized uses by federal,
state, or local jurisdictions/agencies, or subsequent modification of another
agency's permit or submission of an application for any permit to another agency
shall be provided to the Planning Manager within 10 business days of the
County's request.

SEVERABILITY

l6.lf any of the RPA conditions of approval, or RPA approval, are held to be invalid,
that holding shall not invalidate any of the remaining conditions or limitations set
forth.

l7.lf any condition(s) of approval is invalidated by a court of law, and said
invalidation would change the findings and/or mitigation measures associated
with the approval of this RPA, the amendment may be reviewed, at the discretion
of the Planning Commission, and substitute feasible condition(s)/mitigation
measures may be imposed to adequately address the subject matter of the
invalidated condition(s).

DUTY TO DEFEND AND INDEMNIFY

18. As a condition of RPA approval, including adjustment, modification or renewal,
the Mine Operator agrees to:

a. Defend, at the Mine Operator's sole expense, any action brought against
the County by a third party challenging either its decision to approve the
RPA or the mauner in which the County is interpreting or enforcing the
conditions of the RPA; and

b. IndenmifY the County against any settlements, awards, or judgments,
including attorney's fees, arising out of or resulting from any such action.

19. Upon demand from the County, the Mine Operator shall reimburse the County for
any court costs and or attorney's fees which the COlmty may be required by a
court to pay as a result of any such action the Mine Operator defended or which it
had control of the defense. The County may, at its sole discretion, participate in
the defense of any such action, but such participation shall not relieve the Mine
Operator of its obligations under this .condition.

20. The Mine Operator agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the County, its
agents, officers and employees, from any claim, action or proceeding against the
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County, to challenge any portions of the EIR certification, reclamation plan
process or approval. In addition to damages, indemnification includes
reimbursing the County for staff and consultant cost, and attorney's fees
(including claims for private Attorney General fees).

21. Neither the approval of the RPA or compliance with conditions of approval shall
relieve the Mine Operator from any responsibility otherwise imposed by law for
damage to persons or property, nor shall the issuance of any RPA or related
permit serve to impose any liability upon the County of Santa Clara, its officers,
employees or agents for injury or damage to persons or property.

RECLAMATION REQUIREMENTS

22. Within 60 days of RPA approval, the RPA limit of disturbed area surrounding the
northern and eastern edges of the EMSA, the northern and western edges of the
WMSA, and the perimeter of the Rock Plant area shall be clearly demarcated in
the field and shall remain in place until fmal reclamation has been completed. On
an armual basis, demarcation shall be modified to encompass the RPA boundaries
nearest the areas subject to surface mining and reclamation, as shown on aerials
submitted per Condition #23. Demarcated areas shall be located and marked in
the field by a licensed land surveyor or registered civil engineer authorized to
practice land surveying. Demarcation shall use orange construction fencing or
other brightly colored material acceptable to the Planning Manager.

23. At the same time as the proposed Annual Report each year, the operator shall
submit to the Plarming Manager a surveyed coordiuate list file obtained by Global
Positioning System (GPS), prepared by a licensed land surveyor or registered civil
engineer authorized to practice land surveying, to be reviewed and approved by
the County Surveyor, identifying the limits of reclamation, with aerial
photographs of the RPA area, annotated to illustrate (a) where surface mining and
reclamation activity occurred within the prior 24 months and (b) areas where
mining and reclamation activities will occur in the next 24 months. The aerial
photographs must be flown and taken biannually between June I and June 30
starting with June 2013.

24. Reclamation of finished slopes and benches shall commence at the earliest
feasible date once the slopes and benches are established, as set forth in the RPA.

25. Rockfills, where used, should be spread in lifts not exceeding five-feet in
thickness by tracked equipment, and compacted by track-walking or wheel-rolling
using heavy dozers (Caterpillar D-9 or larger) and/or fully loaded rubber-tired
hauling equipment, respectively. A minimum ofthree passes should be performed
for each lift.

26. Within 60 days of RPA approval, Mine Operator shall submit a site plan
identifying area(s) where topsoil, dirt, soil amendments shall be retained and used
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in the reclamation and re-vegetation process. Soil stored for reclamation purposes
shall be clearly identified and marked in the field.

27. The Mine Operator shall safeguard stockpiles of topsoil or overburden to be used
for reclamation from wind and erosion by using controls including, but not
limited to, hydroseeding, erosion control mats, and coir wattles (aka "straw
wattles").

28. The Mine Operator shall use soil amendments to improve the effectiveness of the
soils used for re-vegetation of final slopes. Re-vegetation shall satisfY the criteria
identified in the RPA. Reporting of the test plots for the re-vegetation criteria
identified in the RPA shall be submitted to the County as part of the Mine
Operator's annual report. Re-vegetation shall include only plant materials
identified in the re-vegetation palette contained in the approved RPA. The Mine
Operator shall follow the "test plot" program in the RPA to determine the
appropriateness and success rates of the proposed re-vegetation palette identified
in the RPA. Reporting on the test plot program shall be part of the Mine
Operator's annual report submitted by the County and shall be prepared by a
qualified biologist.

29. Re-vegetation of all reclaimed slopes within the RPA Bonndary shall meet the
minimum success criteria listed in the approved RPA before any completed phase
of reclamation may be deemed reclaimed by the Connty and Office of Mine
Reclamation (OMR).

30. The Planning Manager shall have authority to administratively review and
approve minor revisions to the re-vegetation palette contained in the approved
RPA.

31. Equipment, structures, nonessential roads, as identified in the RPA, shall be
removed from the project area prior to that area being deemed reclaimed by the
County and OMR.

32. Construction or demolition waste or any other foreign materials are prohibited
from being stored in overburden or used in reclamation. Overburden shall be
compacted, tested, and documented to demonstrate it will support post-mining
uses. Documentation shall be submitted to the Planning Manager.

33. Stilling basins shall be maintained in good conditions and cleaned of silt and
debris as necessary. A report shall be submitted to the Planning Manager as part
of the Annual Report, fully depicting total quantities of silt removed from the
basins (reported in cubic yards or tons) and where such silt is placed on the site or
off the site.

34. The Mine Operator shall comply with the conditions of permits and plans required
by and issued from the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB),
including but not limited to approval of the Permanente Creek Restoration Plan
and water discharge permits. The Mine Operator shall provide copies of all
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permits to the Planning Manager within 10 business days of issuance by
RWQCB.

35. Reclamation shall be deemed complete by the County and State Office of Mine
Reclamation (OMR) once reclamation has been performed to the terms of the
approved RPA, and required monitoring and inspections have demonstrated
compliance with the reclamation performance standards and mitigation measures
as prescribed in the Mitigation, Monitoring and Reporting Program, including
compliance with all pertinent permits or other requirements for reclamation issued
by non-Santa Clara County public agencies, including but not limited to the
RWQCB and the State Department ofFish and Game.

36. The Mine Operator shall comply with the conditions of pelmits required by and
issued from the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). Upon
request by the County, the Mine Operator shall provide copies of all permits, and
amendments to the Planning Manager within 10 business days of the request.

37. The Mine Operator shall obtain and comply with all applicable permits required
by the Santa Clara County Hazardous Materials Division of the Department of
Environmental Health. The Mine Operator shall provide copies of all permits to
the Planning Manager within 10 business days of issuance.

Permanente Creek Restoration Area (PCRA)

38. Within 30 days of final RPA approval, submit to the Planning Manager a detailed
schedule describing the implementation actions to control sedimentation, remove
limestone boulders, and stabilize slopes within the Permanente Creek Restoration
Area in the Summer and Fall of20l2, consistent with the RPA.

39. Limestone Boulder Removal. By October 15, 2012, per the RPA, identified
limestone boulders in the PCRA shall be removed. Submit to the Planning
Manager by August 1, 2012, a report and map summarizing the field inspection
and identification of all limestone boulders in the PCRA. Submit to the Planning
Manager by December 15,2012, a report and summarizing the actions to remove
all limestone boulders in the PRCA, consistent with the "Best Management
Practice for Removal of Limestone Boulders from Permanente Creek"
(Attachment J to the RPA).

40. Permanente Creek Restoration. Prior to the start of Permanente Creek
restoration activities in Phase III for PCRA subareas 3, 4, 5 and 7, as identified in
the RPA, the Mine Operator shall submit to the Planning Manager a Permanente
Creek Restoration Plan. The Restoration Plan shall include the elements of the
Permanente Creek Long Term Restoration Plan (URS, March 11, 2011) to the
extent set forth in the RPA. The Restoration Plan shall include, at minimum,
engineered drawings for creek restoration, a riparian re-vegetation plan,
hydrology / hydro-geomorphology studies supporting concepts to be used in creek
restoration, and a long term monitoring and reporting program. The Creek
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Restoration Plan shall be reviewed and approved by the County prior to
implementation. The Mine Operator shall obtain all necessary permits and
approvals from the Regional Water Quality Control Board, Department of Fish
and Game, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to implement the work.

41. Prior to the start of any grading or any grading activity that affects jurisdictional
resources of the California Department of Fish and Game, Regional Water
Quality Control Board, or U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Mine Operator must
provide to the Planning Manager proof of permits / clearances (or documentation
that a permit is not needed).

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND EIR MITIGATION MEASURES

Light and Glare:

42. No night lighting shall be allowed or permitted on the east-facing slope of the
EMSA or any other location within the EMSA that would be visible from public
locations on the Santa Clara Valley floor including roadways. (Implements
Mitigation Measure 4.1-7)

Air Quality - Health Hazards Risk:

43. Within 90 days of final RPA approval, the Mine Operator shall submit to the
Connty and BAAQMD a comprehensive inventory of all RPA-related off-road
construction equipment expected to be used during any portion of the RPA
period. The inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine production
year, and projected hours of use or fuel throughout for each piece of equipment.
The inventory shall be updated and submitted annually to the Planning with the
Annual Report, throughout the duration of the RPA. (Implements Mitigation
Measure 4.3-3a).

44. Within 90 days of final RPA approval, the Mine Operator shall provide a plan for
approval by the Planning Manager and BAAQMD demonstrating that off-road
equipment to be used for Reclamation of the EMSA would achieve an average 35
percent reduction in Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM) emissions compared to the
proposed fleet described in the ALG report (Ashworth Leininger Group,
December 13, 2011) during RPA Phase 1. The plan shall be updated and
submitted annually to the Planning Manager, with the Annual Report each year
throughout the duration of the RPA Options for reducing emissions may include,
but are not limited to:

a. Using newer model engines (e.g. engines that met US EPA interim/final
Tier 4 engine standards).

b. Use of Retrofit Emission Control Devices that consist of diesel oxidation
catalysts, diesel particulate filters, or similar retrofit equipment control
technology verified by CARB (www.arb.cagov/diesel/verdev/verdev.htm)

c. Use oflow emissions diesel products or alternative fuels;
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d. Use of alternative material handling options (e.g. conveyor system); or
other options as may become commercially available and verifiable.
(Implements Mitigation Measure 4.3-3b).

45. In lieu of Condition No. 42 and No. 43 (Mitigation Measures 4.3-3a and 4.3-3b),
the Mine Operator may submit within 90 days of the RPA approval evidence
establishing to the Planning Manager's satisfaction that there are legally binding
restrictions precluding any occupancy of the caretaker's residence located at 2961
Stevens Creek Boulevard, Cupertino (APN 342-63-003) during the entirety of
Phase I of the Project. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.3-3c)

Biological Resources- Avian Species

46. Avian Species - Preconstruction Surveys. Ground disturbance into undisturbed
areas and vegetation (tree and shrub) removal should occur between September 1
and January 30, outside of the breeding season for most bird species. If ground
disturbance or tree and shrub removal occurs between February 1 and June 15,
preconstruction surveys will be perfOlmed within 14 days prior to such activities
to determine the presence and location of nesting bird species. If ground
disturbance or removal of vegetation occurs between June 16 and August 31, pre
construction surveys will be performed within 30 days prior to such activities.

Thirty (30) days prior to the start of any ground disturbance into undisturbed areas
or vegetation removal, the Mine Operator shall submit to the Planning Manager a
copy of a contract with a qualified ornithologist to conduct pre-activity surveys.

The pre-construction surveys shall be submitted to the Planning Manager no later
than five (5) business days prior to the start of such activities. If the tree removal
or vegetation clearing shall occur during the non-nesting season, submit
documentation both before and after tree removal/vegetation clearing
confirmation completion of work within this time frame.

47. Avian Species - Use of Buffers for to Avoid Nests. If preconstruction surveys
determine that active nests are found close enough to the land clearing and tree
removal area to be disturbed by these activities, the ornithologist, in consultation
with CDFG, will determine the extent of a construction-free buffer zone (typically
250 feet) to be established around the nest to prevent nest abandonment and direct
mortality during construction. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.2-2a).

Biological Resources- Bat Species

48. Bat Species - Non-Roosting Season. Removal of potential bat roost habitat
(buildings, large trees, snags, vertical rock faces with interstitial crevices) or
construction activities within 250 feet of potential bat roost habitat should occur
in September and October to avoid impacts to bat maternity or hibernation roosts.
(Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-2a).
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49. Bat Species - Maternity Roosting Season. If removal of potential bat roost
habitat cannot occur during September and October, bat roost surveys will be
conducted to determine ifbats are occupying roosts.

Nighttime evening emergence surveys and/or internal searches within large tree
cavities shall be conducted by a qualified biologist during the maternity season
(April 1 to August 31) to determine presence/absence of bat maternity roosts
within 100 feet of wooded Project boundaries. All active roosts identified during
surveys shall be protected by a minimum buffer determined by a qualified bat
biologist, in consultation with California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG).
The buffer shall be determined by the type of bat observed, topography, slope
aspect, surrounding vegetation, sensitivity of roost, type of potential disturbance.
Each exclusion zone shall remain in place until the end of the maternity roosting
season. If no active roosts are identified, then work may commence as planned.
Survey results are valid for 30 days from the survey date. Should work
commence later than 30 days from the survey date surveys shall be repeated.
Operations may continue for many years. Surveys do not need to be repeated
annually unless additional clearing of potential roosting or hibernation habitat
could occur outside of the non-roosting season.

Thirty days prior to the removal of potential bat roost habitat, the Mine Operator
shall submit to the Planning Manager a copy of a contract with a qualified
biologist to conduct pre-activity surveys. The pre-construction surveys shall be
submitted to the Planning Manager no later than five (5) business days prior to the
removal of any potential habitat. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-2b).

50. Special Status Bat Species- Hibernation Season. During the November 1 to
March 31 hibernation season, work shall not be conducted within 100 feet of any
woodland habitat (as identified in the Draft EIR Figures 4.4-1 through 4.4-4),
unless a qualified bat biologist determines that woodland areas do not provide
suitable hibernating conditions for bats and they are unlikely to be present in the
area.

Submit a report by a qualified bat biologist to the Planning Manager verifYing the
absence of suitable habitat as described above if work is proposed within 100 feet
of woodland habitat between November 1 and March 31. (Implements Mitigation
Measure 4.4-2a)

51. Special Status Bat Species - Maternity Season Emergence. Any trees felled
during vegetation removal will not be chipped or otherwise disturbed for a period
of 48 hours to allow any undetected bats potentially occupying these trees to
escape. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-2b).

52. Bat Roost Replacement. All special-status bat roosts destroyed by the Project
shall be replaced by the Mine Operator at a 1:1 ratio onsite with a roost suitable
for the displaced species (e.g., bat houses for colonial roosters). The design of
such replacement habitat shall be in consultation with CDFG. The new roost shall
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be in place prior to the time that the bats are expected to use the roost (e.g., prior
to April 1 if the roost destroyed by the Project was used by a maternity colony),
and shall be monitored periodically for 5 years to ensure proper roosting habitat
characteristics (e.g., suitable temperature and no leaks). The roost shall be
modified as necessary to provide a suitable roosting enviromnent for the target bat
species. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-2c)

Biological Resources- Dusky Footed Woodrat

53. San Francisco Dusky Footed Woodrat. Within 30 days prior to initial ground
disturbance in woodland or scrub/chaparral communities, (as identified in the
Draft ElR Figures 4.4-1 through 4.4-4), conduct pre-construction surveys for
active woodrat stick nests that could be directly impacted. Surveys should take
place in all suitable habitat types within the Project Area. Any stick nests within
active work areas will be flagged and dismantled under the supervision of a
biologist. If young are encountered during the dismantling process, the material
shall be placed back on the nest and remain unmolested for three (3) weeks in
order to give the young enough time to mature and leave of their own accord.
After that period, the nest dismantling process may begin again. Nest material
shall be moved to suitable adjacent areas (oalc woodland, scrub, or chaparral) that
will not be disturbed. If construction does not occur within 30 days of the pre
construction survey, surveys shall be repeated.

Sixty (60) days prior to initial ground disturbance within woodland or scrub /
chaparral communities, the Mine Operator shall submit to the Plarming Manager a
copy of a contract with a qualified biologist to conduct pre-activity surveys. The
pre-construction surveys shall be submitted to the Planning Manager no later than
five business days prior to the start of initial ground disturbance.

54. To reduce indirect impacts on San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat by attracting
urban-adapted predators, trash and food waste shall be disposed of in proper
waste receptacles and emptied on a regular basis. Additionally, quarry personnel,
contractors, and visitors shall not feed wildlife within the Permanente Property
and appropriate site signage and employee education shall facilitate this
condition.

Biological Resources- Invasive Plants, Sudden Oak Death

55. Introduction of Invasive Plauts or Pathogens. If regulated or restricted plant
materials are to be transported between the Project Area and a location in a non
infested county or state, the spread of the Sudden Oak Death pathogen shall be
avoided by obtaining the necessary certificates of transport pursuant to the
regulations described in the Biological Resources Assessment prepared for the
Lehigh Permanente Quarry by WRA Enviromnental Consultants, dated December
2011.
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56. Sudden Oak Death. To reduce the possibility of spreading Sudden Oak Death to
oak woodlands in the Study Area, the Mine Operator shall implement the
following measures:

a. Prior to any reclamation work within the Project Area, equipment shall be
sanitized, including shoes, pruning equipment, trucks, and heavy
equipment such as earthmoving, tree trimming, chipping, or mowing
equipment. Except for trucks, this equipment shall remain onsite for the
duration of Project activities and shall not be transferred between this and
other worksites, as doing so increases the potential of transferring infected
spores to or from another site.

b. After the completion of work activities, any accumulation of plant debris
(especially leaves), soil, and mud shall be washed off of equipment or
otherwise removed onsite, and air filters shall be blown out.

c. All contractors shall have sanitation kits onsite for cleaning equipment.
Sanitation kits should contain chlorine bleach (10/90 mixture bleach to
water) or Clorox Clean-Up or Lyso1, scrub brush, metal scraper, boot
brush, and plastic gloves.

d. All organic material imported for mixing with Quarry pit backfill shall
have been composted at a facility that meets the standards of Title 14
California Code of Regulations, Division 7, Chapter 3.1; alternative
sources of organic material may be used if approved by the County of
Santa Clara Agricultural Commissioner as being as effective as the
composting process to sanitize SOD-infected materials.

e. All other imported fill material, soil amendments, gravel, etc. required for
construction and/or restoration activities to be placed within the upper 12
inches of the ground surface shall be free of vegetation or plant material.
(Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-7)

Biological Resources- Wetlands

57. Wetland Identification and Avoidance. A qualified wetland biologist shall
physically delineate all federal and state waters and wetland features identified in
the 2008 wetland delineation (WRA, 2008) before any Permanente Creek
Reclamation Area (PCRA) activities begin, and when feasible, reclamation
activities shall avoid filling these areas. Silt fence shall be installed between
jurisdictional waters or wetlands and areas sprayed with hydroseed to prevent
filling of wetlands with tackifier or other hydroseed material; alternatively, the
use of hand-seeding or working with hand tools may be utilized to avoid filling
wetlands. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-8a)

Prior to the start ofPCRA activities, the wetland biologist shall submit a report to
the Planning Manager showing the wetland areas delineated and the installation of
all fencing and barriers (photos and map).
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This condition shall not apply to Phase III Permanente Creek Restoration
Activities in subareas 3, 4, 5 and 7, as identified in the RPA. Such Activities are
expected to require an independent review and permitting process, as described in
theRPA.

58. Wetland Mitigation Plan. If filling of jurisdictional waters or wetlands is not
feasible, the following measures shall be implemented:

a. A qualified wetland biologist shall prepare a wetland Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan (MMP) for impacts to wetlands and waters under state or
federal jurisdiction. The MMP shall be submitted for review and approval
by the Planning Manager, and as required by law by the Regional Water
Qnality Control Board and US Army Corps of Engineers. The MMP shall
outline any anticipated mitigation obligations for temporary and
permanent impacts to waters of the state and/or U.S., including wetlands,
resulting from PCRA activities. The MMP shall include:

I. Baseline information;

11. Anticipated habitat enhancements to be achieved through
compensatory actions, including whether mitigation will occur
within the Project Area along Permanente Creek or at an offsite
location, as well as including mitigation site location and
hydrology;

iii. When possible, a preference for mitigation within the Pelmanente
Qnarry property, for impacts to both jurisdictional waters and
wetlands;

iv. Performance and success criteria for habitat enhancement of
Perrnanente Creek or other waterways to compensate for impacts
to Other Waters, including:

1. A replanting plan for appropriate native riparian woody
vegetation, including but not limited to arroyo willow,
white alder, California wild rose, and snowberry, bigleaf
maple, western creek dogwood, and Oregon ash;

2. An 80% overall re-vegetation planting success for all
mitigation areas over a ten-year period;

3. A minimum overall mitigation ratio of 1.1:1 acres for
permanent impacts and 1:1 acres for temporary impacts;

4. Plantings that are self-reliant, exhibit average or better
health and vigor and have observable growth in stems and
leaves at least two years prior to the end of the ten-year
monitoring period;

5. Visnal inspection of all re-vegetation sites during each
growing season, with qualitative and quantitative measures
of plant cover and performance;
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6. Observations of total percent plant cover in the planting
area, natural recruitment of native species, and
establishment of new non-native species; and

7. Annual monitoring reports submitted to CDFG and
RWQCB documenting re-vegetation conditions, including
recommendations to adapt maintenance and replacement of
failed plantings.

b. Performance and success criteria for wetland creation or enhancement
including, but not limited to, the following:

i. At least 70 percent survival of installed plants for each of the first
three years following planting.

ii. Performance criteria for vegetation percent cover in Years 1-4 as
follows:

1. at least 10 percent cover of installed plants in Year 1;

2. at least 20 percent cover in Year 2;

3. at least 30 percent cover in Year 3;

4. at least 40 percent cover in Year 4.

c. A performance criteria for hydrology in Years 1-5 as follows:

J. Fourteen or more consecutive days of flooding, ponding, or a water
table 12 inches or less below the soil surface during the growing
season at a minimum frequency of three of the five monitoring
years; OR establishment of a prevalence of wetland obligate plant
species.

ii. Invasive plant species that threaten the success of created or
enhanced wetlands should shall not be allowed to contribute
relative cover greater than 35 percent in year 1, 20 percent in years
2 and 3,15 percent in year 4, and 10 percent in year 5.

d. MMP monitoring reports shall be submitted to the Planning Manager and
responsible permitting agencies. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.4-8b)

Biological Resources- California Red Legged Frog (CRLF)

59. To minimize disturbance to dispersing or foraging CRLF, all grading activity
within PCRA subareas 4 through 7 shall be conducted during the dry season,
generally between May 1 and October 15, or before the onset of the rainy season,
whichever occurs first, unless exclusion fencing is utilized. Construction that
commences in the dry season may continue into the rainy season if exclusion
fencing is placed around the construction zone to keep the frog from entering the
construction area.
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60. Pre-construction surveys for CRLF shall be conducted prior to construction
activities within PCRA subareas 4 through 7. If CRLF are observed in the
construction area or access areas, they shall be removed from the area by a
USFWS permitted biologist and temporarily relocated to nearby suitable aquatic
habitat.

61. Because dusk and dawn are often the times when CRLF are most actively
foraging, all restoration activities within PCRA subareas 4 through 7 shall cease
one half hour before sunset and shall not begin prior to one half hour after sunrise.
Additionally, restoration activities shall not occur during rain events, as CRLF are
most likely to disperse during periods of precipitation.

Cultural Resources

62. The Mine Operator shall document the physical characteristics and their historic
context of the contributing features of the Kaiser Permanente Quarry Mining
District, including archival photo-documentation, mapping, and recording of
historical and engineering information including measured drawings about the
property according to the standards of the Historic American Building
Survey/Historic American Engineer Record/Historic American Landscapes
Survey (HABS/HAERlHALS), to be placed in a local public archive such as the
Archives of the County of Santa Clara.

Verification of documentation as described above shall be submitted to the
Planning Manager within sixty (60) days prior to removal of the Permanente
Quarry Conveyor System as described under Condition #63. (Implements
Mitigation Measure 4.5-1a)

63. Prior to any of the following: modification, relocation, removal, or demolition of
the Permanente Quarry Conveyor System, the Mine Operator shall salvage and/or
relocate a representative portion of the Permanente Quarry Conveyor System and
the remains of the early 1940s crusher, which constitute character-defining
features that otherwise would be lost as a part of implementation of the Project.

Verification of salvage / relocation as described above shall be submitted to the
Planning Manager within thirty (30) days prior to start of mining / reclamation
activities in the existing Conveyor System and 1940's crusher area. Conveyor is
located west of the EMSA and southeast of the Quarry Pit, the crusher is located
south of the Quarry Pit adjacent to Permanente Creek (reference Historic
Resource Evaluation, Permanente Quarry Facility Comprehensive Reclamation
Plan Project - Lehigh Southwest Cement Company, prepared by Archives and
Architecture, LLC, October 2011). (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.5-1b)

64. At least sixty (60) days prior to commencement of any work as described above
Condition #63, the Mine Operator shall prepare public information programs to
educate the general public on the historic nature of the potential Kaiser
Permanente Quarry Mining District, including but not limited to exhibits at the
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Quarry office, publications available at the Quarry office, and an online
presentation available on the their website (currently,
www.lehighpermanente.com). Verification of documentation as described shall
be submitted to the Planning Manager. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.5-1c)

65. If cultural resources are encountered during Project implementation tl1e Mine
Operator shall notify the Planning Manager and all activity within 100 feet of the
find shall stop until the cultural resource is evaluated by a qualified archaeologist
and a Native American representative. Prehistoric archaeological materials might
include obsidian and chert flaked-stone tools (e.g., projectile points, knives,
scrapers) or toolmaking debris; culturally darkened soil ("midden") containing
heat-affected rocks, artifacts, or shellfish remains; and stone milling equipment
(e.g., mortars, pestles, handstones, or milling slabs); and battered stone tools, such
as hanunerstones and pitted stones. Historic-period materials might include stone,
concrete, or adobe footings and walls; filled wells or privies; and deposits of
metal, glass, andlor ceramic refuse.

If the archaeologist and Native American representative determine iliat the
resources may be significant and cannot be avoided, they shall notify the Planning
Manager and an appropriate treatment plan for the resources shall be developed
by the Mine Operator in consuitation with the Planning Manager, and the
archaeologist. Measures in the treatment plan could include preservation in place
(capping) andlor data recovery. The archaeologist shall consult with Native
American representatives in determining appropriate treatment for prehistoric or
Native American cultural resources. Ground disturbance shall not resume within
100 feet of the find until an agreement has been reached as to the appropriate
treatment ofthe fmd. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.5-2)

66. If a paleontological resource is encountered during implementation of the RPA
the Mine Operator shall notifY the Planning Manager, and all activity within 100
feet of the find shall stop until it can be evaluated by a qualified paleontologist as
defined by the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology Guidelines (SVP, 1995). The
paleontologist shall evaluate the resource and determine its significance. If
significant, the paleontologist shall notifY the Planning Manager. The Mine
Operator, in consultation with the County and the paleontologist, shall prepare a
treatment plan such that the fossil would be recovered and scientific information
preserved. The paleontologist shall implement the treatment plan in consultation
with the Planning Manager and Mine Operator, prior to allowing work in the 100
foot radius to resume. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.5-3)

67. In the event that human skeletal remains are encountered, the Mine Operator is
required by Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5, Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98, Title 14 California Code of Regulations Section 150M.5(e), and
County Ordinance No. B6-18 to immediately notifY the County Coroner. Upon
determination by the County Coroner that the remains are Native American, the
coroner shall contact the California Native American Heritage Commission,
pursuant to subdivision (c) of §7050.5 of the Health and Safety Code and the
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County Coordinator of Indian affairs. No further disturbance of the site shall be
made except as authorized by the County Coordinator of Indian Affairs in
accordance with the provisions of state law and the County Ordinance. If artifacts
are found on the site, a qualified archaeologist shall be contacted along with the
Planning Manager. No further disturbance of the artifacts shall be made except as
authorized by the Planning Manager. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.5-4)

Geological and Soils

68. Avoidance and containment of shallow slumps and/or fall-back of
overburden material. In all areas requiring the use of excavators for grading
within the Permanente Creek Reclamation Area (PCRA) (e.g., access road in
sloping, installation/repair of sedimentation basins, and removal of slide debris),
the Mine Operator and/or its contractor shall begin excavations from the top of
slope and proceed downward. The Mine Operator and/or its contractor shall not
undercut sloped materials unless no other option is feasible as determined by a
registered geotechnical engineer (e.g., excessively sloped or otherwise
inaccessible terrain). In all areas of the PCRA where excavations would occur in
sloped materials, the Mine Operator and/or its contractor shall install bmTiers
immediately downslope of the activity. Downslope barriers shall be designed and
installed in a manner that would be adequate to prevent overburden and/or native
materials from falling, sloughing or sliding further downslope, or into Permanente
Creek. Such measures may consist of temporary interlocking soldier piles,
wooden shoring systems, wire mesh or other containment measures(s). The Mine
Operator and/or its contractor shall not be permitted to conduct excavation or
grading activities downgradient of the barrier, or prior to its installation. The
ultimate location, design and installation method of such measures shall be
prepared and certified, or reviewed and approved by a California State registered
civil geotechnical engineer.

Thirty days (30) prior to the start of all excavation / grading activities as described
above, submit to Planning Manager a plan showing the installation of all
downslope barriers as described above. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4.7-1)

69. Within thirty (30) days following approval of the RPA, submit a Geotechnical
Engineer's Plan Review letter that confirms the RPA, as modified by other
conditions of approval, conforms with the recommendations presented in Golder's
Report (RPA Appendix C, dated November 2011). In regards to the EMSA,
specifically, the letter must verifY that the plans indicate where the native slope is
steeper than 2.5H:lV, the topsoil and colluvium will be over-excavated within the
area extending inward 100 feet from the toe of the outer slope.

70. The geotechnical design recommendations provided by Golder Associates (RPA
Appendix C, November 2011) are being implemented as pmt of the ongoing
stockpiling activities within the EMSA and as a condition of approval Project.
The measures are identified below:
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a. Foundation preparation should be completed prior to fill placement of the
outer 50 feet beneath the EMSA fill. Foundation preparation should
consist of over-excavation of outer 50 feet of topsoil, organic materials
(trees, brush, grasses), fine-grained colluvium with a Plastic Index greater
than 25, or other unsuitable soils until finn bedrock, granular soils, or clay
soils with a Plastic Index less than 25 are exposed. If the exposed
foundation surface is inclined at 5H: 1V or steeper, the over-excavation
distance from the outer slope should be extended from 50 feet to 100 feet.
Furthermore, the fill placed on slopes of 5H:1V or steeper should be
benched into the slope with individual bench heights of at least 2 feet and
up to approximately 5 feet.

b. A qualified California Registered Professional Geologist, Certified
Engineering Geologist, or a California Registered Civil Engineer with
geotechnical experience should inspect the foundation preparation to
ensure all unsuitable materials are removed prior to placement of the outer
50 to 100 feet of EMSA fill.

c. If seepage or wet zones are observed in the foundation, suitable drainage
provisions should be incorporated into the foundation prior to fill
placement. Suitable drainage provisions include the placement of a blanket
of free-draining sand or gravel over the seepage/wet zone in conjunction
with a perforated, polyvinyl (PVC) or high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
drain pipe that drains positively toward and daylights at the slope face.
The sand or gravel drainage material should be fully covered with a
minimum 8-oz/square yard, non-woven, geotextile filter to provide
separation from the EMSA materials.

d. The fine waste materials shall be placed in lifts not to exceed 8-feet, and
offset a minimum of 30 feet from the fmal slope face. Each lift of fine
waste should be allowed to dry before being covered by overburden
material. Each lift shall be overlain by a minimum 25-foot thick lift of
overburden.

e. Any modification to the EMSA fill geometry including increases to the
maximum overall slope inclination, maximum inter-bench slope
inclination, slope height, or footprint shall require an additional or revised
slope stability analysis.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)

71. Develop Annual GHG Inventory. The Mine Operator shall become a reporting
member of The Climate Registry. Beginning with the first year of the Project and
continuing for the duration of the Project, the Mine Operator shall conduct an
annual inventory of GHG emissions and shall report those emissions to The
Climate Registry. The annual inventory shall be conducted according to The
Climate Registry protocols and third-party verified by a verification body
accredited through The Climate Registry.
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Within 90 days of approval of the RPA, the Mine Operator shall submit
documentation verifYing registration with The Climate Registry to the Planning
Manager. Copies of annual reporting to Climate Registry shall be submitted to the
Plarming Manager by October I of each year. (Implements Mitigation Measure
4.8-Ia)

72. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan. The Mine Operator shall prepare,
submit for County and BAAQMD approval, make available to the public, and
implement a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan (GHG Plan) containing
quantifiable strategies to ensure that the Project-related incremental increase of
GHG emissions does not exceed 1,100 MT C02e per year. The GHG Plan shall
include, but not be limited to, the following measures:

a. Replacement of on-road and off-road vehicles and construction equipment
with lower GHG-emitting engines, such as electric or hybrid.

b. Use of the Overland Conveyor System, powered by electric motors, to
move more than 75 percent of the waste rock from the WMSA to reclaim
the Quarry pit.

The Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan shall be submitted to the Planning
Manager within 90 days of final RPA Approval. (Implements Mitigation Measure
4.8-lb)

73. Greenhouse Gas Offsets. If the Mine Operator is unable to reduce the Project
related incremental increase of GHG emissions to below 1,100 MT C02e per year
per Condition #72, the Mine Operator shall offset all remaining Project
incremental emissions above that threshold. Any offset of emissions related to the
RPA shall be demonstrated to be real, permanent, verifiable, and enforceable. To
the maximum extent feasible, as determined by the County in coordination with
the BAAQMD, offsets shall be implemented locally. Offsets may include but are
not limited to, the following (in order ofpreference):

a. Onsite offset of Project emissions, for example through development of a
renewable energy generation facility or a carbon sequestration project
(such as a forestry or wetlands project for which inventory and reporting
protocols have been adopted). If the Mine Operator develops an offset
proj ect, it must be registered with the Climate Action Reserve or otherwise
approved by the BAAQMD in order to be used to offset Project emissions.
The number of offset credits produced would then be included in the
annual inventory, and the net (emissions minus offsets) calculated.

b. Funding of local projects, subject to review and approval by the
BAAQMD, that would result in real, permanent, verifiable, enforceable,
and additional reduction in GHG emissions. If the BAAQMD or County
of Santa Clara develops a GHG mitigation fund, the Mine Operator may
instead pay into this fund to offset Project incremental GHG emissions in
excess of the significance threshold.
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c. Purchase of carbon credits to offset Project incremental emISSiOns to
below the significance threshold. Carbon offset credits must be verified
and registered with The Climate Registry, the Climate Action Reserve, or
other source that is approved by the California Air Resources Board as
being consistent with the policies and guidelines of the California Global
Warming Solution Act of2006 (AB 32), or available through a County- or
BAAQMD-approved local GHG mitigation bank or fund

Documentation verifying that offsets have been accomplished, if required, must
be submitted for review and approval to the Planning Manager and BAAQMD
within 90 days of final RPA Approval. (Implements Mitigation Measure 4. 8-1 b)

Hydrology and Water Quality:

74. Certified Geologist Verification of Non-Limestone-Containing Material Use.
A California Certified Engineering Geologist shall be onsite during reclamation to
verify that non-limestone run-of-mine rock is used as cover on the EMSA and
WMSA. In addition, the Geologist shall observe and document activities
associated with placing the final overburden on the Quarry Pit (i.e., ensuring that
organic material is mixed to specifications). Using visual and field testing
methods, with occasional bulk sampling and laboratory analysis, the geologist
shall observe and document the type of rock placed over the limestone-containing
material during reclamation activities. The geologist shall inspect and document
whether limestone is present at the source area (Quarry Pit and WMSA), whether
limestone rock is transported from the source area to segregation stockpiles, and
whether limestone is present within the lifts of the proposed 1-foot layer of run
of-mine cover rock (in the EMSA, WMSA, and Quarry Pit). Inspection involves
observing the excavation, hauling, stockpiling, and placement of the non
limestone cover material, performing a visual assessment of the rock, and
conducting random spot sampling and field testing of suspect rock fragments. If
observation, field-testing, or laboratory analysis indicates that significant amounts
of limestone are intermixed with the supposed non-limestone cover material, the
geologist shall document its presence, temporarily halt fill operations, and notify
the Plarming Manager and field superintendent. Once notified, the Mine Operator
shall remove the limestone-containing materials and then perform verification
field sampling in addition to laboratory verification. (Implements Mitigation
Measure 4. 10-1a)

Within ninety (90) days of final RPA Approval, the Mine Operator shall submit to
the Planning Manager a copy of a contract or an employee resume employed by
the Mine Operation that is a California-certified Engineering Geologist
responsible to conduct monitoring as described above. Quarterly reports shall be
submitted from the Geologist to the Planning Manager describing effectiveness of
mitigation and monitoring during final reclamation as described above.

75. The County reserves the right to retain, if it deems necessary, at the expense of
the Mine Operator, a third-party California-certified Engineering Geologist, to
provide independent oversight or monitoring to implement Condition #74.
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76. Verification and Water Quality Monitoring. Within ninety (90) days of RPA
approval, the Mine Operator shall begin and continue throughout the backtilling
and reclamation phases and for 5 years following completion of reclamation and
for 5 years following the start of groundwater discharge from the Quarry Pit into
Permanente Creek as described on page 4.10-39 of the Final Environmental
Impact Report, a Verification and Water Quality Monitoring Program. The Mine
Operator shall implement the following:

a. Collect quarterly Quarry pit water samples and analyze for general water
chemistry and dissolved and total metals, including selenium.

b. Perform quarterly electrical conductivity and pH measurements of the
Quarry water;

c. Measure and record daily volume of any water that is pumped from the pit
area.

d. Conduct annual seep surveys in March or April of each year witllln the
Quarry pit. Any seeps identified shall be sampled for general water
chemistry and minerals and dissolved metals, and the seep flow rate shall
be estimated.

e. Perform routine testing of each of the various rock types that comprise the
overburden to further characterize bulk and leachable concentrations of
key metal constituents (selenium in particular). Such testing shall be
performed until the average concentrations and the variability within a
rock type is no longer changing significantly as new data are gathered.

f. Sample and test runoff from the EMSA and WMSA throughout and
following reclamation to confirm the concepts and closure plans (i.e., that
cover with non-limestone material and re-vegetation results in runoff
water quality that meets Basin Plan Benchmarks and all other applicable
water quality standards). Stormwater runoffmonitoring and sampling shall
be conducted following the placement and final grading of the I-foot mn
of-mine non-limestone cover material to ensure that surface water
discharging from this cover does not contain selenium at concentrations
exceeding Basin Plan Benchmark values. Three rounds of representative
surface water samples shall be collected and analyzed to verify rock cover
performance prior to the placement of the vegetative growth layer.

g. Sample and test groundwater discharge from the Quarry Pit into
Permanente Creek following reclamation as described on page 4.10-39 of
the Final Environmental Impact Report to confirm that water quality in
discharge meets Basin Plan Benchmarks and all other applicable water
quality standards.

h. The data obtained through this mitigation measure shall be used to
reevaluate the water balance components such as runoff and groundwater
inflow and the water quality associated with these within the last five
years of active mining. Based on the results of any refined water balance
and water quality projections, the Mine Operator shall also review and
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refine the water management procedures. (Implements Mitigation
Measures 4.4-5 and 4.10-I b.)

All testing data shall be submitted to the Planning Office with the Annual Report
by October I of each year.

77. Reclamation of the Quarry Pit, EMSA, and WMSA areas shall not be considered
complete until 5 years of water quality testing as described above demonstrate to
the satisfaction of the Planning Manager that selenium in surface water runoff and
any point source discharges has been reduced below all applicable water quality
standards, including Basin Plan Benchmarks.

78. Within 90 days of RPA approval, the Mine Operator shall implement the
following stormwater and sediment management controls in addition to general
BMPs required by the SWPPP in active and inactive reclamation areas tln'oughout
Phase I, II, and III of the RPA. The Mine Operator shall:

a. Segregate limestone materials from the non-limestone materials (breccia,
graywacke, chert, and greenstone) by way of operational phasing to ensure
that non-limestone materials are placed beneath and are covered by non
limestone materials. A California Professional Geologist shall oversee
stockpiling, segregation, and placement of non-limestone materials.

b. Stabilize inactive areas, such as temporary stockpiles or dormant
excavations that drain directly or indirectly to Permanente Creek using an
appropriate combination of BMPs to cover the exposed rock material,
intercept runoff, reduce its flow velocity, release runoff as sheet flow, and
provide a sediment control mechanism (such as silt fencing, fiber rolls, or
hydroseeded vegetation). Standard soil stabilization BMPs include
geotextiles, mats, erosion control blankets, vegetation, silt fence
surrounding the stockpile perimeter, and fiber rolls at the base and on side
slopes.

c. Temporarily stabilize active, disturbed reclamation areas undergoing fill
placement before and during qualifying rain events expected to produce
site runoff. Stabilization methods include combined BMPs that protect
materials from rain, manage runoff, and reduce erosion. Reclamation
activities involving grading, hauling, and placement of backfill materials
cannot take place during periods of rain.

d. In areas such as the WMSA where fill slopes are steep and composed of
loose material, controls shall be in place to prevent material from
sloughing off into the PCRA and Permanente Creek. These controls shall
include debris/silt fencing placed on outer edge of grading and excavation
operations back-sloping excavations to prevent grade slope towards the
creek, operations buffer areas that require the use of smaller grading
equipment, temporary berms along the outer extent of operations closest to
the creek, Mine Operator training regarding the prevention of triggering
debris slides.
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e. Cover active haul roads with non-limestone materials where exposed
limestone surfaces are present. Roads that undergo dust control by
watering must have fiber rolls or equivalent runoff protection installed
along the road side to reduce runoff and avoid drainage to Permanente
Creek.

f. Divert all runoff generated from disturbed active and inactive reclamation
areas to temporary basins, the Quarry pit, or temporary vegetated
infiltration basins and kept away from drainage pathways entering
Permanent Creek. To the extent possible, drainage of the non-limestone
materials shall be diverted directly to sediment control facilities and
natural surface drainages.

g. Install up-gradient berms where limestone fines or stockpiles are placed,
to protect against stormwater run-on, and install ditches and down
gradient berms to promote infiltration rather than run-off.

h. Replace the limestone rock and materials that are currently used in the
existing BMP ditches and cover or otherwise separate runoff from
limestone rock in the existing sediment pond embankments.

i. Cover large limestone surfaces that would remain exposed during the
rainy season with interim covers composed of non-limestone rock types.

J. Inspect and maintain BMPs after each qualifying rain event to ensure their
integrity.

k. Reconstruct or reline all existing stormwater conveyances and check dam
structures that are constructed or lined with limestone rock using non
limestone material (greenstone, breccias, greywacke, metabasalt),
available at the Quarry.

1. Regularly inspect all stormwater and erosion controls, especially before
and following qualifying rain events. Inspections shall be documented
and periodically reported. Any violations shall be corrected immediately.

m. Provide adequate erosion control training to all equipment and mine
operators, site superintendants, and managers to ensure that stormwater
and erosion controls are maintained and remain effective.

n. Use only jute netting or other suitable replacement for erosion control in
the PCRA; no plastic monofilament shall be used for erosion control or
other purposes, as California Red Legged Frogs and other wildlife may
become entangled in it.

o. Ensure that all stormwater, erosion, and sediment control BMPs are
installed, inspected, maintained, and repaired under the direction of either
a California certified engineer, geologist, or landscape architect, a
registered professional hydrologist, or a certified erosion control specialist.

Implementation of the Best Management Practices described above shall begin
within 30 days of final RPA Approval. Prior to October 1,2012, the Operator
shall provide a report, with photos, documenting and demonstrating that the
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aforementioned BMP's are being implemented in all areas as described above.
Prior to October 15 of each year, a County Inspector shall verify installation of
the aforementioned BMP's. Inspection of BMP's by a County Inspector shall
occur monthly between October 15 and April 15 for each year when interim
reclamation activities occur. (Implements Mitigation Measures 4.4-5 and 4. I 0
2a)

79. Interim Stormwater Monitoring Plan. Prior to the start of reclamation
activities, the Mine Operator shall develop a Stormwater Monitoring Plan for
sampling and testing stormwater, that would supplement preexisting surface water
monitoring required by General Industrial StOlID Water and Sand and Gravel
NPDES Permit and designed to specifically monitor surface water during
reclamation activities in active and inactive excavation and backfill areas, and
locations where water discharges to PelIDanente Creek The purpose of this plan
is to evaluate performance of temporary BMPs and completed reclamation phases
and to identify areas that are sources of selenium (measured on recoverable basis),
sediment, or high TDS. At a minimum, the plan shall require the Mine Operator
to inspect BMPs and collect water samples for analysis of TDS and metals,
including selenium, within 24 hours after a qualifying rain event and sample non
stormwater discharges when they occur. If elevated selenium, sediment, or TDS
is identified through sample analysis, the Mine Operator shall identify the source
and apply any new or modified standard BMPs available. BMPs that show sign
of failure or inadequate performance shall be repaired or replaced with a more
suitable alternative. Following implementation, the Mine Operator shall retest
surface water to determine the effectiveness of such modifications, and determine
whether additional BMPs are necessary. (Implements Mitigation Measures 4.4-5
and 4. IO-2b)

For Phase I, submit the Stormwater Monitoring Plan for Phase I to the Planning
Manager for review and approval prior to October 1, 2012.

For Phase II and Ill, submit a Monitoring Plan to the Planning Manager for
review and approval sixty (60) days prior to the start ofPhase II.

Stormwater testing results shall be submitted to Planning Manager on a monthly
basis between October 15 and April 15 of each year. Ifa qualifying rain event did
not occur during any month during this period (and stormwater testing was not
conducted), notification shall be submitted to the Planning Manager in lieu of
testing results.

80. Monitoring and Determination of BMP Effectiveness for the EMSA:

a. Within 30 days of RPA approval, sampling and testing shall occur within
24 hours after a qualifying rain event. If no qualifying rain event occurs
within 30 days of RPA approval, then testing shall begin at the first
qualifying rain event. Testing shall be conducted in accordance with the
Interim Stormwater Monitoring Plan developed and approved in
accordance with Condition #79.
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b. If test results for two consecutive years show that stormwater discharging
from the EMSA into Permanente Creek exceeds total recoverable
selenium of Basin Plan Water Quality Objective, currently 5 [-Lg/L
(micrograms per liter), or other applicable discharge requirement as
determined by the RWQCB, then the County shall schedule a public
hearing before the Planning Commission to determine whether the Mine
Operator is complying with stormwater discharge requirements. For
purposes of triggering Planning Commission review, the sampling shall
occur at locations where water discharges to Permanente Creek.

c. If the Plauning Commission determines that the Mine Operator is not
complying with discharge requirements, then the operator shall install a
treatment system (or alternative) as described in Condition #82.
(Implements Mitigation Measures 4.4-5 and 4.10-2c)

81. Monitoring and Determination of BMP Effectiveness for the WMSA and
Quarry Pit

a. Within 30 days of the start of reclamation activities for Phase II, the Mine
Operator shall conduct monthly water sampling and testing results in
compliance with the Interim Stormwater Monitoring Plan, as described
under Condition #79.

b. If test results for two consecutive years show that selenium levels are
higher than base levels, then the County shall schedule a public hearing
before the Planning Commission to determine whether the reclamation
activities are causing an increase in total selenium above the base levels.
"Base levels" shall be defmed as water testing results for an average for
two years immediately prior to start of Phase II reclamation for discharge
into Permanente Creek from the WMSA and Quarry Pit. For purposes of
triggering Planning Commission review, the sampling shall occur at
locations where water discharges to Permanente Creek.

c. If the Planning Commission finds that reclamation activities are causing
an increase in selenium over base levels, then the Mine Operator shall
install a treatment system (or alternative) as described under Condition
#82. (Implements Mitigation Measures 4.4-5 and 4.1 0-2d.)

82. Design, Pilot Testing, and Implementation of Selenium Treatment Facility or
Alternative for the EMSA and/or WMSA and Quarry Pit.

a. Within 30 days ofRPA approval, the Mine Operator shall begin designing
a treatment facility (or alternative) and pilot system for discharge into
Permanente Creek. The treatment shall be designed to achieve the Basin
Plan Water Quality Objective for selenium (total recoverable selenium of
5 [-Lg/L) for discharge from the EMSA as defmed in Condition #80, and/or
to achieve the "base level" standard for the WMSA and Quarry Pit as
defmed in Condition #81 (reference to Mitigation Measures 4.10-2d).
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b. The Mine Operator shall complete design, pilot testing, and feasibility
analysis for a treatment facility within 24 months of RPA approval or by
such other time as may be prescribed by the RWQCB.

c. The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing no later than 30
months after RPA approval to determine feasibility of the treatment
facility (or alternative). The Planning Commission may defer the public
hearing if the RWQCB determines that additional time is necessary to
complete the design, pilot testing, and feasibility analysis. If the Planning
Commission determines that a treatment facility is feasible, the Planning
Commission shall also establish a timeline for implementing the treatment
facility.

d. Construction, installation, and operation of a treatment facility (or
alternative) shall be required if discharge requirements are not met as
described nnder Conditions # 80 and # 81 based on a determination of the
Planning Commission, and if it has been determined feasible by the
Planning Commission following a public hearing. (Implements Mitigation
Measures 4.4-5 and 4.1O-2e.)

Downstream Flood Protection

83. Construction of Onsite Detention Facility. The Mine Operator shall design and
construct detention facilities that would I) manage increased runoff caused by the
reclaimed Quarry pit, 2) reduce excessive discharges to Permanente Creek, and 3)
develop the capacity to detain and release the 100-year flow using onsite
detention pond basins while optimizing groundwater infiltration. The final
drainage design shall ensure that offsite, downstream flows would not cause an
increased flooding potential or lead to hydro-modification effects. Design
considerations for onsite detention basins shall include the following performance
standards:

a. Maintain turbidity of receiving water outflows within discharge limitations
for Permanente Creek, as set forth by the San Francisco Bay Regional
Water Quality Control Board Basin Plan or other more stringent, site
specific limitations set forth by the RWQCB.

b. Effectively drain between storm events within the period of time specified
by the Santa Clara County 2007 Drainage Manual.

c. Enhance the settlement of fme sediment while limiting the potential for
sediment-laden water to be discharged to Permanente Creek.

d. Incorporate appropriate sediment traps (i.e., low areas that promote
sediment settlement) in areas away from outflow structures to limit
discharge of sediment at high flow periods.

e. Control surface water inflows to the detention facility using energy
reduction features (i.e., rip-rap aprons, vegetated swales) to reduce inflow
velocity and agitation of sediment within the basin.
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f. Infiltrate surface water, to the extent practicable and consistent with the
water-quality recommendations for the backfill material as described in
the RPA, while accounting for and protecting the local groundwater
condition and water quality.

g. In addition to the detention facilities for the Quarry pit, the Mine Operator
shall ensure that the desiltation ponds proposed in other smaller project
areas such as the EMSA, are engineered to function as detention basins
and attenuate stormwater flows to the extent practical. The Mine Operator
shall also consider a broader watershed approach and consult with Santa
Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) on ways to detain peale flows
offsite in relation to areas of existing flooding and to the current SCVWD
flood control improvement project. (Implements Mitigation Measure
4.10-4)

84. Stormwater Control to Avoid Ponded Water and Selenium Accumulation.
The Mine Operator shall incorporate drainage features into the final drainage
design for the Quarry pit area to eliminate the potential for surface ponding on the
floor of the Quarry pit once it has reached its final elevation (990 amsl). The
drainage design for the finished Quarry pit fill shall include engineered elements
(e.g., conveyance channels, infiltration galleries) that facilitate groundwater
recharge and percolation from limestone area to groundwater in the Quarry
backfill with the objective of accommodating high groundwater elevation without
creating surface water bodies that may contain elevated levels of selenium. These
measures shall be incorporated into the design of the proposed basin for the floor
of the Quarry pit once the floor is raised to its final elevation. (Implements
Mitigation Measure 4.10-6)

Prior to the start of Phase III, submit final drainage design demonstrating
compliance with the standards described above.

85. Any body of water created during the operation of the quarry, both during
excavation and processing the material, shall be maintained to provide for
mosquito control and to prevent creation of any health hazards or public nuisance.

86. Sixty (60) days following RPA approval, the Mine Operator shall provide to the
Planning Manager revised plans that show redesigned rip-rap energy dissipaters
per the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) standard for the 25 year
storm for all discharge points on the reclamation plans.

Noise

87. The Mine Operator shall prohibit all heavy equipment operations in the
northeasterly 11.5 acres of the EMSA (as shown in Draft EIR, Figure 4.13-8)
during nighttime hours (i.e., between 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.). (Implements
Mitigation Measure 4.13-1a)

88. The Mine Operator shall either: (1) limit all operations in the EMSA within 1,600
feet of the careta1cer's residence (as shown in Figure 4.13-8) to no more than one
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8-hour shift per day, or (2) submit evidence establishing to the County's
satisfaction that there are legally-binding restrictions precluding any occupancy of
the caretalcer's residence during the entirety of Phase 1 of the RPA. (Implements
Mitigation Measure 4.13-lb)

EMSA Equipment

89. Within thirty (30) days of the RPA Approval, the Mine Operator shall post a sign
inside all mine equipment operating in the EMSA area with the text from
Condition #42 (Light and Glare) and Conditions # 87 and # 88 (Noise). The sign
shall be posted prominently within view of the vehicle operator. Within 30 days
of the RPA approval, the Mine Operator shall submit to the Planning Manager
photo documentation demonstrating compliance of this.
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TABLE ES·3
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Executlve Summary

Significance Significance
before after

Environmental Impact Mitigation Mitigation Measures Mitigation
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4.1-1; Construction ofthe Project would have a Significant None feasible Significant and
sUbstantially adverse effect on a scenic vista unavoidable
during an interim period.

4.1~2: Monitoring and Maintenance of the Project Less than None required Less than
would not have a substantially adverse long term significant significant
effect on a scenic vista.

4.1-3: Construction of the Project would Significant None feasible Significant and
substantially damage scenic resources within a unavoidable
state- or County-designated scenic highway or
route during the period of time when active
reclamation activities are occurring.

4.1-4: Neither active reclamation activities nor Less than None required Less than
monitoring and maintenance of the Project would significant significant
result in long term sUbstantial damage to scenic
resources w1thin a state- or County-designated
scenic highway or route.

4.1~5: The Project would alter and substantially Significant None feasible Significant and
degrade the existing visual character or quality of unavoidable
the Project Area during the period of time when
active reclamation activities are occurring.

4.1·6: The implementation of active reclamation Less than None required Less than
activities would alter, but not permanently significant significant
sUbstantially degrade, the eXisting visual character
or quality of the Project Area.

4.1-7: Lighting required for the Project would not Significant 4.1-7: No night lighting in the EMSA. Less than
adversely affect daytime or nig httime views in the significant
Project Area.

4.1-8: The Project would not create new Less than None reqUired Less than
permanent sources of light or glare that would significant significant
affect daytime or nighttime views in the area.

6·1: Project construction activities could make a Significant None feaSible Significant and
cumulatively considerable contribution a unavoidable
substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista and
degradation of the existing visual character or
quality of the Project Area.
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Executive Summary

TABLE ES-3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Significance Significance
before after

Environmental Impact Mitigation Mitigation Measures Mitigation

Air Qualily ~

4.3-1: The Project would generate emissions of Less than None required Less than
criteria air pollutants which could contribute to significant significant
existing nonattainment conditions and further
degrade air quality.

4.3-2: Project traffic associated with operational Less than None required Less than
and reclamation activities would generate localized significant significant
CO emissions on roadways and at intersections in
the Project vicinity.

4.3-3: The Project would expose people to Significant 4.3-3a: SUbmit to the County and the BAAQMD a comprehensive inventory of all Project-related off- Less than
increased levels of toxic air contaminants, which road construction equipment expected to be used during any portion of the Project; and significant
could lead to an increase in the risk of cancer.

4.3-3b: Provide a plan demonstrating that Project-related off-road equipment would achieve a
Project (EMSA-specific) wide fleet-average 35 percent reduction in DPM emissions compared to the
proposed fleet in the ALG report; or

4.3-3c: Submit evidence establishing that there are legally-binding restrictions precluding any
occupancy of the caretaker's residence during Phase 1.

4.3-4: The Project would expose people to Less than None required Less than

increased levels of toxic air contaminants, which significant significant

could increase acute and chronic health risks.

4.3-5: The Project would increase emissions of Significant 4.3.-5: Implement Mitigation Measures 4.3-3a and 4.3-3b (or, alternatively, implement Less than

PM2.5, which could adversely affect human health. Mitigation Measure 4.3-3c). Significant

~~

4.4-1: Project activities could result in adverse Less than None required Less than
effects on special-status and migratory birds. significant significant

4.4-2: Project activities could result in adverse Significant 4.4-2a: Use of Buffers near Active Roosts. Less than
effects on special-status bats.

4.4-2b: Roosting Bats, Maternity Roosting Season.
significant

4.4-2c: Bat Roost Replacement.

4.4-3: Project activities could result in adverse Less than None required Less than
effects on the San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat. significant significant

lehigh Permanente Quany Reclamation Plan Amendment
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TABLE ES·3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Executive Summary

Significance Significance
before after

Environmental Impact Mitigation Mitigation Measures Mitigation
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4.4-4: Project activities could result adverse effects Less than None required Less than
on special status aquatic organisms. significant significant

4.4-5: Project activities could result in selenium- Significant 4.4-5: Selenium-related Impacts to Aquatic Habitat. Significant and
burdened runoff reaching aquatic habitats and, unavoidable
thereby, in deleterious effects to aquatic organisms
and their prey base.

4.4-6: Project activities could result in the loss or Less than None required Less than
degradation of riparian habitat associated wfth significant significant
Permanente Creek.

4.4-7: Project activities could result in the loss of Significant 4.4-7: Sudden Oak Death Minimization Measures. Less than
native oak woodland as defined by Oak significant
Woodlands Conservation Law.

4.4·8: Project activities could result in sUbstantial Significant 4.4008a: Wetland Identification and Avoidance. Less than
adverse effects on wetlands and jurisdictional

4.4-8b: Wetland Mitigation Plan.
significant

waters associated with Permanente Creek through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means.

S\ii~I*~d(J iiiiXi iP. iipi Pi ....« i·iiiXii·>P iii . <jp i. >i:i< i· :Xj< ii
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4.5-1: Project activities could cause an adverse Significant 4.5-01a: Document the physical characteristics and their historic context of the contributing features of Significant and
change in the significance of an historical resource the Kaiser Permanente Quarry Mining District; unavoidable
pursuant to §15064.5 ofthe CEQA Guidelines and

4.5-1b: Salvage and/or relocate a representative portion of the Permanente Quarry Conveyorthe County's Historic Preservation Ordinance.
System and the remains of the early 1940s crusher; and

4.5.1c: Prepare public information programs to educate the general public on the historic nature of
the potential Kaiser Permanente QUarry Mining District

4.5·2: Project activities could cause an adverse Significant 4.5-2: Notify the County if cultural resources are encountered during Project implementation. Less than
change in the significance of an archaeological significant
resource as defined in §15064.5 of the CEQA
Guidelines.

4.5·3: Project actlvities could directly or indirectly Significant 4.5-3: Notify the County jf a paleontological resource is encountered dUring implementation of the Less than
destroy a unique paleontological resource or site. RPA. significant

4.5-4: Project activities could disturb human Significant 4.5-4: Notify the County Coroner if human skeletal remains are encountered. less than
remains, including those interred outside of formal significant
cemeteries.

lehigh Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan Amendment
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Executive Summary

TABLE ES-3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Significance Significance
before after

Environmental Impact Mitigation Mitigation Measures Mitigation

Energy I ,

4.6-1: The Project would include means for Less than None required Less than
avoiding or reducing wasteful and/or unnecessary significant significant
consumption of energy.

,,- .,- "-", ,

4.7-1: Rock and soil slopes constructed as part of Significant 4.7-1: Avoidance and containment of shallow slumps and/or fall-back of overburden material. Less than
the proposed reclamation of the EMSA, Quarry pit, significant
and WMSA could fail under static or seismic forces
if not properly engineered and constructed.

4.7-2: In the event of a major earthquake in the Less than None reqUired Less than
region, seismic ground shaking could result in significant significant
injury to site workers, damage to Quarry
equipment and structures, or trigger slope failures.
In addition, a large earthquake on the San
Andreas Fault could result in minor ground
deformation along traces of the Berrocal or Monte
Vista Fault Zones.

4.7.3: Earthmoving and other ground disturbance Less than None reqUired Less than
associated with the phased reclamation of the site significant significant
could temporarily promote accelerated erosion and
soil loss.

"-, -
4.8-1: The Project could result in an increase in Significant 4.8-1 a: Develop Annual GHG Inventory. Less than
greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to

4.8-1b: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan.
significant

climate change.

4.8-2: The Project could conflict with an applicable Less than None required Less than
plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose significant significant
of reducing the emissions of GHG.

Hazards and" ",-

4.9-1: The Project could create a significant Less than None required Less than
hazard to the public or the environment through significant significant
the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials.

Lehigh Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan Amendment
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TABLE ES·3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Executive Summary

Significance Significance
before after

Environmental Impact Mitigation Mitigation Measures Mitigation

~~t4~i."u i(~~ht.) .i< '>i> ··Y,·' 'iX'XX'<> > x/A!)!,x)X/·......... <>. 'i',,·.. ...... ,
4.9-2: The Project could create a significant Less than None required Less than
hazard to the public or the environment through significant significant
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.

4.9~3: Sedimentation basins planned for erosion Less than None required Less than
control at the Project site could provide breeding significant significant
grounds for vectors.

i.i.: '.:,;" ;X',Z··· ..!·X ......,X',.7'!) .,•• > ,i > ......
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4.10-1: Post-reclamation conditions in the EMSA, Significant 4.10-1a: Professional Geologist Verification of Non-Limestone-Containing Material Use. Less than
WMSA, and Quarry pit would increase selenium

4.10-1b:Verification Water Quality Monitoring.
significant

concentrations in Permanente Creek to levels
exceeding baseline conditions and RWQCB Basin
Plan objectives.

4.10-2: Interim reclamation activities within the Significant 4.10-2a: Interim Stormwater Control and Sediment Management. Signfficant and
Project IVea would contribute concentrations of

4.10-2b: EMSA Interim Stormwater Monitoring Plan.
unavoidable

selenium, Total Dissolved SolidS (TDS), and
sediment in Permanente Creek.

4.10-3: The Permanente Creek Reclamation Area Less than None required Less than
(PCRA) reclamation activities would contribute significant significant
concentrations of selenium, Total Dissolved Solids
(TDS), and sediment in Permanente Creek.

4.10-4: The Project would alter the existing Significant 4.10-4: Construction of Onsite Detention Facility. Significant and
drainage pattern of the site, which could result unavoidable
increased storm water runoff rates and on- or
offsite flooding.

4.1 Q..S: Groundwater discharge from the Quarry pit Less than None required Less than
after backfilling and reclamation is complete would significant significant
adversely alter surface water flows to Permanente
Creek.

4.10-6: The Project would alter the existing Significant 4.10-6: Stormwater Control to Avoid Ponded Water and Selenium Accumulation. Less than
drainage pattern of the site, which could result in significant
increased stormwater ponding, accumulation of
selenium, and flooding.
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Executive Summary

TABLE ES-3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Environmental Impact

Significance
before

Mitigation IMitigation Measures

Significance
after

Mitigation

Impact 6-2: Incremental Project-specific activities
could contribute to downstream flooding.

4.11~1: The Project 'NQuld be incompatible with
adjacent land uses.

4.12-1: The planned backfill of the Quarry pit
would hinder further extraction of cement-grade
limestone and aggregate resources from the
Quarry pit, thereby resulting in the loss of
availability of a mineral resource of state, regional,
and local significance.

4.13-1: Operations associated with reclamation
durlng Phase 1 would exceed County noise
standards and increase ambient noise levels at
noise-sensitive uses in the vicinity.

Less than
significant

Less than
significant

Significant

None required

4.13-1a: Prohibition of heavy equipment operations during nighttime hours.

4.13-1b: Limiting of operations in the EMSA or submittal of eVidence establishing that there are
legally-binding restrictions precluding any occupancy of the caretaker's residence during the entirety
of Phase 1 of the Project.

Significant and
unavoidable

Less than
significant

Less than
significant

Less than
significant

4.13-2: Operations associated with reclamation
during Phase 2 would increase ambient noise
levels at noise-sensitive uses in the vicinity.

4.13-3: Operations associated with reclamation
Phase 3 may be audible at noise-sensitive uses in
the vicinity.

4.13-4: Operations within the Permanente Creek
Reclamation Area may be audible at noise
sensitive uses in the vicinity.

Less than None required Less than
significant significant

Less than None required Less than
significant significant

Less than None required Less than
significant significant
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TABLE ES-3 (Continued)
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES FOR THE PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Executive Summary

4.17-1: The Project would cause increases in

I
Less than INone required

I
Less than

traffic volumes on area roadways, but would not significant significant
conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy
establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system.

4.17-2: Traffic generated by Project activities could Less than None required Less than
affect traffic safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. significant significant

4.17-3: The Project would provide safe access, Less than None required Less than
and would not obstruct access to nearby uses or significant significant
fail to prOVide for future street right-of-way.

4.17-4: Traffic generated by the Project would Less than None required Less than
contribute to pavement wear-and-tear on area significant significant
roadways.

llilill$ .ii·. ·Yi
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4.18-1: The Project would require and result ;n the I Less than !None required I
Less than

construction of new storm water drainage facilities, significant significant
the construction of which could cause
environmental effects.

4.18~2: The Project may not be able to be served Less than None required I Less than
by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to significant significant
accommodate the Project's solid waste disposal
needs.
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Executive Summary

TABLE ES-4
PROPOSED PROJECT VS. ALTERNATIVES

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CONCLUSIONS

Resource Area Proposed Project Complete Backfill Alternative Central Materials Storage Area No Project Alternative
(Alternative 1) Alternative (Alternative 2)

Aesthetics, Visual Impacts determined to be significant Implementation of Alternative 1 Implementation of Alternative 2 would Implementation of the No Project
Quality, and Light and unavoidable relating to a scenic would cause greater impacts to a be less environmentally Alternative would be less
and Glare vista (Anza Knoll), a scenic roadway scenic vista, scenic and major advantageous than the Project environmentally advantageous than

(1-280) and the alteration or roadways, and the visual character relative to a scenic vista, scenic and the Project relative a scenic vista,
sUbstantial degradation ofthe or quality of the Project Site, than the major roadways, and the visual scenic and major roadways, and the
existing visual character or quality of Project, due to the lower height of character or quality of the Project Site, visual character or quality of the
the Project Area. All other impacts the EMSA. due to the lower height of the EMSA. Project Site, due to the lower height
determined to be less than significant

Not Preferred.
of the EMSA.

or no impact. Least Preferred.
Not Preferred.

Preferred.

Agriculture and Implementation of the Project would Implementation of Alternative 1 Implementation of Alternative 2 would Implementation of the No Project
Forest Resources cause no impact to agriculture and would cause the same impact (no cause a greater impact to forestry Alternative would cause the same

forestry resources. impact) to agriculture and forestry resources than the Project because it impact (no impact) to agriculture and
resources as the Project. would result in the conversion of forestry resources as the Project

No Preference. forest land to a non-forest use.
No Preference. No Preference.

Not Preferred.

Air Quality Impacts to air quality and health risk Implementation of Alternative 1 Implementation of Alternative 1 would The No Project Alternative would
would be less than significant or less would cause a greater impact to air cause a greater impact to air quality result in a similar or lesser impact for
than significant with mitigation. quality and health risk than the than the Project and the same impact air quality than the Project, and less

Project. to health risk. impact to health risk.
Slight Preferred.

Not Preferred. Not Preferred. Most Preferred.

Biological Impacts to biological resources would Implementation of Alternative 1 Implementation of Alternative 2 would Implementation of the No Project
Resources be less than significant or less than would cause similar impacts as the cause similar impacts as the Project Alternative would cause similar

significant with mitigation for all Project except for selenium-related except for selenium-related impacts to impacts as the Project for all areas
significance criteria except selenium- impacts to Permanente Creek, which Permanente Creek, which would be except selenium-related impacts to
related impacts to aquatic habitats, would be essentially the same until slightly less than the Project both pre- Permanente Creek. Because the
which would be significant and final reclamation is complete and and post-reclamation. interim period before reclamation
unavoidable until final reclamation is slightly less post-reclamation.

Preferred.
would be longer than for the

complete. proposed Project, the extended
No Preference. timeframe would result in a longer

No Preference. period of selenium-related impacts to
aquatic habitat.

Not Preferred.
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CHAPTER 4
Revisions to the Draft EIR

4.1 Introduction

The following changes have been made to the previously published text of the Draft BIR. These
changes include: minor corrections made to improve writing clarity, grammar, and consistency;
clarifications, additions, or deletions resulting from specific responses to comments; and text
changes to update information in the Draft BIR. These text revisions are organized by the chapter
and page number (provided on the left-hand side ofthe page, below) that appear in the Draft EIR.
An explanation of the change, including identification of where it would be made, is presented in
italics. The specific additions and deletions use the following conventions:

• Text deleted from the ErR is shown in strike eut te,ct.

• Text added to the ErR is shown in underline text.

4.2 Text Changes

4.2.1 Executive Summary
ES-17 Thefollowing text changes have been made to Table E8-3, starting on page E8-17:

4.9~3: Sedimentation and
detention basins planned for
erosion and flood control at the
Project site could provide
breeding grounds for vectors.

ES-17

Less than significant None reqUired Less than significant

4.10-1: PosHeclamation
conditions In the East Materials
Storage Area lEMSAl, West
Materials Storage Area iWMSA1,
and Quarry pit would increase
selenium concentrations In
Permanente Creek to levels
exceeding baseline conditions
and RWQCB Basin Plan
objectives.

Significant 4.10-1 a: Professional Geologist
Verification of Non~Umestone
Containing Material Use.

4.10~1 b: Verification Water
Quality Monitoring.

Less than significant

Lehigh Permanente Quany Reclamation Plan Amendment
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4. Revisions to the Draft EIR

ES-17

4.10-2: Interim reclamation Significant 4.10-2a: Interim Stormwater Significant and
activities within the Project Area Control and Sediment Unavoidable
would contribute concentrations Management.
of selenium, Total Dissolved

4.10-2b: EMSA InterimSOlids (TDS), and selenium in
Stormwater Monitoring Plan.Permanente Creek.
4.10-2c: Monitoring and
Determination of BMP
Effectiveness for the EMSA.

4.10-2d: Monitoring and
Determination of BMP
Effectiveness for the WMSA and
Quarry Pit

4.10-213: Design, Pilot Testing and
Implementation of Selenium
Treatment Facility or Alternative
for the EMSA and/or the WMSA
and Quarry Pit.

ES-17

4.10-4: The Project would alter
the existing drainage pattern of
the site, which could cause rewlt
increased storm water runoff
rates and on- or offsite flooding.

ES-18

Significant 4.10-4: Construction of Onsite
Detention Facility.

Less than
§.Significant aM

l:lAa'J{~iG!aeI8

ES-21 The following text changes have been made to Table ES-4:

Hydrology Impacts related to water Impacts related to long Impacts to hydrology The interim period
and Water quality would be less term selenium leaching and water quality would before reclamation
Quality than significant With to surface water would be similar to or slightly would be longer than

mitigation except for be less than under the less than the Project. for the proposed
selenium-related Project; however, tRe

Preferred.
Project; the extended

impacts to water quality larij8r area aRG!l:liijl:ler timeframe would result
in Permanente Creek, shapes \\'01:lIe r8s1:Ilt iR a longer period of
which would be FRere severe sFa,iRage selenium-related water
significant and aRG! f1eeG!iRg impaets, quality Impacts.
unavoidable until final aRB the longer interim Oe',t~stFeam fJggG!lt:1€1
reclamation is complete. period before WMSA impaets resbiltiAg frem
DraiRag8 aAG! f1eQG!iA€I and EMSA reclamation eaekfllliRij tAe Ql:larFY
Impact w9l;1lEl se could result in more pit't'\'fl1:l1G! be similar te
sigAificaRt aAd 'NSIdJEJ be severe interim impacts tRe prepesea PFEljeet
1:IRavsll:laeJe If aG!eqblate to water quality. Qwt u'9l:lJG! eGS1:lr
EleteAtieA faGility is Ret

Not Preferred.
several yeafS later.

.fea&i9le.,. Groundwater
Impacts would be less Not Preferred.

than significant.

Preferred.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program

EXHIBIT 3



LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY
RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT
Mitigation Monitoring, Reporting, and
Compliance Program

This document describes the mitigation monitoring, reporting, and compliance program
(MMRCP) for ensuring the effective implementation of the mitigation measures required by the
County of Santa Clara Planning Office (County) pursuant to its approval of the Reclamation Plan
Amendment proposed by Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (Applicant)l for the Permanente
Quarry (Project). The mitigation measures recommended in Environmental Impact Report (EIR)
are presented in Table 1. If and when the Project is approved, the County will prepare a final
MMRCP based on Table 1 that reflects the certified mitigation measures.

1. Authority

To ensure that the mitigation measures and project revisions identified in a certified
environmental impact report are implemented following project approval, the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires a public agency to adopt a program for monitoring
or reporting on the revisions that it has required and the measures it has imposed to mitigate or
avoid significant environmental effects (Pub. Res. Code §21081.6; CEQA Guidelines §15097).
The MMRCP set forth herein serves this purpose for the Project.

2. Overview

The attached EIR analyzes potential short- and long-term environmental impacts that would result
from implementation of the Project, and recommends mitigation measures for impacts determined
to be significant. Based on the EIR, approval of the Project would have no impact or a less-than
significant impact in the following areas:

• Agriculture and Forestry Resources • Population and Housing

• Energy Conservation • Public Services

• Hazards and Hazardous Materials • Recreation

• Land Use and Planning • Traffic and Transportation

• Mineral Resources • Utilities and Service Systems

The Permanente Quarry (Mine ID No. 91w43~0004) is owned by Hanson Permanente Cement, Inc. and operated by
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company. Lehigh and Hanson both are part of the Heidelberg Cement Group, a
worldwide producer of construction materials (Lehigh Cement Company, 2011; Hanson, 2011),
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Mitigation, Monitoring, Reporting, and Compliance program

The EIR indicates that County approval of the Project would result in potentially significant
impacts in the following areas:

• Aesthetics, Visual Quality, and Light • Geology, Soils, and Seismicity
and Glare • Greenhouse Gas Emissions

• Air Quality • Hydrology and Water Quality

• Biological Resources

• Cultural and Paleontological Resources • Noise

3. Roles and Responsibilities

3.1 The Applicant
Unless otherwise specified, the Applicant will be responsible for taking all action necessary to
implement the MMRCP according to the specifications provided for each mitigation measure and
to demonstrate to the County that the action required by the mitigation measure has been
completed successfully. The Applicant will identifY appropriate personnel who will be
responsible for coordination with the County concerning the MMRCP. The Applicant also will be
responsible for the costs of mitigation monitoring.

3.2 The County
The County shall be responsible for overall administration of the MMRCP and for verification of
compliance with its terms. The County has the authority to halt any activity associated with the
Project if the activity is determined to be an unauthorized deviation from the approved Project or
adopted mitigation measures.

The Santa Clara County Department of Planning and Development Director will designate a
project manager to oversee the MMRCP. Duties of the project manager shall include:

• Conduct routine inspections, plan checking, and reporting activities.

• Serve as a liaison between the County and the Applicant regarding mitigation monitoring
issues.

• Coordinate with agencies having mitigation monitoring responsibilities.

• Complete forms and checklists and maintain reports and other records and documents
generated by the MMRCP.

• Coordinate and assure corrective actions or enforcement measures are taken, if necessary.

The County will ensure that any variance or deviation from the procedures identified under the
MMRCP is consistent with CEQA requirements: neither a variance nor a deviation will be
approved by the County if it creates a new significant environmental impact or an impact that is
more intense than those analyzed in the certified EIR unless and until subsequent environmental
review is conducted as required by CEQA. For purposes of this MMRCP, the term "variance" is
strictly limited to minor changes that would not trigger other permit requirements, clearly and
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Mitigation, Monitoring, Reporting, and Compliance Program

strictly comply with the intent of the mitigation measure, and may be approved by the County in
its discretion. The County will evaluate any proposed change that could create new or more
intense environmental effects than those evaluated in the Final EIR to determine whether
supplemental CEQA review is required. Any proposed variance or deviation from the approved
Project and certified mitigation measures shall be reported to the County for its review as soon as
practicable and in any event before the variance or deviation is implemented. In some cases, a
variance also may require approval by a CEQA responsible agency.

In order to fulfill its statutory mandates to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment
and to design a MMRCP to ensure compliance during project implementation (Pub. Res. Code
§21081.6), the County may conduct a comprehensive review of conditions that are not effectively
mitigating impacts at any time it deems appropriate. If the County determines that any condition
is not adequately mitigating significant environmental impacts caused by the Project, or that
recent proven technological advances could provide more effective mitigation, then it may
impose reasonable additional or replacement conditions to effectively mitigate these impacts.

4. General Monitoring and Reporting Procedures

The Applicant shall submit to inspections by the County and other responsible agencies to
determine if the Project is in compliance with State and federal regulations. As part of this
MMRCP, the Applicant shall prepare an annual monitoring report on the compliance of the
Project with the required mitigation measures. Information from the County regarding the
inspections shall be compiled and explained in the annual report, as well as supplementary
information on each ofthe long-term environmental mitigation monitoring items. The narrative
report also will include supporting statistical information, where necessary. The report shall be
designed to simply and clearly identi!)' whether required mitigation measures are being, or have
been, implemented adequately. At a minimum, each report shall identi!)' the mitigation measure
or measures to be monitored for implementation, whether compliance with the mitigation
measure or measures has occurred, the procedures and standards used in assessment of
compliance, times and dates of monitoring, name(s) of monitor(s), and whether further action is
required. The reports shall be submitted to the County for review and approval.

In addition to specific reporting requirements for monitoring of individual mitigation measures,
the overall progress, completion, or violation ofthe MMRCP shall be reported annual1y by the
Applicant to the County. Reports that identi!)' successful progress on implementation of the
MMRCP or successful completion of the MMRCP shall be reviewed and filed by the County.
These reports shall be available for public inspection.

If a report identifies one or more violations of the MMRCP, the County will take one of the
following actions within 10 working days of the receipt of such report:

I. Directly noti!)' the Applicant by telephone ofthe violation and attempt to obtain voluntary
compliance.

2. Noti!)' the Applicant of the violation in writing and request voluntary compliance.
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Mitigation, Monitoring, Reporting, and Compliance Program

3. Conduct a field inspection.

4. Initiate enforcement action.

The County must review the annual report and provide a written response to the Applicant
indicating whether the report is complete and satisfactory. If the report is found to be incomplete,
the Applicant will submitthe requested additional information within 30 days of notification by
the County. If the report's conclusions or data are found to be unsatisfactory, the County will
infonn the Applicant whether or not technical peer review will be necessary. The County will
specifY the type of additional work to be done and whether this can be accomplished by the
Applicant or will require outside consultants.

5. Specific MMRCP Requirements

Table I presents a compilation of the mitigation measures in the EIR. The purpose of the table is
to provide a single comprehensive list of impacts, mitigation measures, monitoring and reporting
requirements, and timing.
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TABLE 1
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures
Implementing

Action
Timing of

Implementation
Responsible

Department or Agency
Compliance
Verification

May2012

IN/AN/AN/A

5

Mitigation: None feasible. Because of the large size of the
Project Area and its geographic relation to the scenic vista on
the hillside, it would be impossible to screen views of the
Project Area. Artificial screening such as fencing would be
incapable of obscuring views of the large Project Area, given

4.1-1: Construction of the Project
would have a substantially adverse
effect on a scenic vista during an
interim period.

the viewers' elevated perspective. A more aggressive planting
I

I

plan to establish mature vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other
evergreens) immediately on the EMSA would reduce visual I
contrast between initial planting, hydroseeding, and eventual
maturation under the normal revegetation plan; however,
mature trees could not be planted on the intervening slopes,

Ionly the benches. Furthermore, such an aggressive planting
plan would not address visual contrast that would exist during

I
I

construction of the overburden pile, particularly the dominant

Ipresence of construction equipment and activity.

4.1-3: Construction of the Project Mitigation: No feasible mitigation measures have been N/A N/A N/A N/A
would substantially damage scenic identified to reduce the significance of this impact. Artificial
resources within a state- or County- screening such as fencing would be incapable of obscuring
designated scenic highway or route views of the Project Area, because of the extensive height of
during the period of time when the EMSA. A more aggressive planting plan to establish
active reclamation activities are mature vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other evergreens)
occurring. immediately on the EMSA would reduce visual contrast

between initial planting, hydroseeding, and eventual
maturation under the normal revegetation plan; however,
mature trees could not be planted on the intervening slopes,
only the benches. Furthermore, such an aggressive planting
plan would not address visual contrast that would exist during
construction of the overburden pile, particularly the dominant
presence of construction equipment and activity.

4.1-5: The Project would alter and Mitigation: No feasible mitigation measures have been N/A N/A N/A N/A
substantially degrade the existing identified to reduce the significance of this impact. Artificial
visual character or quality of the screening such as fencing would be incapable of obscuring
Project Area during the period of views of the Project Area, because of the extensive height of
time when active reclamation the EMSA. A more aggressive planting plan to establish
activities are occurring. mature vegetation (e.g., oak trees, other evergreens)

immediately on the EMSA would reduce visual contrast
between initial planting, hydroseeding, and eventual
maturation under the normal revegetation plan; however,
mature trees could not be planted on the intervening slopes,
only the benches. Furthermore, such an aggressive planting
plan would not address visual contrast that would exist during
construction ofthe overburden pile, particularly the dominant
presence of construction equipment and activity.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

4.1-7: Lighting required for the Mitigation Measure 4.1-7: No night lighting shan be allowed Mine equipment During Reclamation Planning Office
Project would not adversely affect permitted on the east-facing slope of the EMSA or any other operating in the Activities on the
daytime or nighttime views in the location within the EMSA that would be visible from public EMSA area shall EMSA_ Submit
Project Area. locations on the Santa Clara Valley floor inclUding roadways. have a sign documentation within

prohibiting the use of 30 days of RPA
lighting per this approval.

Imitigation.

Agriculture ilndForestryROsburces > . ·.-iii ... .. / .... . .. ....... .... > .·.··... i .

No Impacts No Mitigations NIA NJA NIA NJA
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4.3-3: The Project would expose 1 Mitigation Measure 4.3-3a: Within 90 days of Project Submit a IWithin gO days of Planning Office

people to increased levels of toxic Iapproval, the Applicant shall submit to the County and the comprehensive Project approval and
Bay Area Air Quality

air contaminants, which could lead BAAQMD a comprehensive inventory of all Project-related off- inventory of off-road updated annually by

to an increase in the risk of cancer. road construction equipment expected to be used during any construction October 1 of each Management District

portion of the Project. The inventory shall include the equipment to be used year.
horsepower rating, engine production year, and projected during project
hours of use or fuel throughput for each piece of equipment. construction; or
The inventory shall be updated and submitted annually

Implement Mitigationthroughout the duration of the Project.
Measure 4.3-3c.

Mitigation Measure 4.3~3b:Within 90 days of Project Submit a plan Within 90 days of Planning Office
approval, the Applicant shall provide a plan for approval by the demonstrating off- Project approval and

Bay Area Air QualityCounty and the BAAQMD demonstrating that Project-related road construction updated annually by
off~road equipment would achieve a Project (EMSA-specific) equipment achieves a October 1 of each Management District

Wide f1eet~average 35 percent reduction in OPM emissions 35 percent reduction year.
compared to the proposed fleet in the ALG report (ALG, in DPM emissions
2011 aj during Phase 1 of the Project The plan shall be compared to the
updated and submitted annually throughout the duration of the proposed fleet in the
Project. Options for reducing emissions may include, but are ALG report; or
not limited to:

Implement Mitigation

• Using newer model engines (e.g., engines that meet U.S. Measure 4.3-3c.
EPA interimlfinal Tier 4 engine standards);

• Use of Retrofit Emission Control Devices that consist of
diesel oXidation catalysts, diesel particulate filters, or
similar retrofit equipment control technology verified by
CARB (http://www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/verdevlverdev.htm);

• Use of low-emissions diesel products or alternative fuels;

• Use of alternative material handling options (e.g.,
conveyor system); or
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation DeparcrnentorAgency Verification

• Other options as may become commercially available and
verifiable.

Alternatively, in lieu of Mitigation Measures 4.3-3a and 4.3-3b,
the Applicant may implement Mitigation Measure 4.3-3c:

Mitigation Measure 4.3-3c: The Applicant shan submit Submit evidence that Wtthin 90 days of Planning Office
evidence establishing to the County's satisfaction that there there are legally- RPA approval

I are legally~binding restrictions precluding any occupancy of binding restrictions
the caretaker's residence during the entirety of Phase 1 of the precluding any
Project. occupancy of the

caretaker's residence
during the entirety of
Phase 1

4.3-5: The Project would increase Mitigation Measure 4.3-5: Implement Mitigation Measures See MM 4.3-3. See MM 4.3-3. See MM 4.3-3.
emissions of PM2.5, which could 4.3-3a and 4.3-3b (or, alternatively, implement Mitigation

Iadversely affect human health. Measure 4.3-3c).

·••• C/· Ci ....... >< ••••••• ·.··ig.·i,·i> . ·····.·i. i··.···.··.····.•··· ·.··/.·/..<>·.iC.i) ...• < ····.C<Jii .'<// ••< ....• ....•
4.4~2: Project activities could result Mitigation Measure 4.4~2a: Use of Buffers near Active Submit a report by a Prior to construction Planning Office
in adverse effects on special-status Roosts. During the November 1 to March 31 hibernation qualified bat biologist during the November
bats. season, work shall not be conducted within 100 feet of to the Planning 1 to March 31 bat

woodland habitat that provides suitable bat roosting habitat. Manager verifying the hibernation season
Bat presence is difficult to detect using emergence surveys absence of suitable
during this period due to decreased flight and foraging habitat as described
behavior. If a qualified bat biologist determines that woodland above if work is
areas do not provide suitable hibernating conditions for bats proposed within 100
and they are unlikely to be present in the area, work may feet of woodland
commence as planned. habitat between

November 1 and
March 31.

Mitigation Measure 4.4~2b: Roosting Bats, Maternity Thirty days poor to Prior to construction Planning Office
Roosting Season. Nighttime evening emergence surveys the removal of between April 1 to
and/or internal searches within large tree cavities shall be potential bat roost August 31
conducted by a qualified biologist during the maternity season habitat, the Mine
(April 1 to August 31) to determine presence/absence of bat Operator shall submit
maternity roosts within 100 feet of wooded Project boundaries. to the Planning
All active roosts identifled during surveys shall be protected by Manager a copy of a
a buffer to be determined by a qualified bat biologist The contract with a
buffer shall be determined by the type of bat observed, qualified biologist to
topography, slope, aspec~ surrounding vegetation, sensitivity conduct pre-activity
of roost, type of potential disturbance, etc. Each exclusion surveys. The pre-
zone shall remain in place until the end of the maternity construction surveys
roosting season. If no active roosts are identified, then work shall be sUbmitted to
may commence as planned. Survey results are valid for 30 the Planning Manager
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

days from the survey date. Should work commence later than no later than five (5)
30 days from the survey date, surveys shall be repeated. business days prior to

Operations may continue for many years. Surveys do not need
the removal of any

to be repeated annually unless additional clearing of potential
potential habitat

I roosting or hibernation habitat could occur outSide of the non-
I roosting season.

!Mitigation Measure 4.4-2c: Bat Roost Replacement All Itn coordination with Prior to the time bats Planning Office
Ispecial-status bat roosts destroyed by the Project shall be CDFG, replace any are expected to use

CDFGreplaced by the Applicant at a 1:1 ratio onsite with a roost destroyed special- the replaced roosts. Isuitable for the displaced species (e.g., bat houses for colonial status bat roosts at a Monitoring shall be Iroosters). The design of SUch replacement habitat shall be 1:1 ratio and monitor conducted annually.
coordinated with CDFG. The new roost shall be in place prior and modify/repair, as
to the time that the bats are expected to use the roost (e.g., necessary, for 5
prior to April 1 if the roost destroyed by the Project was used years.
by a maternity colony), and shall be monitored periodically for

I
5 years to ensure proper roosting habitat characteristics (e.g.,
suitable temperature and no leaks). The roost shall be
modified as necessary to provide a suitable roosting
environment for the target bat species.

Impact 4.4-5: Project activities Mitigation Measure 4.4-5: Selenium-related Impacts to See MM 4.10-2 See MM 4.10-2 See MM 4.10-2
could result in selenium~burdened Aquatic Habitat. Implement Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-2a:
runoff reaching aquatic habitats Interim Stormwater Control and Sediment Management;
and, thereby, in deleterious effects Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-2b: EMSA Interim Stormwater
to aquatic organisms and their prey Monitoring Plan; Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-2c: Monitoring and
base. Determination of 8MP Effectiveness for the EMSA; Mitigation

Measure 4.10-2d: Monitoring and Determination of 8MP
Effectiveness for the WMSA and Quarry Pit; and Mitigation
Measure 4.10-2e: Design, Pilot Testing, and Implementation of
Selenium Treatment Facility or Alternative for the EMSA
and/or the WMSA and Quarry Pit

Impact 4.4-7: Project activities Mitigation Measure 4.4-7: Sudden Oak Death Minimization Sanitize construction Prior to any Planning Office
could result in the loss of native oak Measures. To reduce the possibility of spreading Sudden Oak equipment (personal reclamation work and
woodland as defined by Oak Death to oak woodlands in the Study Area, the Applicant shall and heavy after the completion
Woodlands Conservation Law. implement the following measures: equipment) and of work activities.

Prior to any reclamation work within the Project Area,
control imported and

• exported soil and
equipment shall be sanitized, including shoes, pruning plant materials, to
gear, trucks, and heavy equipment such as earthmOVing, prevent spreading of
tree trimming, chipping, or mowing equipment. Except for Sudden Oak Death.
trucks, this equipment shall remain onsite for the duration
of Project activities and shall not be transferred between
this and other worksites, as doing so increases the
potential of transferring infected spores to or from another
site.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

i

IMitigation Measures
Implementing Timing of I Responsible Compliance

Potentially Significant Impact Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

0 After the completion of work activities, any accumulation of
plant debris (especially leaves), soil, and mud shall be Iwashed off of equipment or otherwise removed onsite, and
air filters shall be blown out.

0 All contractors shall have sanitation kits onsite for cleaning
equipment Sanitation kits should contain chlorine bleach
(10/90 mixture bleach to water) or Clorox Clean-Up or
Lysol, scrub brush, metal scraper, boot brUSh, and plastic
gloves.

0 All organic material imported for mixing with Quarry pit
backfill shall have been composted at a facility that meets
the standards of Title 14 California Code of Regulations,
Division 7, Chapter 3.1; alternative sources of organic
material may be used if approved by the County of Santa
Clara Agricultural Commissioner as being as effective as
the composting process to sanitize SOD-infected
materials.

1

0 All other imported fill material, soil amendments, gravel,
etc. required for construction andlor restoration activities
to be placed within the upper 12 inches of the ground
surface shall be free of vegetation or plant material.

Impact 4.4-8: Project activities Mitigation Measure 4.4-8a: Wetland Identification and Before any Planning Office
could result in substantial adverse Avoidance. A qualified wetland biologist shall physically Prior to the start of Permanente Creek
effects on wetlands and delineate all federal and state waters and wetland features PCRA activities, the Reclamation Area
jurisdictional waters associated with mentioned above and indentified in the 2008 wetland delineation wetland biologist (PCRA) activities
Permanente Creek through direct 0NRA, 2008). This shall occur before any Permanente Creek shaH submit a report begin
removal, filling, hydrological Reclamation Area (PCRA) activities begin, and when feasible, to the Planning
interruption, or other means. reclamation actiVities shall completely avoid these areas. Silt Manager showing the

fence shall be installed between jurisdictional waters or wetlands wetland areas
and areas sprayed with hydroseed to prevent filling of wetlands delineated and the
with tackifier or other hydroseed matenal. Use of hand-seeding installation of all
or working with hand tools may be required to avoid equipment fencing and barriers
impacting wetlands. (photos and map).

This condition shall
not apply to Phase III
Permanente Creek
Restoration Activities
in subareas 3, 4, 5
and 7, as identified in
the RPA

Mitigation Measure 4.4-8b: Wetland Mitigation Plan. If If avoidance of Before any Planning Office
avoidance of jurisdictional waters or wetlands is not feasible, I iurisdictional waters Permanente Creek
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

•
•

Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures

I
the following measures shall be implemented:

A qualified wetland biologist shall prepare a Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan (MMP) for impacts to wetlands and waters
under state or federal jurisdiction. The MMP shall outline the
anticipated mitigation obligations for temporary and permanent
impacts to waters of the U.S., including wetlands, resulting
from PCRA activities. The MMP shall include:

Baseline information;

Anticipated habitat enhancements to be achieved through
compensatory actions, inclUding whether mitigation will
occur within the Project Area along Permanente Creek or
at an offsite location, as well as mitigation site location and
hydrology;

• When possible, a preference for mitigation within the
Permanente Quarry property, for impacts to both
jurisdictional waters and wetlands;

• Performance and success criteria for habitat enhancement
of Permanente Creek or other waterways to compensate
for impacts to Other Waters, including:

A replanting plan for appropriate native riparian woody
vegetation, including but not limited to arroyo willow,
White alder, California wild rose, and snowberry,
bigleaf maple, western creek dogwood, and Oregon
ash;

An 80% overall revegetation planting success for all
mitigation areas over a ten-year period;

A minimum overall mitigation ratio of 1.1:1 acres for
permanent impacts and 1:1 acres for temporary
impacts;

Plantings that are self-reliant, exhibit average or better
health and vigor and have obselVable growth in stems
and leaves at least two years prior to the end of the ten
year monitoring period;

Visual inspection of all revegetation sites during each
growing season, With qualitative and quantitative
measures of plant cover and performance;

Observations of total percent plant cover in the
planting area, natural recruitment of native species,
and establishment of new non-native species; and

Implementing
Action

or wetlands is not
feasible, prepare a
MMP, based upon
criteria in MM 4.4-8b,
for impacts to
wetlands and waters
under state or federal
jurisdiction

Timing of
Implementation

Reclamation Area
(peM) activities
begin (Wetland
Mitigation Plan)

Wetland mitigation
shall be implemented
per performance
standards listed in
mitigation, with annual
monitoring and
reporting to the
Planning Office and
other regulatory
agencies.

Verification of wetland
installation shall occur
5 years after creation.

Responsible
Department or Agency

Compliance
Verification
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

At least 70 percent survival of installed plants for each of
the first three years following planting.

Performance criteria for vegetation percent cover in
Years 1-4 as follo'#S: at least 10 percent cover of
installed plants in Year 1; at least 20 percent cover in
Year 2; at least 30 percent cover in Year 3; at least
40 percent cover in Year 4.

Performance criteria for hydrology in Years 1-5 as
follows: Fourteen or more consecutive days of flooding,
ponding, or a water table 12 inches or less below the
soil surface during the growing season at a minimum
frequency of three of the five monitoring years; OR
establishment of a prevalence of wetland obligate plant
species.

Invasive plant species that threaten the success of
created or enhanced wetlands shall not be allowed to
contribute relative cover greater than 35 percent in year
1, 20 percent in years 2 and 3, 15 percent in year 4, and
10 percent in year 5.

If necessary, supplemental water shall be provided by a
water truck for the first two years following installation.
Any supplemental water must be removed or turned off
for a minimum of two consecutive years prior to the end
of the monitoring period, and the wetland must meet all
other criteria during this period. At the end of the five
year monitoring period, the wetland must be self
sufficient and capable of persistence without
supplemental water.

At least 75 percent cover by hydrophytic vegetation at
the end of the five-year monitoring period. In addition,
wetland hydrology and hydric soils as defined by the
Corps (ACOE, 2008) must be present and defined as
follows:

Hydrophytic vegetation - A plant community
occurring in areas where the frequency and
duration of inundation or soil saturation produce

Implementing I, Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

I

Annual monitoring reports submitted to CDFG and
RWQCB documenting revegetation conditions, including
recommendati9~~ to adapt maintenance and

I
I I
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures

permanently or periodically saturated soils- of
sufficient duration to exert a controlling influence on
the plant species present

• Wetland hydrology-Identified by indicators such as
sediment deposits, water stains on vegetation, and
oxidized rhizospheres along living roots in the upper
12 inches of the soil, or satisfaction of the hydrology
performance criteria listed above.

• Hydric soils - Soils that are saturated, flooded, or
ponded long enough during the growing season to
develop anaerobic conditions, which are often
characterized by features such as redox
concentrations, which form by the reduction,
translocation, and/or oxidation of iron and
manganese oxides. Hydric soils may lack hydric
indicators for a number of reasons. In such cases,
the same standard used to determine wetland
hydrology when indicators are lacking can be used.

- Five years after any wetland creation, a wetland
delineation shall be performed to determine whether
created wetlands are developing as planned. If they are
not, remedial measures shall be taken to ensure that the
Project's mftigation obligations are met.

• Monitoring and reporting requirements.

The MMP would also include conceptual site specific plans to
compensate for wetland losses resulting from the project.
These may inclUde, but are not be limited to, the provision of
onsite mitigation through wetland creation or enhancement of
existing jurisdictional features; additional onsite wetland
creation or enhancement; or off-sfte mitigation.

Implementing
Action

Timing of
Implementation

Responsible
Department or Agency

Compliance
Verification

Impact 4.5-1: Project activities
could cause an adverse change in
the significance of an historical
resource pursuant to §15064.5 of
the CEQA Guidelines and the
County's Historic Preservation
Ordinance.

Mitigation Measure 4.5M1a: The Applicant shall document the
physical characteristics and their historic context of the
contributing features of the Kaiser Permanente Quarry Mining
District, including archival photo-documentation, mapping, and
recording of historical and engineering information including
measured drawings about the property according to the
standards of the Historic American Building Survey/Historic
American Engineer Record/Historic American Landscapes
Survey (HABS/HAERIHALS), to be placed in a local public
archive such as the ArChives of the County of Santa Clara;

Mitigation Measure 4.5~1b: The Applicant shall salvage

Document the
physical
characteristics and
historic context of
contributing features
of the Kaiser
Permanente Quarry
Mining District

Salvage the early

Within sixty (60) days IPlanning Office
prior to removal of the
Permanente Quarry
Conveyor System

Thirty days (30) prior IPlanning Office
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

and/or relocate a representative portion of the Permanente 19405 crusher, per to construction
Quarry Conveyor System and the remains of the early 19405 criteria in 4.&-1b activities impacting
crusher, which constitute character-defining features that the Permanente
otherwise would be lost as a part of implementation of the Quarry Conveyor

I
Project; and \ System and the

remains of the early
1940s crusher

Mitigation Measure 4.5-1 c: The Applicant shall prepare Prepare public At least sixty (60) Planning Office
public information programs to educate the general public on information programs days prior to
the historic nature of the potential Kaiser Permanente Quarry on the historic nature commencement of
Mining District, including but not limited to eXhibits at the of the potential Kaiser any construction
Quarry office, publications available at the Quarry office, and Permanente Quarry activities impacting
an online presentation available on the Applicant's website Mining District the Permanente
(www.lehighpermanente.com). Quarry Conveyor

System and the
remains of the early
1940s crUsher

Impact 4.5-2: Project activities Mitigation Measure 4.5-2: If cultural resources are Implement discovery Ongoing during Planning Office
could cause an adverse change in encountered during Project implementation, the Applicant shall measures if cultural project operation
the significance of an notify the County and all activity within 100 feet of the find resources are
archaeological resource as defined shall halt until it can be evaluated by a qualified archaeologist encountered.
in §15064.5 01 the CEOA and a Native American representative. Prehistoric
Guidelines. archaeological materials might include obsidian and chert

flaked-stone tools (e.g., projectile points, knives, scrapers) or
toolmaking debris; culturally darkened soil ("midden")
containing heat-affected rocks, artifacts, or shellfish remains;
and stone milling equipment (e.g., mortars, pestles,
handstones, or milling slabs); and battered stone tools, such
as hammerstones and pitted stones. Historic-period materials
might inClude stone, concrete, or adobe footings and walls;
filled wens or privies; and deposits of metal, glass, and/or
ceramic refuse. If the archaeologist and Native American
representative determine that the resources may be significant
and cannot be avoided, they shall notify the County and an
appropriate treatment plan for the resources shall be
developed by the Applicant in consultation with the County
and the archaeologist. Measures in the treatment plan could
inClude preservation in place (capping) and/or data recovery.
The archaeologist shall consult with Native American
representatives in determining appropriate treatment for
prehistoric or Native American cultural resources. Ground
disturbance shall not resume Within 100 feet of the find until an
agreement has been reached as to the appropriate treatment
of the find.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RECLAMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Potentially Significant Impact

Impact 4.5-3: Project activities
could directly or indirectly destroy a
unique paleontological resource or
site.

Impact 4.54: Project activities
could disturb human remains,
including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries.

Impact 4.7~1: Rock and soil slopes
constructed as part of the proposed
reclamation of the EMSA, Quarry
pit, and WMSA could fail under
static or seismic forces if not
properly engineered and
constructed.

Mitigation Measures

Mitigation Measure 4.5-3: If a paleontological resource is
encountered during implementation of the RPA, the Applicant
shall notify the County and all activity within 100 feet of the
find shall halt until it can be evaluated by a qualified
paleontologist as defined by the Society of Vertebrate
Paleontology Guidelines (SVP, 1995). The paleontologist shall
evaluate the resource and determine its significance. If
significant, the paleontologist shall notify the County and the
Applicant, in consultation with the County and the
paleontologist, shall prepare a treatment plan SUch that the
fossil would be recovered and scientific information preserved.
The paleontologist shall implement the treatment plan in
consultation with the County and Applicant prior to al10wing
work in the 1DO-foot radius to resume.

Mitigation Measure 4.5-4: In the event that human skeletal
remains are encountered, the Applicant is required by Health
and Safety Code Section 7050.5, PUblic Resources Code
Section 5097.98, Title 14 California Code of RegUlations
Section 15064.5(e), and County Ordinance No. 86-18 to
immediately notify the County Coroner. Upon determination by
the County Coroner that the remains are Native American, the'
coroner shall contact the California Native American Heritage
Commission, pursuant to SUbdivision (c) of §7050.5 of the
Health and Safety Code and the County Coordinator of Indian
affairs. No further disturbance of the site shall be made except
as authorized by the County Coordinator of Indian Affairs in

·1 accordance with the provisions of state law and the County
Ordinance. If artifacts are found on the site, a qualified
archaeologist shall be contacted along with the County
Planning Office. No further disturbance ofthe artifacts shall be
made except as authorized by the County Planning Office.

Mitigation Measure 4.7-1: Avoidance and containment of
shallow slumps and/or fall-back of overburden material. In
all areas requiring the use of excavators for grading within the
PCRA (e.g., access road in-sloping, installation/repair of
sedimentation basins, and removal of slide debris), the
Applicant and/or its contractor shall begin excavations from
the top of slope and proceed downward. The Applicant and/or
its contractor shall not undercut sloped materials unless no

Implementing
Action

Implement discovery
measures if
paleontological
resources are
encountered.

Implement discovery
measures if human
remains are
encountered.

Conduct excavation
activities and install
downslope barriers as
specified.

Timing of
Implementation

IOngoing during
project operation

Ongoing during
project operation

Thirty days (30) prior
to the start of all
excavation / grading
activities, submit to
Planning Manager a
plan showing the
installation of all
downslope barriers as

Responsible
DeparbnentorAgency

Planning Office

IPlanning Office

Planning Office,

County Geologist

Compliance
Verification
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MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures

other option is feasible as determined by a registered
geotechnical engineer (e.g., excessively sloped or otherwise

·1 inaccessible terrain). In all areas of the PCRA where
excavations would occur in sloped materials, the Applicant
and/or its contractor shall install barriers immediately
downslope of the activity. Downslope barriers shall be
designed and installed in a manner that would be adequate to
prevent overburden and/or native materials from falling,
sloughing or sliding further downslope, or into Permanente
Creek. Such measures may consist of temporary interlocking

Isoldier piles, wooden shoring systems, wire mesh or other
1containment measures(s), and the Applicant and/or its

contractor shall not be permitted to conduct excavation or
grading activities downgradient of the barrier, or prior to its
installation. The ultimate location, design and installation
method of such measures shall be prepared and certified, or
reviewed and approved by a California State registered
geotechnical engineer.

Implementing
Action

Timing of
Implementation

described above. .

Barriers shall be I
maintained during
excavation /
construction activities.

Responsible
Department or Agency

Compliance
Verification

Impact4.8-1: The Project could
result in an increase in greenhouse
gas emissions and contribute to
climate change.

eGas

Mitigation Measure 4.8-1a: Develop Annual GHG Become a reporting II Within 90 days of
Inventory. The Applicant shall become a reporting member of member ofthe approval of the RPA,
The Climate Registry. Beginning with the first year of the Climate Registry and the Mine Operator
Project and continuing for the duration of the Projec~ the conduct an annual shall submit
Applicant shall conduct an annual inventory of GHG emissions inventory of GHG documentation
and shall report those emissions to The Climate Registry. The emissions and report verifying registration
annual inventory shall be conducted according to The Climate Iemissions _ with The Climate
Registry protocols and third-party verified by a verification Registry to the
body accredited through The Climate Registry. Planning Manager.

Copies of annual
reporting to Climate
Registry shall be
submitted to the
Planning Manager by
October 1 of each
year.

Planning Office

Mitigation Measure 4.8-1b: Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reduction Plan. The Applicant shall prepare, submit for
County and BAAQMD approval, make available to the public,
and implement a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Plan
(GHG Plan) containing quantifiable strategies to ensure that
the Project-related incremental increase of GHG emissions
does not exceed 1,100 MT C02e per year. The GHG Plan
shall include, but not be limited to, the following measures:

Prepare, submit, and
implement a
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Reduction
Plan per criteria in
MM 4.8-1b

The Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Reduction
Plan shall be
submitted to the
Planning Manager
within 90 days of final
RPA Approval.

Planning Office,

Bay Area Air Quality
Management District
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Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures

1. Replacement of on-road and off-road vehicles and
construction equipment with lower GHG~emitting
engines, such as electric or hybrid.

2. Use of the Overland Conveyor System, powered by
electric motors, to move more than 75 percent of the
waste rock from the West Materials Storage Area
(WMSA) to reclaim the Quarry pit.

Ilf the Applicant is unable to reduce the Project-related
incremental increase of GHG emissions to below 1,100 MT
C02e per year using the above measures, the Applicant shall
offset all remaining Project incremental emissions above that
threshold. Any offset of Project emissions shall be
demonstrated to be real, permanent, verifiable, enforceable,
and additionaL To the maximum extent feasible, as
determined by the County in coordination with the BAAQMD,
offsets shall be implemented locally. Offsets may include but
are not limited to, the following (in order of preference):

1. Onsite offset of Project emissions, for example
through development of a renewable energy
generation facility or a carbon sequestration project
(such as a forestry or wetlands project for which
inventory and reporting protocols have been
adopted). If the Applicant develops an offset project,
it must be registered with the Climate Action
Reserve or otherwise approved by the BAAQMD in
order to be used to offset Project emissions. The
number of offset credits produced would then be
included in the annual inventory, and the net
(emissions minus offsets) calculated.

2. Funding of local projects, subject to review and
approval by the BAAQMD that would result in real,
permanent, verifiable, enforceable, and additional
reduction in GHG emissions. If the BAAQMD or
County of Santa Clara develops a GHG mitigation
fund, the Applicant may instead pay into this fund to
offset Project incremental GHG emissions in excess
of the significance threshold.

3. Purchase of carbon credits to offset Project
incremental emissions to below the significance
threshold. Carbon offset credits must be verified and
registered with The Climate Registry, the Climate
Action Reserve, or other source that is approved by
the California Air Resources Board as being

Implementing
Action

Timing of
Implementation

If offsets are to be
purchased,
documentation must
be submitted for
review and approval
to the Planning
Manager and
BAAQMD Within 90
days of final RPA
Approval.

Responsible
Department or Agency

Compliance
Verification
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MITIGATION MONITORING, REPORTING, AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR THE LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY RELCMATION PLAN AMENDMENT

Potentially Significant Impact

Less than Significant Impacts

Mitigation Measures

consistent with the policies and guidelines of the
California Global Warrning Solution Act of 2006 (AB
32), or available through a County- or BAAQMD
approved local GHG mitigation bank or fund.

!No

Implementing
Action

IN/A

Timing of
Implementation

IN/A

Responsible
Department or Agency

iN/AI

Compliance
Verification

ya~a~arerQuality

Impact 4.10-1: Post-reclamation
conditions in the East Materials
Storage Area (EMSA), West
Materials Storage Area (WMSA),
and Quarry pit would increase
selenium concentrations in
Permanente Creek to levels
exceeding baseline conditions and
RWQCB Basin Plan objectives.

Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-1 a: Professional Geologist Employ a California-
Verification of Non-limestone-Containing Material Use. A certified Professional
California-certified Professional Geologist shall be onslte Geologist to verify,
during reclamation to verify that non-limestone run-of-mine through use of visual
rock is used as cover on the EMSA and WMSA. In addition, and field testing
the Geologist shall observe and document activities methods, that non-
associated with placing the final overburden on the Quarry pit limestone run-of-mine
(i.e., ensuring that organic material is mixed to specifications). rock is used as cover
Using visual and field testing methods, with occasional bulk on the EMSA and
sampling and laboratory analysis, the geologist shall observe WMSA
and document the type of rock placed over the limestone- I
containing material during reclamation activities. The geologist
shall inspect and document whether limestone is present at
the source area (Quarry pit and WMSA), whether limestone
rock is transported from the source area to segregation
stockpiles, and whether limestone is present within the lifts of
the proposed 1-foot layer of run-of-mine cover rock (in the
EMSA, WMSA, and Quarry pit). Inspection involves observing
the excavation, hauling, stockpiling, and placement of the non
limestone cover material, performing a visual assessment of
the rock, and conducting random spot sampling and field
testing of suspect rock fragments. If observation, field testing,
or laboratory analysis indicates that significant amounts of
limestone are intermixed with the supposed non-limestone
cover material, the geologist shall document its presence,
temporarily halt fill operations, and notify the County Planning
Office and field superintendent. Once notified, the Applicant
shan remove the limestone-containing materials and then
perform verification field sampling in addition to laboratory
verification.

Planning Office,
Within ninety (90)
days of final RPA I County Geologist
Approval, the Mine
Operator shall submit
to the Planning
Manager a copy of a
contract or an
employee resume .
ernployed by the I
Mine Operation that
is a California-
certified Professional
Geologist responsible
to conduct monitoring
as described above.

Quarterly reports
shall be submitted
from the Geologist to
the Planning
Manager describing
effectiveness of
mitigation and
monitoring during
final reclamation as
described above.

Mitigation Measure 4.10-1 b: Verification and Water Quality
Monitoring. The Applicant shall implement the following water
monitoring and verification program within 90 days of Project
approval and continue the program throughout the backfilling
and reclamation phases and for 5 years following completion

Implement the water
monitoring and
verification program
perMM4.10-1b

WIThin 90 days of
Project approval;
throughout the
backfilling and
reclamation phases;
and for 5 years

Planning Office
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IMitigation Measures
Compliance
Verification

Responsible
Department or Agency

Reclamation shall not
be considered
complete until water
quality testing
demonstrates
compliance with
applicable standards.

Timing of
Implementation

All testing data shall
be submitted to the
Planning Office with

I
,the Annual Report by

October 1 of each
year.

Ifollowing completion I
of reclamation and for
5 years following the
start of groundwater
discharge from the
Quarry Pit into
Permanente Creek as
described on page
4.10-39 of the Final
Environmental Impact
Report

Implementing
Action

Measure and record daily volumes of any water that is
pumped from the pit area.

Perform quarterly electrical conductivity and pH
measurements of the Quarry water.

• Conduct annual seep surveys in March or April of each
year within the Quarry pit. Any seeps identified shall be
sampled for general water chemistry and minerals and
dissolved metals, and the seep flow rate shall be
estimated.

Perform routine testing of each of the various rock types
that comprise the overburden to further characterize bu lk
and leachable concentrations of key metal constituents
(selenium in particular). Such testing shall be performed
until the average concentrations and the variability within a
rock type is no longer changing significantly as new data
are gathered.

• Sample and test runoff from the EMSA and WMSA
throughout and following reclamation to confirm the
concepts and closure plans (i.e., that cover with non
limestone material and revegetation results in runoff water
quality that meets Basin Plan Water Quality Objectives
and all other applicable water quality standards).
Stormwater runoff monitoring and sampling shall be
conducted following the placement and final grading of the
1·foot run-of-mine non-limestone cover material to ensure
that surface water discharging from this cover does not
contain selenium at concentrations exceeding Basin Plan
Water Quality Objectives. Three rounds of representative
surface water samples shall be collected and analyzed to
verify rock cover performance prior to the placement of the
vegetative growth layer.

•

of reclamation. As part of this program, the Applicant shall:

• Collect quarterly Quarry pit water samples and analyze for
general water chemistry and dissolved and total metals,
including selenium.

•

•

Potentially Significant Impact

• Sample and test groundwater discharge from the Quarry
Pit into Permanente creek following reClamation as
described on page 4.10-39 of the Final Environmental
Impact Report to confirm that water quality in discharge
meets Basin Plan Benchmarks and all other applicable
water aualitv standards.
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Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

• The data obtained through this mitigation measure shall
be used to reevaluate the water balance components such
as runoff and groundwater inflow and the water quality
associated with these within the last five years of active
mining. Based on the results of any refined water balance I
and water quality projections, the Applicant shaH also

I Ireview and refine the water management procedures.

• Reclamation of the Quarry Pit, EMSA, and WMSA areas
shall not be considered complete until 5 years of water
quality testing as described above demonstrate, to the
satisfaction of the Director of Planning and Development,
that selenium in surface water runoff and any point source
discharges has been reduced below all applicable water
quality standards, including Basin Plan Water Quality
Objectives.

Impact4.10-2: Interim reclamation Mitigation Measure 4.10-2a: Interim Stormwater Control In active and inactive Implementation of the Planning Office
activities within the Project Area and Sediment Management. To minimize the discharge of reclamation areas, Best Management

Land Developmentwould contribute concentrations of sedimentation and metal constituents, particularly selenium, to implement Practices shall begin

I
selenium, Total Dissolved Solids watercourses, the Applicant shall implement the following stormwater and within 30 days of final Engineering

(TDS), and sediment in stormwater and sediment management controls in addition to sediment RPA Approval.
Permanente Creek. general BMPs required by the SWPPP in active and inactive management controls

Prior to October 1,
reclamation areas throughout Phases 1, 2, and 3 of the per MM 4.10-2a, in
Project. The Applicant shan: addition to general

2012, the Operator

BMPs required by the
shall provide a report,

• Segregate limestone materials from the non-limestone SWPPP
with photos,

materials (breccia, graywacke, chert, and greenstone) by documenting and
way of operational phasing to ensure that limestone demonstrating that

materials are placed beneath and are covered by non- the aforementioned

limestone materials. A California Professional Geologist BMP's are being

shall oversee stockpiling, segregation, and placement of implemented in all

non-limestone materials. areas as described.

• Stabilize inactive areas, such as temporary stockpiles or Prior to October 15 of

dormant excavations that drain directly or indirectly to each year, a County

Permanente Creek using an appropriate combination of Inspector shall verify
BMPs to cover the exposed rock material, intercept runoff, installation of the
reduce its flow velocity, release runoff as sheet flow, and aforementioned
provide a sediment control mechanism (such as silt BMP's.
fencing, fiber rolls, or hydroseeded vegetation). Standard Inspection of BMP's
soil stabilization BMPs include geotextiles, mats, erosion
control blankets, vegetation, silt fence surrounding the

by a County Inspector
shall occur monthly

stockpile perimeter, and fiber rolls at the base and on side between October 15
slopes. and April 15 for each

• Temporarily stabilize active, disturbed reclamati~~~reas year when interim
undernoina fill olacement before and durinn nuaH inn rain reclamation activities
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events expected to produce site runoff. Stabilization occur.
methods include combined BMPs that protect materials
from rain, manage runoff, and reduce erosion.
Reclamation activities involving grading, hauling, and
placement of backfill materials cannot take place during
periods of rain.

• In areas such as the WMSA where fill slopes are steep
and composed of loose material, controls shall be in place
to prevent material from sloughing off into the PCRA and
Permanente Creek. These controls shall include debris/silt
fencing placed on outer edge of grading and excavation
operations back-sloping excavations to prevent grade
slope towards the creek, operations buffer areas that
require the use of smaller grading equipment, temporary
berms along the outer extent of operations closest to the
creek, operator training regarding the prevention of
triggering debris slides.

I' Cover active haul roads with non-limestone materials
where exposed limestone surfaces are present. Roads

Ithat undergo dust control by watering must have fiber rolls
or equivalent runoff protection installed along the road side
to reduce runoff and avoid drainage to Permanente Creek.

• Divert all runoff generated from disturbed active and
inactive reclamation areas to temporary basins, the Quarry
pit, or temporary vegetated infiltration basins and kept
away from drainage pathways entering Permanent Creek.
To the extent possible, drainage of the non-limestone
materials shall be diverted directly to sediment control
facilities and natural surface drainages.

• Install up-gradient berms Where limestone fines or
stockpiles are placed, to protect against stormwater run-
on, and install ditches and down-gradient berms to
promote infiltration rather than run-off.

• Replace the limestone rock and materials that are
currently used in the existing 8MP ditches and cover or
otherwise separate runoff from limestone rock in the
existing sediment pond embankments.

• Cover large limestone surfaces that would remain
exposed during the rainy season with interim covers
composed of non-limestone rock types.

• Inspect and maintain BMPs after each QualifyinQ rain
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event to ensure their integrity.
I• Reconstruct or reline all eXisting stormwater conveyances

and check dam structures that are constructed or lined
with limestone rock using non-limestone material
(greenstone, breccias, greywacke, metabasalt), available
at the Quarry.

I• RegUlarly inspect all stonnwater and erosion controls,
especially before and following qualifying rain events.
Inspections shall be documented and periodically
reported. Any violations shall be corrected immediately.

• Provide adequate erosion control training to a1l equipment
operators, site superintendants, and managers to ensure

Ithat stormwater and erosion controls are maintained and
remain effective. I

• Use only jute netting or other suitable replacement for
erosion control in the PCRA; no plastic monofilament shall
be used for erosion control or other purposes, as
California Red Legged Frogs and other wildlife may
become entangled in it.

• Ensure that all stormwater, erosion, and sediment control
BMPs are installed, inspected, maintained, and repaired
under the direction of either a California certified engineer,
geologist, or landscape architect, an American Institute of
Hydrology registered professional hydrologist, or a
certified erosion control specialist.

Mitigation Measure 4.10~2b:EMSA Interim Stormwater Develop a stormwater Planning Office
Monitoring Plan. The Applicant shan develop a stormwater sampling plan per Prior to October 1st

sampling plan that would supplement preexisting surface MM 4.10-2b to 2012, submit the
water monitoring required by General Industrial Storm Water evaluate performance Stormwater
and Sand and Gravel NPDES Permit and be designed of temporary BMPs Monitoring Plan to
specifically to monitor surface water during reclamation and completed the Planning
activities in active and inactive excavation and backfill areas. reclamation phases Manager for review
The purpose of this plan is to evaluate performance of and approval
temporary BMPs and completed reclamation phases at the
EMSA and to identify areas that are sources of selenium StormwatertesUng
(measured on total recoverable basis), sediment, or high ToS.

results shall beAt a minimum, the plan shall require the Applicant to inspect
submitted to PlanningBMPs and collect water samples for analysis of TOS and

metals, including selenium, within 24 hours after a qualifying Manager on a

rain event and sample non-stormwater discharges when they monthly basis

occur. If elevated selenium, sediment, or ToS is identified between October 15
and April 15 of eachthrough sample analysis, the Applicant shan identify the
vear. If a aualifvina
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source and apply any new or modified standard BMPs rain event did not

I
available. BMPs that show sign of failure or inadequate occur during any
petiormance shall be repaired or replaced with a more suitable month during this
alternative. Following implementation, the Applicant shall re- period (and
test sutiace water to determine the effectiveness of such stormwater testing
modifications, and determine whether additional BMPs are was not conducted),
necessary. notification shall be

submitted to the
Planning Manager in

Ilieu of test results.

I

Mitigation Measure 4.10-2c: Monitoring and Determination Conduct water Testing shall occur Planning Office
of BMP Effectiveness for the EMSA. sampling and testing within 24 hours of a

Planning Commissionrain event.
• Within 30 days of Reclamation Plan Amendment approval,

sampling and testing shall occur within 24 hours after a Testing results shall

Irain event. If no qualifying rain event occurs within 30 days be submitted to the
of Reclamation Plan approval, then testing shall begin at Planning Office as
the first qualifying event. Testing shall be conducted in outlined under
accordance with the Stormwater Sampling Plan developed Mitigation Measure
and approved in accordance with Mitigation Measure 4.10- 4.10-2b.
2b.

Planning Manager
• If test results for two consecutive years show that shal1schedule public

stormwater discharging from the EMSA into Permanente hearing before
Creek exceeds total recoverable selenium of 51Jg/L, or Planning Commission
other applicable discharge requirement as determined by if petiormance
the RWQCB, then the County shall schedule a public measures not met, as
hearing before the Planning Commission to determine described.
whether the Applicant is complying with the stormwater

Testing results shalldischarge requirements. For purposes of triggering
Planning Commission review, the sampling shall occur at be reviewed by

locations where water discharges to Permanente Creek. Planning Manager at
end of each rainy

• If the Planning Commission determines that the Applicant season (October 15
is not complying with discharge requirements, then the to April 15).
Applicant shall install a treatment system (or alternative)
as described under Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-2e.

Mitigation Measure 4.10-2d: Monitoring and Detennination Conduct monthly Within 30 days of the Planning Office
of BMP Effectiveness for the WMSA and Quarry Pit. water sampling and start of reclamation

Within 30 days of the start of reclamation activities for
testing activities for Phase 2

•
Phase 2, the Applicant shall conduct monthly water
sampling and testing results as described in Mitigation For Phase II and 111,
Measure 4.1 0-1 b. submit a Monitoring

Plan to the Plannina

-
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IMitigation Measuredischarge into Permanente Creek from the WMSA and I
4.1 U-;lO.

Ins
Planning Manager
shall schedule public

• hearing before
e Planning Commission
m( if performance

measures not met, as
described.

I Mitigation Measure4.10-2e: Design, Pilot Testing, and Begin designing a Within 30 days of Planning Office
. Implementation of Selenium Treatment Facility or treatment facility (or Reclamation Plan

Alternative for the EMSA and/or the WMSA and Quarry Pit alternative) and pilot Amendment approval

Within 30 days of Reclamation Plan Amendment approval,
system for discharge

• into Permanente
the Applicant shall begin designing a treatment facility (or Creek Submit all feasibilityalternative) and pilot system for discharge into
Permanente Creek. The treatment shall be designed to analysis and studies

achieve the Basin Plan Water Quality Objective for to the Planning

selenium (total recoverable selenium of 5 IJg/L) for Manager within 24

discharge from the EMSA, and/or to achieve the "base months of

level" standard for the WMSA and Quarry pit as defined Reclamation Plan I
under Mitigation Measure 4.1 0-2d. Approval

• The Applicant shall complete design, pilot testing, and
feasibility analysis for a treatment facility within 24 months
of Reclamation Plan Amendment approval or by such
other time as may be prescribed by the RWQCB.

• The Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing no
later than 30 months after Reclamation Plan Amendment
approval to determine feasibility of the treatment facility (or
alternative). The Planning Commission may defer the
public hearing if the Regional Water Quality Control Board
determines that additional time is necessary to complete
the design, pilot testing, and feasibility analysis. If the
PlanninQ Commission determines that a treatment facilitv

Implementing Timing of Responsible Compliance
Potentially Significant Impact Mitigation Measures Action Implementation Department or Agency Verification

• If test results for two consecutive years show that IManager for review I
I selenium levels are higher than base levels, then the and approval sixty

II County shall schedule a public hearing before the (60) days prior to the

I Planning Commission to determine whether the start of Phase II,

reclamation activities are causing an increase in total Testing results shall
selenium above the base levels. "Base levels" shall be be submitted to the
defined as water testina results for an averaae for two Pl~nnina Offir-.p. ::l!':.
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is feasible, the Planning Commission shall also establish a
timeHne for implementing the treabnent facility.

0 Construction, installation, and operation of a treatment
facility (or alternative) shall be required if discharge
requirements are not met as described under Mitigation
Measures 4.1 0-2c and 4.1 0-2d, based on a determination
of the Planning Commission, and if it has been determined
feasible by the Planning Commission following a public
hearing.

Impact4.10-4: The Project would Mitigation Measure 4.10-4: Construction of Onsite Design and construct Prior to Planning Office
alter the existing drainage pattern Detention Facility. The Applicant shan design and construct on-site stormwater commencement of

Land Developmentof the site, Which could result detention facilities that would 1) manage increased runoff detention facilities to reclamation activities
increased storm water runoff rates caused by the reclaimed Quarry pit, 2) reduce excessive ensure that offsite, Engineering Office

and on- or offsite flooding. discharges to Permanente Creek, and 3) develop the capacity downstream flows

I
to detain and release the 1OO-year flow using onsite detention would not cause an
basins while optimizing groundwater infiltration. The final increased flooding
drainage design shal1 ensure that offsite, downstream flows potential or lead to
would not cause an increased flooding potential or lead to hydromodification
hydromodification effects. Design considerations for onsite effects
detention basins shall include the follOWing performance
standards. The basin shall be designed to:

0 Maintain turbidity of receiving water outflows within
discharge limitations for Permanente Creek, as set forth
by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control
Board Basin Plan or other more stringent, site-specific
limitations set forth by the RWQCB.

0 Effectively drain between storm events within the period of
time specified by the Santa Clara County 2007 Drainage
Manual.

0 Enhance the settlement of fine sediment while limiting the
potential for sedimentladen water to be discharged to
Permanente Creek.

0 Incorporate appropriate sediment traps (i.e., low areas that
promote sediment settlement) in areas away from outflow
structures to limit discharge of sediment at high flow
periods.

0 Control surface water inflows to the detention facility using
energy reduction features (i.e., rip-rap aprons, vegetated
swales) to reduce inflow velocity and agitation of sediment
within the basin.

0 Infiltrate surface water to the extent oracticable While

- .
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accounting for and protecting the local groundwater
condition and water quality.

Design the Quarry pit I Planning Office
area to eliminate the Prior to the start of
potential for surface Phase Ill, submit final
ponding on the floor drainage design
of the Quarry pit once demonstrating
it has reached its final compliance with the
elevation standards described

above.

Planning OfficeWithin thirty (30) days
olthe RPA Approval,
the Mine Operator
shall post a sign
inside all mine
equipment operating
in the EMSA area

The sign shall be
posted prominently
within view of the
vehicle operator.
Within 30 days of the
RPA approval, the
Mine Operator shall
submit to the
Planning Manager
photo documentation
demonstratin

Prohibit heavy
equipment operations
in northeasterly 11.5
acres of the EMSA
during nighttime
hours

Mitigation Measure 4.10-6: Stormwater Control to Avoid
Ponded Water and Selenium Accumulation. The Applicant
shall incorporate drainage features into the final drainage
design for the Quarry pit area to eliminate the potential for
surface ponding on the floor of the Quarry pit once it has
reached its final elevation (990 amsl). The drainage design for
the finished Quarry pit fill shall include engineered elements
(e.g. conveyance channels, infiltration galleries) that facilItate
groundwater recharge and percolation from limestone areas to
groundwater in the Quarry backfill with the objective of
accommodating high groundwater elevation without creating
surface water bodies that may contain elevated levels of
selenium. These measures shall be incorporated into the
design of the proposed basin proposed for the floor of the
Quarry pit once the floor is raised to its final elevation.

Mitigation Measure 4.13-1a: The Applicant shall prohibit all
heavy equipment operations in the northeasterly 11.5 acres of
the EMSA (as shown in Figure 4.13-8) during nighttime hours
(i.e., between 10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.).

Impact 4.10-6: The Project would
alter the existing drainage pattern
of the site, which could result in
increased stonnwater ponding,
accumulation of selenium, and
flooding.

Impact 4.13-1: Operatio ns
associated with reclamation during
Phase 1 would exceed County
noise standards and increase
ambient noise levels at noise
sensitive uses in the vicinity.
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compliance ofthis

Mitigation Measure 4.13-1 b: The Applicant shall either: (1) Reduce potential Within thirty (3D) days Planning Office
limit all operations in the EMSAwithin 1,600 feet of the noise at caretaker's olthe RPA Approval,
caretaker's residence (as shown in Figure 4.13-8) to no more residence per MM the Mine Operator
than one 8-hour shift per day, or (2) submit evidence 4.13-1b shall post a sign
establishing to the County's satisfaction that there are legal1y- inside all mine
binding restrictions precluding any occupancy of the equipment operating
caretaker's residence during the entirety of Phase 1 of the in the EMSA area
Project.

The sign shall be
posted prominently
within view of the
vehicle operator.
Within 30 days of the
RPA approval, the
Mine Operator shall
submit to the
Planning Manager
photo documentation
demonstrating
compliance of this

» , "".,. •" '>" ,""".: \:.'.,..... .·····.""i\•.•.. \., >j.aflll , ',", i

No Impacts INo Mitigations IN/A IN/A IN/A IN/A

Public SelVices

No Impacts

Recreation'

Less than Significant Impacts

a cumlulatively
considerable contribution a
substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista and degradation of the
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eXisting visual character or quality
of the Project Area.
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SECTION 1

Project Background

Lehigh Permanente Quarry (Quarry) operates a limestone quarry in Santa Clara County, California, that will be
closed in approximately 20 years. The Quarry recently submitted a closure and reclamation plan amendment with
some portions of the reclamation to be implemented within the next 3 years. Water discharged from the Quarry
to Permanente Creek has unacceptably high concentrations of selenium (approximately 80 micrograms per liter
[Ilg/Lj).

CH2M HILL was contracted by the Santa Clara County through Environmental Science Associates (ESA) to develop
a technical memorandum (TM) identifying available technologies for treating selenium under comparable water
quality to the Quarry and a peer review of the Lehigh Selenium Treatment Mitigation strategy (CH2M HILL, 2012).
The TM provided an overview of selenium treatment options currently available, the challenges in selenium
treatment, selenium chemistry, a summary of full-scale technologies to meet a 5-llg/L level, the steps for selecting
an appropriate technology for the Quarry, and a review of Lehigh's brief Selenium Treatment Mitigation technical
memorandum (Appendix A). Responses to the County of Santa Clara's comments on the Draft Feasibility
Assessment are provided in Appendix B.

The objectives of this report are to assess feasibility for selenium treatment at the Quarry and provide a
conceptual, estimated order of magnitude of total installed cost for a biological treatment system at Lehigh
Permanente Quarry for treating selenium in the water to an effluent quality of 5 Ilg/L. Also included in the
assessment are recommendations of further studies to reduce uncertainty in the design basis and runoff
management and schedules for developing design criteria. The estimates would be based on cost curves
developed by CH2M HILL for comparative purposes, and would have an accuracy of +100%, -50%.

1.1 Overview of Selenium Treatment for Stringent Discharge
Regulation

The Quarry contains full-scale systems that have not been attaining a discharge quality of 5Ilg/L. Treatment of the
water pumped from the Quarry is feasible but not necessarily inexpensive. A variety of physical, chemical and
biological treatment technologies have been shown to remove selenium from water. There are challenges and
uncertainty in some of the design parameters, such as water quality/quantity, the scale factor, permit limits, and
the costs of types of treatment systems. Treatment technology must be configured as a "system" that includes
primary, tertiary, and residual treatment processes.

Many large-scale treatment plants being designed to treat contaminated water require piloting to develop
detailed design specification for the full-scale design. There is usually a site-specific component to water quality,
effluent requirements, or space that will require modifications to proven technologies. For the Quarry, the main
issues relate to the length of time required to develop design data and reduce uncertainty in the flows,
equalization volumes, stormwater management, and water quality inputs to the treatment plant.

Primary treatment to remove suspended solids and/or inorganic scale (e.g., calcium carbonate) may be required
for certain of the core selenium treatment technologies. Tertiary treatment generally will be reqUired to meet
both the selenium and other conventional surface water discharge parameter guidelines or criteria. Residuals or
by-product treatment will be required for most systems. The residuals will contain concentrated levels of
selenium that, if disposed of as a solid or liquid waste, will need to comply with other disposal regulations (e.g.,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [USEPAj Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 [RCRA]
Hazardous Waste). By-products might require further treatment to ultimately reduce the selenium to a less
hazardous form.
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1.2 Core Selenium Treatment
A biological-based system for the Lehigh Permanente Quarry could reach 5 Ilg/L after data collection and piloting.
Also essential to optimize the treatment flows would be the completion of a water management strategy for
runoff entering the pit from the West Material Storage Area (WMSA) that would target runoff that could be
segregated and managed without treatment. This water management strategy would minimize the pumped flows
from the Quarry, which will improve the economic picture for any treatment that is ultimately selected. This
Feasibility Assessment provides information related to our conceptual design, rough costs to treat the water
quality and flows currently estimated for the Quarry, and the schedule of activities to proceed from further
characterization through final design.

Consistent with the Review of Available Technologies for the Removal ofSelenium from Water for the North
American Metals Council (CH2M HILL, 2010), attached growth biological (e.g., fluidized bed reactor [FBR],
Advanced Biological Metals Removal [ABMetJ, course coal reject bioreactor [CCR], and immobilized cell bioreactor
[ICB]), evaporation/crystallization, ion exchange, passive (e.g., biochemical reactor and constructed wetlands),
and zero valent iron (ZVI) are technologies that have provided the most consistent treatment of selenium down to
5-llg/L levels. Significant attention has been directed to biological systems for selenium removal. On the basis of
CH2M HILL's experience, biological-based active and passive treatment systems generally provide the lowest cost
and most effective treatment. Passive systems generally require a much larger footprint than active systems.
CH2M HILL is in various stages of design and construction of selenium reduction systems for the coal mining
industry in North America, as summarized in Appendix A. For the Feasibility Assessment, we have selected the FBR
system as the core technology for selenium removal.

1.3 Design Basis for the Fluidized Bed Reactor System
Achieving selenium levels less than 5 ~/L in surface water discharges from the Quarry poses a challenge because
selenium removal is limited by the following:

• The minimum and maximum feasible ranges of design flows that can vary greatly over time

• Concentrations that are relatively dilute (e.g., less than 500 Ilg/L)

• Water that is confounded by the water matrix (e.g., temperature, pH, sulfate, and other chemicals)

• Treatment that generally results in a concentrated by-product or residual (re-release from the residuals can
occur)

Significant variation in selenium levels and flows increases the complexity of where to target treatment of
selenium. Generally, all the selenium treatment technologies are hydraulic dependent versus selenium mass
dependent; therefore, up-front water flow equalization and diversion maybe required to reduce the sizing of the
selenium treatment plant and stabilize influent flow rate. In addition, the collection and treatment of stormwater
runoff for excessive storm recurrence intervals, if needed, must be considered in the design flow rate.

1.3.1 Influent Flow rate Determination and Seasonal Variability
Water distributed to Pond 4A is a combination of stormwater from the Quarry slopes, hillsides, and the WMSA
adjacent storage area and groundwater that seeps into the Quarry. The water, collected at the Quarry bottom, is
pumped to a holding pond, referred to as Pond 4A. Water in Pond 4A is allowed to settle to remove suspended
particulates, and discharged to Permanente Creek via gravity.

Precipitation measured in the area at the Los Altos Hills Station, approximately 3.3 miles NW of the North Quarry,
illustrates that the majority of the precipitation occurs during the wetter periods of the year (November through
March) (Figure 1). Annual precipitation for 1999-2009 averaged 22.2 inches with 86 percent of that occurring
during the wetter period and only 14 percent occurring from April through October.
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Figure 1. Monthly Precipitation near the Lehigh Quarry
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As part of the Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan Update (Golder Associates, 2011), a hydrologic investigation
was conducted to examine the water balance for the North Quarry. The information for this report was based on
9 months of data for which the groundwater inflow based on surface runoff estimates was calculated.
Evaporation and precipitation onto the pit water was also incorporated in the water balance. This information was
for a groundwater assessment for future reclamation conditions, not for treatment plant sizing. However, in the
absence of a detailed study for establishing a water balance useful for full-scale design purposes, the data were
used by CH2M HILL to examine a potential design flow. The water balance, developed in the hydrologic report
(Golder Associates, 2011) using data from the Quarry to determine the groundwater flow into the North Quarry,
was determined from Equation 1:

(1)

VGW =
V P1T =
VPUMPED ;::

VPREClP =
VEVAP =
VRUNOFF =

Where:

volume of groundwater entering the pit

change in volume of the water in the pit

volume of water pumped out of the pit

volume of water from direct precipitation into the pit

volume of water lost to evaporation (surface area of the pit water)

volume of water from runoff using the catchment area of the North

Quarry and a runoff coefficient of 0.3
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Our analysis, conducted using data from February through October 2009, determined that the total inflow
(groundwater and runoff) into the Quarry was 37,400,000 cubic feet (ft') (858 acre feet [acre-ft])l. While data for
November 2008 to January 2009 were not available, the total inflow likely results from precipitation; monthly
precipitation contributes to both runoff and groundwater inflow into the Quarry. The analysis indicated that the
direct precipitation into the pit and evaporation from the pit water was a small component of the water balance
(up to 2.5 percent of the sum of the surface runoff and groundwater inflow). For this report, the volume of water
to be treated is estimated by using the sum of the surface runoff and the groundwater inflow.

Using the data from the hydrologic investigation for February through October 2009, an exponential regression
equation was developed to fill in the missing data for November 2008 through January 2009. Adding these
months is important because of the rainfall associated with the wet period and the corresponding influence on
the total potential pumping rate (Figure 2). From this analysis, the November-January period represents
35 percent of the total inflow to the Quarry (Table 1 and Figure 3). The annual inflows and resulting pumped
quantities were 1,100 gallons per minute (gpm) (2.94 cubic feet per second lefs]) while the wet period average
flow was 1,700 gpm (4.55 efs) and the dry period average flow was 750 gpm (2.01 efs). The average pumping rate
from the Quarry from March through August was 1,100 gpm (2.45 efs). The estimated annual inflow over 12
months is approximately 80,000,000 ft' {1,840 acre-ftl (Table 1).

Figure 2. The Relationship Between Precipitation and Surface Runoff and Groundwater Inflow into the North
Quarry

Precipitation vs. Quarry Runoff and Groundwater Inflow
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1The inflow calculated included 16 days of February, 5 days of August, 19 days of September, and 20 days of October
(Golder, 2011).
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The hydrologic investigation analysis (Golder Associates, ;lOll) Identified that duri"g the mid-February to
mid-March 2009 period, excessive J)redpitatjon (nearlv 13 inches} resulted in a39-fo.oti~creaseinthe water level
in the North Quarry pit to 776 feet above mean sea level (aI1150. Subsequent to this time Period, total
precipitation was L2 inches from mid~Marchto mid-August, and the pitwater level was loweredto 737 feet amsl
through pumping at the 1,10Q-gpm flow rate. AMther storm event in Odober 2009 resulted in the rise of water
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level in the North Quarry from 738 feet amsl to 745 feet amsl due to 4.2 inches of precipitation. The analysis of
the water balance for this storm suggested a total inflow due to surface water runoff and groundwater inflow of
1,800,000 ft3 (approximately 41 acre-ft). At present, excessive precipitation events that lead to localized runoff in
excess of pumping capacity is accumulated in the pit and results in increased water levels. Management of the
runoff into the Quarry and the subsequent required treatment plant flow rate will involve additional quantitative
analyses of a combination of activities, including runoff segregation in the WM5A, possible direct discharge
(through siltation basins) of excessive storms without treatment, and storage in the Quarry through accepted
elevation changes for the operational period for the Quarry. It must be emphasized that the water quality has not
been determined for extreme events and may preclude direct discharge prior to treatment, but it is anticipated
that some reduction of treatment plant flows could be achieved through a thoughtful water management system.

The average statistics for the annual, wet, and dry periods (Table 2) indicate that the design basis for the
treatment plant would be 1,750 gpm based on the average and one standard deviation of the annual average
monthly flow. Currently, flows into the Quarry above the pumping capacity are handled by allowing a rise in the
water level within the pit. We believe that this is a suitable means for managing the wet weather flows, but
decisions on the treatment capacity must consider operational requirements for the Quarry. As previously
mentioned, optimization of the water management for the facility, particularly the WMSA, could lead to lower
treatment flow rates, and a smaller treatment plant. In addition, North Quarry inflows above a design treatment
flow rate could be handled by using water storage within the pit, allowing for an increase in water level if inflows
of surface water runoff and groundwater inflow exceed the design capacity, a management strategy currently
employed.

TABLE 2
Quarry Inflow Statistics for the Annual Wet and Dry Periods

Period Parameter Flow, gpm Rounded Q, gpm

Annual

Wet Period

Oct-Mar

Dry Period

Apr-Sep

Average 1,138

St.Dev 624

Average + 1 SO 1,763

Average 1/702

St. Dev 525

Average +1 SO 2,227

Average 736

St.Dev 278

Average +1 SD 1,013

1,750

2,200

900

Results of this analysis indicate the following:

• Flows are high and variable
• Flows need to be managed with some equalization/diversion strategy
• We have a conceptual level of understanding of design flows

1.3.2 Estimated Water Quality of the Treatment Plant Influent
The water quality for the influent to the treatment plant would be best determined from a long-term monitoring
of the water pumped from the North Quarry. However, this information is not available for this report. Data
presented in several recent reports was selected to estimate the influent water quality for major ions, nutrients
and trace metals, including selenium (Table 3). The projected water quality was determined from a consideration
of a North Quarry sample, a sample from the WMSA runoff, and the water quality of the monitoring location
below the North Quarry discharge at location SW-2, particularly during the dry period from April to October. The
location PER070 is downstream on Permanente Creek below the East Material Storage Area (EMSA) was is shown
in the Table 3 for comparative purposes (Figure 4). Runoff from the EMSA area (ESA, 2011), collected during
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February and March 2011, indicated similar levels of selenium as observed at the North Quarry, WMSA runoff,
and SW-2 in Table 3. Selenium concentrations in the EMSA runoff ranged from 19 to 3611g/L during February and
7 to 13 j.lg/L during March and constitute the lower area runoff.
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TABLE 3
.. - -....~-- ... _~_. --_.. ~ __ ~_ ._. v •• _ •• __ •••• _ ................ __ .. ~ ••• _ .. ...... ,,_._ ....... -_...._- ._. -- ........--..

Wall SW-2 PER070
Runoff

North Quarry (WMSA
(Water Runoff SW-2 SW-2 SW-2

Projected Sample) Sample) SW-2 Dup SW-2 Dup SW-2 Dup SW-2 SW-2 Dup Dry Spring Wet
Treatment

Plant 22-Sep- 22-Sep- April
Parameter Units Influent 13-Jan-10 13-Jan-10 4-Feb-09 4-Feb-09 Z-Apr-09 2-Apr-09 09 09 10-Jan-l0 10-Jan-l0 Jun 2002 2002 Jan 2003

Calcium mq/L 210 210 160 200 200 210 200 200 B 210 B 84 79

Magnesium mq/L 36 36 42 38 37 46 46 53 55 28 26

Sodium mq/L 22 22 24 25 B 25 30 30 24 24 13 12

Potassium mg/L 1 0.85J 2 1.1 1.1 1.4B 1.4 B 1.1 0.89J 2.2 2.1

Sulfate mg/L 550 550 550 560 B 560 600 610 550 560 160 B 160 B 336 326 379

Total Alkalinity (as
mg/L 170 170 58 150 150 150 150 190 190 140 140 202 189 185

CaC03)

Bicarbonate mg/L 200 200 71 190 180 180 240 230 170 170

Carbonate mg/L 2.5 <5.0 <5.0 <5.0 <2.5 <2.5 <5.0 <5.0 <2.5 <2.5

Chloride mg/L 15 13 25 14 B 14 12 B 12 B 18 B 18 B 10 B lOB 55.8 49.7 42.3

Electrical Conductivity Ilmhos/cm 1130 1,130 1,090 1,240 1,210 1,210 1,210 1,270 1,250 602 605 1,020 1,010 1,140

Fluoride mg/L 0.15 0.14 0.22 0.15 0.14 0.085 0.1 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.13

Ammonia as N mg/L 0.012 <0.025 0.095 J <0.025 B <0.025 <0.025 <0.025 <0.025 <0.025 0.15 BJ 0.07 BJ 0.07 0.07 NO

Nitrate as N mg/L-N 1.0 0.73 7.6 0.65 0.67 2.3 2.3 0.48 0.51 1.4 1.4 1.54 2.11

Nitrite as N mg/L-N 0.004 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 <0.0081 0.007 0.007 0.0207

Total Phosphorus mg/L 0.01 <0.016 1.8 B <0.012 <0.012 0.025 J 0.012J <0.016 <0.016 0.29 0.59 0.04 0.04 0.056

pH S.u. 8.0 7.94 7.9 8.3 8.29 8.15 8.28 8.24 8.16 7.49 7.55 8.18 8.33 7.5

Hardness (as CaC03) mg/L 675 673 580 650 750 740 690 710 750 320 300 424 498 533

Total Dissolved Solids mg/L 800 790 900 1100 970 1100 1000 1000 1000 410 400 720 724 850

Total Suspended Solids mg/L 18 18 3,600 <2.5 2.2 2.0 2.2 5.2 4 200.0 190.0 3.5 1.5 9.7

Dissolved Aluminum ~g/L 20 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38 <38

Dissolved Antimony ~g/L 8 8.2 0.86J 6.3 6.1 3.8 4.0 2.4 3.0 0.98J 0.99J

Dissolved Arsenic ~g/L 4 4.5J 1.3 J 4.5 4.8 2.8 3.4 1.5 J 2.2 1.5 J 1.5 J 0.86 1.04 1.94

Dissolved Cadmium ~g/L 1 0.53J <0.13 0.098 J 0.14J 0.055 BJ 0.057 BJ <0.13 <0.13 <0.13 <0.13 0.071 0.37 1

Dissolved Copper ~g/L 2 1.5 J 1.2 J 1.3 BJ 1.0 J 1.3 BJ 1.3 BJ 3.3 4.8 1.8 J 2 1.74 1.55 1.68

Dissolved Iron ~g/L 5 <9.3 <9.3 <7.2 <7.2 18 BJ <7.2 B <9.3 B <9.3 B <9.3 <9.3

Dissolved Manganese ~g/L 20 21 14 2.2 2.1 3.0 3.0 2.1 J 2.8 J 3.9 4.2

Dissolved Molybdenum ~g/L 500 540 120 750 B 740 460 490 470 470 83 84

Dissolved Nickel ~g/L 150 160 3.4 70 110 110 44 47 27 27 1.6 7.86 30.9
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Wall SW-2 PER070
Runoff

North Quarry (WMSA
(Water Runoff SW-2 SW~2 SW-2

Projected Sample) Sample) SW-2 Oup 5W-2 Dup SW-2 Dup SW-2 5W-2 Dup Dry Spring Wet
Treatment

Plant 22-Sep- 22-Sep~ April
Parameter Units Influent 13-Jan-10 13-Jao-10 4~Feb-09 4-Feb-09 2-Apr-D9 2-Apr-09 09 09 10~Jan-l0 10-1an-10 Jun 2002 2002 Jan 2003

Dissolved Selenium ~g/L 80 82 29 80 79 74 76 81 90 13 13 5.84 5.09 18.8

Dissolved Zinc ~g/L 100 120 28 12 J 61 BJ 71 BJ 3.1 J 4J 4.1 BJ 4.4 BJ 1.25 1.11 2.64

Notes:
IJ.g/L:= microgram per liter

Ilmhos/cm = micromho per centimeter
mg/l;:: milligram per liter
NO;:: not detected

Source: Golder Associates, 2011: Appendix D, Tables D-1 and D-2 (J and B qualifiers refer to analytical issues requiring an estimated qualifier [J], or minor issue with the blank [B]). North Quarry represents the water

pumped from the quarry.
Wall runoff (WMSA) represents a runoff sample collected on the west side entering the quarry.
SW-2, Surface water sample collected below Pond 4A and the discharge from the quarry. During low flow periods, and in particular during April- September, closely resembles the quarry discharge. PER070, sample

collected in Permanente Creek on the east side of the facility.
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Figure 4. Water Quality Monitoring Locations On Permanente Creek and the EMSA
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1.4 Fluidized Bed Reactor System for Selenium Removal
1.4.1 Overview of Biological Selenium Treatment
Biological treatment is centered on the growth of microorganisms. By controlling the environment in which the
microorganisms grow, the resulting chemicals and byproducts of their growth can subsequently be controlled.
Much like chemical treatment, to use biological treatment to remove selenium from the wastewater, it is
paramount to control the environment (e.g., through wastewater and reactor characteristics) so that the
organisms that reduce selenium flourish.

Biological treatment can be discussed in terms of biological oxidation and reduction. Following is an example of a
balanced reaction using the combustion of methane as the reaction:

CH4 + 20z ---+ CO, + 2HzO
electron

donor
electron
acceptor

OXidized
donor

reduced
acceptor

To further elaborate, the electron donor is essentially the food for the microorganism, and the electron acceptor
is the microorganism's means of respiration. For heterotrophic microorganisms, typically organic matter serves as
the source of electron donor. The organic matter in the wastewater is typically expressed in terms of
carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBODs), chemical oxygen demand (COD), or total organic carbon
(TOC). The products of the oxidation of the electron donor are carbon dioxide and biomass.

There are several electron acceptors available to oxidize the electron donor. Oxygen is the most favorable
electron acceptor for heterotrophic microorganisms. When oxygen is present, the environment is referred to as
aerobic. Water is formed when oxygen is reduced by accepting the electrons from the donor.

In biological selenium treatment, this reaction is carried out by heterotrophic bacteria that use organic carbon as
the electron donor and ions, such as nitrates, selenate, and selenite as electron acceptors under anoxic (e.g., no
dissolved oxygen) or anaerobic conditions. The normal order by which the heterotrophic bacteria will pick their
electron acceptor when oxygen is not present is as follows: nitrates, nitrites, selenite, selenate, chlorates,
perchlorates, and sulfates. Nitrates are biologically reduced to nitrogen gas first and then selenate and selenite
are reduced to elemental selenium. Organic carbon is biologically oxidized to carbon dioxide.

The key for biological system is to grow sufficient biomass for selenium treatment. At low concentrations of
selenium, this is best accomplished with an attached growth system, such as a biological filter through which
static media supports growth of heterotrophic bacteria, or biological fluidized bed in which heterotrophic bacteria
attach to moving media or a bed. If significant amount of nitrate is present in the water, then sufficient amount of
organic carbon needs to be added to reduce the nitrates first, as well as selenium. Therefore the ratio, or
stoichiometry of the carbon (e.g., electron donor) to nitrates and selenium (e.g., electron acceptor) is important
to successfully reduce selenium.

Another challenge with this biological treatment is when the nitrate and/or selenium (e.g., electron acceptors)
concentrations are low or absent. These conditions will result in little to no growth of heterotrophic bacteria,
which can lead to washout or potential loss of the microorganisms to reduce the selenium. If an electron donor
(e.g., organic carbon source) is added in the absence of these electron acceptors (e.g., nitrate and selenate) the
system could promote sulfate reduction.

Like chemical treatment the temperature will also affect the biological reaction kinetics. Generally, temperatures
of less than 10 degrees Celsius ('C) will result in substantial reduction of biological reaction kinetics.

1.4.2 Technology Overview
FBR treatment technology is proven for nitrate and perchlorate removal from contaminated groundwater and
industrial wastewaters under anoxic (e.g., absence of dissolved oxygen [DO]) conditions. Under anoxic/anaerobic
conditions, heterotrophic facultative denitrifying bacteria use nitrates, selenate, and selenite as electron acceptors
as means of respiration, thereby reducing the dissolved selenium species to elemental selenium.
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In an FBR system, wastewater is passed through a granular solid media at high enough velocities to suspend the
media and cause it to behave as though it were a fluid. Fluidization keeps the media with attached biomass in
suspension and expanded in depth to provide good contact of contaminated water with biomass for effective
treatment. This results in a significantly lower hydraulic retention time (HRT) required for treatment when
compared to other attached growth configurations, such as down-flow and up-flow filters. Lower HRTs drive the
size of FBR vessels smaller, resulting in a smaller footprint and potentially lower overall costs.

In the FBR, the selenate and selenite in the influent water are reduced to elemental selenium, which in turn can
be removed as insoluble solids along with bacterial solids. The FBR is seeded with these bacteria that use the
oxygen in the nitrate and selenate as the electron acceptor for respiration and an organic carbon source to meet
their food/energy requirements. Microbes cultured in the bioreactor media beds create an ion-reducing
environment (anoxic/anaerobic condition) for selenate and selenite reduction.

To remove total suspended solids (TSS), including particulate selenium from the FBR effluent, a liquid-solids
separation system, such as a ballasted sand clarifier, is used. To remove some residual dissolved biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD), typically a moving bed bioreactor (MBBR) is used after the liquid-solids separation unit. A
polishing continuous backwash sand filter will be used for TSS removal prior to final discharge.

1.4.3 Process Description
CH2M HILL has developed an FBR-based conceptual process design to treat the discharge from the Quarry to
Permanente Creek for selenium. A process block flow diagram (BFD) is shown on Figure 5. Preliminary equipment
information for FBR based treatment plant is outlined as follows:

• Pumps and intake structure will be installed to pump water from Pond A equalization pond to the proposed
treatment plant location. The flow will be pumped through a mechanical screen to remove solids.

• The next step in the process is a FBR system, consisting of two (2) columns in a parallel configuration. Each
FBR unit will be a lined carbon steel column approximately 18 feet in diameter and 30 feet high providing a
HRT of 45 minutes. The FBR columns will have granular activated carbon (GAC) as media.

• The FBR system will include multiple chemical feed systems as shown on the BFD for carbon source supply
and nutrient feeds to the biological system.

• The FBR treated water will flow to a ballasted sand clarification system to remove solids from the FBR stream,
including biological solids and reduced elemental (particulate) selenium in the colloidal form. This system will
include a multi-compartment tank with ballasts, mixing, and a clarifier.

• The effluent from the ballasted sand clarifier will be sent to a MBBR to remove any residual dissolved BOD
prior to discharge. The MBBR system will be designed for a HRT of 60 minutes and will consist of two 24-foot
diameter by 20-foot-high tanks in parallel with media to support biological growth and blowers for aeration.

• The MBBR effluent will then be pumped to a continuous backwashing filtration system (sand filtration) for
removal of suspended solids prior to gravity discharge to the final effluent tank. The sand filtration system will
consist of six 10-foot-diameter by 23-foot-high units.

• The sand filtration effluent will be pumped from the final effluent tank to where the treated effluent will be
discharged to a new outfall through a monitoring station.

• The solids from the ballasted sand clarification system, which are a combination of biological and ferric
hydroxide solids, will be pumped to a gravity thickener (35 feet in diameter by 18 feet high) for solids
thickening and then on to a 180-ft' solids conditioning tank to which polymer will be added with mixing prior
to being dewatered in the filter press unit. Two recessed plate and frame filter press units, each with 175-ft'
capacity, will be used to dewater the solids. The cake solids generated at the filter press will be sent offsite for
disposal. The filter press filtrate will be sent to the thickener.

• The thickener supernatant will be sent to the filtrate tank which will also receive the sand filtration backwash.
The combined filtrate will be recycled and blended back with the untreated influent for further treatment.
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1.4.4 Potential Operational/Performance Risks
Some of the major potential risks associated with the operation of FBR for selenium treatment as follows:

• Higher influent heavier solids can result in solids buildup in the bed resulting in loss of fluidization and settling
of the bed. This could result in loss of performance in the FBR with regards to selenium treatment. However,
this condition has not observed in the previous FBR pilot studies. Also, in the full-scale FBR design, an
automatic in-bed cleaning system is provided to mitigate this problem.

• Using air in the biomass separator may potentially reoxidize some of the reduced elemental selenium;
although, it is unlikely because low airflow and low negative oxidation/reduction potential (ORP) were used.
However, if necessary, nitrogen can be used in the full-scale FBR plant instead of air in the biomass separator.

1.4.5 CAPEX Estimate
CH2M HILL developed a Class 5 total installed capital cost (CAPEX) estimate (-50%/ +100%) for this FBR-based
selenium treatment system. The Total Installed Cost (TIC) for this system was estimated at $63.6 million USD,
with a range from $31.8 million USD (-50%) to $127 million USD (+100%). Total Equipment Cost (TEC) for this
treatment is $13.4 million USD. Table 4 provides a summary of the capital costs.

TABLE 4
CAPEX Summary
Purchased Equipment Cost

Equipment Installation

Piping

Instrumentation and Controls

Electrical

Buildings

Yard Improvements

Service Facilities

Heat Tracing

Utilities/ Misc.

Indirect cost

Total Probable Construction Cost

Engineering/Construction

Contingency at 25%

Totals

Totals

$13,400,000

$3,400,000

$2,700,000

$2,000,000

$3,400,000

$2,000,000

$2,400,000

$200,000

$2,200,000

$900,000

$14,800,000

$47,400,000

$6,500,000

$53,900,000

$9,700,000

$63,600,000

The estimate includes equipment cost, freight, labor, contractor overhead and markup, engineering and
construction management, and contingency. The costs are based on quotations from vendors, published unit
costs for labor and commodities, and CH2M HILL's experience with similar facilities. The actual construction cost
will vary within the +100%, -50% range depending on the procurement strategy, final design details, and
economic conditions at the time of the bid. Additionally, costs for startup, commissioning, and engineering
services during construction are included in the TIC estimate. The TIC estimate does not include costs for
technology confirmation or pilot testing.

The major assumptions used in calculating these estimated costs are as follows:
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• Conceptual equipment layout assumes that all equipment will be located outdoors. A pre-engineered building
will be provided to house the filter presses, motor control center (MCC) and local control panels, for office
space, shower/washrooms, and an onsite laboratory.

• Due to the uncertainty with the design storm event, costs have not been included for an equalization basis to
hold and treat runoff during storm events.

• It is assumed that the FBR influent will be ~10 degrees Fahrenheit (OF) throughout the year. No costs have
been included for a boiler and heat exchanger system to heat the FBR influent.

• A5 percent escalation factor with 2013 midpoint and 25 percent bottom line contingency for undefined scope
is included.

• The new system will be supplied with a motor control center (MCC) and local control panels for the FBR based
system. These will be tied into a main DCS or SCADA system that will be installed in the treatment plant
control room.

• Chemical feed systems will be installed with proper spill containment measures. Chemical totes will be
supplied with spill containment kits. Chemical tanks will be supplied with a secondary containment system.

• Chemical storage tanks including carbon substrate tank, ferric chloride tank, and other chemical totes will be
located outdoors with both insulation and heat tracing.

1.4.6 Operation and Maintenance Cost Estimate
Table 5 summarizes the operation and maintenance costs (aPEX) for this treatment system over the yearly
operation of the system and also shows present worth costs.

TABLE 5
OPEX Summary and Present Worth Costs

aPEX

Chemicals

Energy

Labor

Equipment Maintenance/Replacement

Residuals Disposal

Contingency

Present Worth Costs

$ 1,800,000

$ 800,000

$ 1,200.000

$ 600,000

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,100,000

Totals $ 6,500,000

Totals $ 101,000,000

The major assumptions used in calculating these estimated costs are as follows:

• The treatment system will operate continuously with a connected load of approximately 1,300 horsepower
(hp). It is assumed that electricity costs are $0.070 per kilowatt-hour (kW-hr).

• The treatment system will run continuously 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. It is projected that eight full
time operators will be needed for continuous operations, including sludge dewatering. The standard labor
rate for plant operations is assumed to be a fully burdened rate of $70.00 per hour.

• aPEX includes annual chemical costs based on chemical usage rates.

• aPEX includes equipment replacement allowance of 2.S percent of the total equipment capital cost to cover
items such as preventative maintenance, spare parts replacement, and replacement resulting from minor
equipment failure.
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• aPEX includes cost for replacement of GAC media, which may need to be added to the FBR periodically, as
required, if any GAC goes out in the FBR effluent.

• aPEX includes costs for residuals handling and disposal. It is assumed that selenium containing caked solids
will need to be sent offsite for disposal of in a solid waste landfill.

• Present worth costs are based on lO-year life cycle cost and 8 percent annual interest rate of return.

1.4.7 Footprint of the FBR Treatment Plant
Table 6 shows the approximate dimensions and area required to house the major equipment and facilities for the
selenium treatment plant. This is based on preliminary equipment sizing and the exact configuration and size
would depend on the area available at the site and modifications to any equipment based on further evaluation.

TABLE 6
Preliminary Footprint

Item Equipment Location Length Width Area
(feet) (feet) (square

feet)

Treatment System FBR, Baliasted Sand Clarifier. MBBR. Outside 350 100 35,000
thickener, tanks

Solids Handling Building Filter Press Inside 60 100 6,000

Admin Building Office space, MCC room, control Inside 60 100 6,000
panels, showers/restrooms,
laboratory

Total 470 100 47,000

Note:

Does not include the footprint of any siltation basins or equalization ponds prior to treatment.
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Figure 5. Selenium Treatment Plant Process Flow Diagram for the Lehigh Permanente Quarry for Selenium
Mitigation
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SECTION 2

Conceptual Path Forward and Schedule for
Implementing Selenium Treatment and Mitigation

In parallel with preliminary engineering, the following three engineering studies will be conducted at the Lehigh
Permanente Quarry to refine the conceptual design basis presented in this report:

• Water Quality Monitoring Study
• WMSA Water Management
• FBR Pilot Study

2.1 Water Quality Monitoring Study
The purpose of the Water Quality Monitoring Study is to expand the current dataset for the composition of the
pumped North Quarry water. In addition to a continued monitoring of flow and water elevation of the pit, water
quality measurements for a complete list of parameters shown in Table 3 should be completed at least monthly to
aid in defining the treatment plant influent characteristics. The goal is to confirm the water quality and flow basis
for the design prior to initiating final engineering and procurement of long-lead equipment.

Adequate characterization of targeted water discharges from the Quarry should capture seasonal variation, and
speciation should be performed to establish a basis of design for the applicable technology for removal.
Understanding not only the selenium concentrations but the competing and interfering water chemistry is key to
designing the treatment system for selenium removal. Selecting the dry weather base flow as a basis of design will
limit the mass that can be treated annually. Selecting a portion, if not all, of the wet weather flow will increase the
mass that can be treated annually; however, this will lead on an increased treatment plant capacity as well as
areal requirements for plant location. The selenium treatment technologies have a limited capacity for increased
flows. However, for the low-flow conditions the selenium treatment technologies can be more easily designed to
operate without impact on performance. Because the performance of each technology is flow based, the system
may require fiow equalization infrastructure. However, the Quarry site is constrained by geography that would
limit installation of large impoundments or in-ground basins for equalization or diversion at present. The end
result is a treatment plant that can have significant total installed and operations and maintenance costs.

For this report, and based on current understanding, we have assumed that the major form of selenium in the
pumped Quarry discharge is selenate. Assuming selenate is the dominant form of selenium, we have
recommended a FBR treatment approach. If selenate is not the dominant form, alternative approaches would
need to be considered. Monitoring data have also indicated that the selenium is primarily dissolved at various
monitoring location for surface waters in the area, with the exception of higher-flow runoff events. The water
quality monitoring would establish the form through implementation of selenium speciation along with a review
of appropriate methods for the analysis of samples to maintain precision and accuracy of the selenium analyses. It
is important that methods distinguish between dissolved and any colloidal forms and verify the selenate
contribution to total selenium concentrations.

2.2 Runoff Water Management Study
The purpose of the additional WMSA Water Management Study is to evaluate remaining technical issues not
addressed in recent reports prepared as part of the Reclamation Plan (Strategic Engineering & Science, Inc. [SES],
2011; Golder Associates, 2011; and Enviromine, 2011), including evaluating existing surface runoff characteristics
for the WMSA and EMSA, assessing potential diversion of runoff from areas contributing to high selenium
concentrations in the runoff, and segregating runoff flows in the WMSA to isolate and divert water meeting the
discharge criteria to Permanente Creek rather than into the North Quarry. Each of these steps would be evaluated
to determine if significant flow reduction for treatment could be achieved and result in overall decreased
treatment costs.
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Recent sampling has been conducted for both the EMSA and WMSA to evaluate the runoff concentrations for
metals at various locations. Selenium concentrations varied depending on location but were typically in the range

of Sto 40 j.l.g/L. Sampling at the WMSA in January 2012 (ESA, 2012)2 shows that dissolved and total selenium are
comparable, leading to the observation that the majority of selenium in the runoff was present as dissolved
selenium (Table 7) . The locations in which samples were collected were distributed in natural drainages and were
designed for a passive collection (unattended) of runoff during the actual storm. The stated objective of the
sampling was to collect samples best representative of flow running down slopes prior to mixing with limestone
lined drainages along roads (Figure 6).

TABLE 7
Surface Water Runoff Sampling from the WMSA during January 24, 2012

Se

Sample lOS Total Dissolved Sulfate
Sample Number Collector Sample Date (mg/L) (~g/L) (~g/L) (mg/LJ

036 ESA 1/24/2012 2,070 41 43 1,100

038 E5A 1/24/2012 1,840 32 34 1,100

040 E5A 1/24/2012 534 22 320

041 E5A 1/24/2012 327 9.5 190

042 E5A 1/24/2012 234 5.6 5.4 140

043 E5A 1/24/2012 329 4.5 4.6 160

Notes:
TD5 ::: Total Dissolve Solids
5e ::: Selenium ::: sample collected by SES ::: no data collected
ND «5.0) ::: not detected at or above stated laboratory detection limit

Table prepared by SES for Lehigh Southwest Cement Company, 2012.

2 Sampling conducted by SES for Lehigh and split sampling by ESA at the WMSA results provided as laboratory data sheets from ESA, and as a summary
table. The data have not been reviewed for QA/QC results and analytical accuracy and precision by CH2M HILL Split sample report sent to ESA by
McCampbell Analytical, Inc., WorkOrder; 1201653 was reviewed.
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Figure 6. Stormwater Monitoring Locations in the West Material Storage Area (January 2012)
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While this was not a high-flow runoff event from WM5A (no runoff observed at the EM5A), the results
nevertheless illustrate the potential for the segregation of runoff for potential water management to reduce the
overall selenium-contaminated flows that ultimately enter the quarry pit for subsequent pumping and selenium
treatment. Concentrations listed in Table 7 show that sample locations (036, 038) on the western side of the
WM5A have high sulfate (1,100 to 1,460 mg/L) and high selenium (34 to 43 Ilg/L), while some samples collected at
lower locations (041, 042, 043) to the east side of the WM5A have significantly lower sulfate (140 to 230 mg/L)
and selenium (4.4 to 9.5 Ilg/L). Ideally, the WM5A would be subdivided into subareas, characterized with respect
to both runoff and water quality, and mitigation applied as feasible to reduce the amount of selenium
contaminated water for treatment. Information from the study should be used to develop a water balance for the
WM5A and the EM5A. Further development of a water management strategy and possible segregation of flows
would aid in reducing the peak flows, total volume for treatment, and the design capacity ofthe treatment plant.

2.3 Fluidized Bed Reactor Pilot Study for Selenium Treatment
Demonstration

Currently, it is proposed that the FBR would be a suitable means for treating the selenium discharge from the
Quarry. The technologies to forward into bench testing would be determined after a completion of a technology
assessment. Results of bench testing would lead to the preparation of a technology evaluation report that would
be the foundation for the subsequent pilot testing. On the basis of our current recommendation, the FBR is the
selected technology. The FBR pilot study would be conducted to verify treatability of the water based on the
treatment operations proposed in this report. Those primary goals include treating selenium to 5 Ilg/L and
evaluating waste or residual management. The disposal and reoxidation of selenium in the aerobic treatment
component of the process would be determined as part of the study.

U5EPA has published regulatory guidelines regarding selection of an appropriate treatment technology in their
approach to determining best available technology (BAT). Under the Clean Water Act (33 U.5.C. §§1251-1387),
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USEPA establishes effluent limitation guidelines, including BAT. BAT is defined by USEPA
(http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/glossary.cfm#B) as the most appropriate means available for controlling the direct
discharge of toxic and nonconventional pollutants. BAT effluent limitation gUidelines, in general, represent the
best existing performance of treatment technologies that are economically achievable. The Clean Water Act
specifies that these guidelines are to be technology-based. However, in deciding which technologies are
appropriate, costs and effluent reduction benefits are taken into account. Section 304(b)(2) of the Clean Water
Act requires that USEPA take into account at least the following factors in determining BAT:

• Cost of achieving effluent reduction
• Age of equipment and facilities involved
• Engineering aspects of control techniques
• Process changes
• Non-water-quality environmental impact
• Process employed

Following selection of a technology, this pilot testing is reqUired for design to prove that the treatment concept
will work, demonstrate effluent quality will comply with permit limits, and to develop sizing criteria for detailed
design.

2.4 Design Flow Study and Assessment of Regulatory Issues
One of the tasks associated with the FBR design and piloting would be evaluating regulatory issues associated
with possibly developing ponds to provide equalization for the FBR treatment system as part of the preliminary
engineering work. Preliminary engineering for the FBR treatment system includes preliminary engineering for the
equalization system. This will necessarily include a consideration of high precipitation runoff events and their
associated water quality. While runoff events measured to date have determined that selenium levels would
require treatment, there is uncertainty concerning the magnitude of the events that would lead to significant
dilution and the potential for the release of runoff rather than the retention and treatment. For example, higher
flow events, such as the lO-year, 25-year, and 100-year events may require detention basin(s) to reduce peak
downstream flow rate and removal of total suspended solids (TSS), it is undetermined if the selenium
concentrations are such that retention and subsequent treatment would be required. The results of the current
regulatory analysis and equalization preliminary design will help determine if flow diversion can be practically
incorporated into the project.

While the hydrologic investigation (Golder Associates, 2011) and the drainage study (Chang Consultants, 2011)
have aided in this conceptual Feasibility Assessment, there are sufficient uncertainties in the level of detail used
for the water balance and the estimation of 25-year and 100-year flow event. Additional detailed study of the
runoff from the WMSA and North Quarry is necessary to firm up the design flow estimate. We would typically
design for stormwater/groundwater flows based on examining defined rain events (e.g., 1 year or 24 hours) by
the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA); establishment of
base or dry weather flows; and projections of runoff accounting for infiltration, evaporation, transpiration using
either simple runoff calculation methods or a more complex hydrology model. A more rigorous analysis is
recommended for the Quarry. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permitting agencies
would mandate this type analyses based on defined rain events and the use of historical data, where applicable.

2.5 Additional Considerations for the Selenium Treatment
Project

The following additional areas would need to be considered as part of the overall project:

• Existing site conditions - Due to the need to potential capture water from the EMSA and transport to the
treatment plant, it would be desirable to locate the treatment plant at the downstream end of the facility
near the EMSA. The footprint of the treatment plant and supporting functions requires approximately an acre
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of space. The locations and sizing of equalization basins or retention basin to support the treatment plant or
overall surface runoff management at the facility have not been sized nor located due to size requirements
and design uncertainties that will be addressed as part ofthe front-end studies.

• Secondary impacts of the project - Because this is an operating facility, it is not expected that significant
secondary impacts would be significant. Following the completion of the construction of the treatment plant
and associated detention basins, the impacts would be associated with the disposal of waste solids from the
treatment and the chemical supply to the treatment plant. The supply and disposal would require relatively
infrequent truck trips relative to the operation of the Quarry and associated traffic.

• Energy recovery from pumped system -In addition, depending on the need to preserve flows in the upper
Permanente Creek, it may be possible to recover some energy costs by using a hydroelectric turbine at the
downstream end of the discharge (total head loss from the top of the Quarry to a potential location to the
east-southeast of the East Material Storage Area; if a treatment plant were to be located there). However,
this benefit has not been evaluated at this stage, but energy recovery could offset part of the costs for energy
consumption by the plant.

• Quarry water storage - As part of the water management strategy for the project, the use of the Quarry for
storage of excess storm flows by permitting changes in the water elevation within the Quarry should be
considered. The impacts of the variable level on the operating facility must be considered as part of the
evaluation of water management.

The schedule for implementation of selenium treatment at the Lehigh Permanente Quarry includes pre-design
tasks designed to gather necessary information to carry forward into the final selection of technology, including
an analysis of water management at the facility, water quality for runoff and projected treatment plant influent,
and design flows taking into account regulatory issues. The schedule (Figure 7) is broken down into the following
tasks:

• Characterization and Design Studies
• Technology Determination
• Preliminary Engineering Design
• Detailed Engineering Design
• Preengineered Building and Equipment Procurement
• Permitting
• Construction Contracting
• Construction/Installation
• Commissioning and Startup

From the schedule, the time to operation is approximately 4 years. If the front end studies are initiated and
completed in 12 months, it is possible to fast-track the engineering to a total of 24 months and reducing the
overall schedule to approximately 3 years.
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SECTION 3

Conclusions and Recommendations

From our analysis of the feasibility of selenium treatment of the Quarry pumped flows, the conclusions and
recommendations are as follows:

1. Results of our analysis of flow information and a water balance prepared for Lehigh Southwest Cement
Company established that flows are high and variable, flows need to be managed with some
equalization/diversion strategy, and there currently is a range of flows for wet and dry periods. The design
flow of 1,750 gpm was based on annual average monthly flows estimated from existing data, while average
flow during the wet period was 2,200 gpm and during the dry period was 900 gpm.

2. It is recommended that the water quality for the influent to the treatment plant be best determined from a
long-term monitoring of the water pumped from the North Quarry. However, data presented in several
recent reports were selected to estimate the influent water quality for major ions, nutrients, and trace metals,
including selenium. Further refinement is necessary regarding selenium speciation for runoff and North
Quarry pumped water.

3. CH2M HILL developed an FBR-based conceptual process design to treat for selenium removal. In an FBR
system, wastewater is passed through a granular solid media at high enough velocities to suspend the media
and cause it to behave as though it were a fluid. Fluidization keeps the media with attached biomass in
suspension and expanded in depth to provide good contact of contaminated water with biomass for effective
treatment. This results in a significantly lower HRT when compared to other attached growth configurations
such as down-flow and up-flow filters. Lower HRTs drive the size of FBR vessels smaller, resulting in a smaller
footprint and potentially lower overall costs.

4. CH2M HILL developed a Class 5 total installed CAPEX estimate (-50%/ +100%) for this FBR-based selenium
treatment system. The TIC for this system was estimated at $63.6 million USD, with a range from $31.8
million USD (-50%) to $127 million USD (+100%).

5. In parallel with preliminary engineering, three engineering studies are recommended to be conducted at the
Quarry to refine the conceptual design basis presented in this report: a Water Quality Monitoring 5tudy, a
WMSA Water Management, and an FBR Pilot Study. These studies will better define the flow rates, water
quality, and total volume needing treatment for selenium removal. An optimized water management
approach at the Quarry will minimize treatment requirements, and have direct impacts on total costs.

6. From the schedule, the time to operation is approximately four years. If the front end studies are initiated and
completed in 12 months, it is possible to fast-track the engineering to a total of 24 months and reducing the
overall schedule to approximately 3 years.
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Lehigh Permanente Quarry (Quarry) operates a limestone quarry in Santa Clara County, California that will
be closed in about 15 years. They currently have submitted a closure and reclamation plan amendment for
the Quarry, with some portions of the reclamation to be implemented within the next 3 years. Water
discharged from the Quarry to Permanente Creek has unacceptably high concentrations of selenium
(approximately 80 micrograms per liter [jlg/L]).

CH2M HILL was contracted by the Santa Clara County through Environmental Science Associates (ESA) to
develop a technical memorandum (TM) identifying available technologies for treating selenium under
comparable water quality to the Quarry and peer review of the Lehigh Selenium Treatment Mitigation
strategy.

Selenium Discharge Criteria
The San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) regulates water quality based on the
intended uses of water through the San Francisco Basin (Region 2) Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan)
(RWQCB, 2007). These uses, known as beneficial uses, guide which water quality standards apply to a given
water body. The most stringent water quality objective for selenium in surface water at the site is for the
protection of aquatic organisms. The Basin Plan objectives for selenium derived for the protection of aquatic
life are a 4-day average of 5 jlg/L and a i-hour maximum of 20 jlg/L, both measured on total recoverable
basis.

These objectives for fresh water are the same as the California Toxics Rule (CTR; for selenium, the CTR
deferred to the National Toxics Rule) promulgated by the U.s. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA,
2000), and the chronic value (5 jlg/L) is the same as the National Recommend Water Quality Criteria (USEPA,
2012). It is anticipated that USEPA will pUblish a revised draft criteria document for selenium within the next
year, and preliminary information suggests the agency is leaning toward the use of a two-part criterion that
includes selenium concentrations in fish egg/ovary along with a screening value that is likely to be lower
than 5 jlg/L. However, timing of that criterion document is somewhat uncertain and it is likely that 5 jlg/L
will continue to be an important target concentration for treatment.

The existing conditions at the Quarry, and the background on the natural occurrence of selenium is
described in a Technical Memorandum prepared by CH2M HILL.l Two of the important aspects from that
report are:

"The effect of the ongoing quarry dewatering discharges on existing Permanente Creek water
quality is indicated by the samples collected at SW-2 (the downstream location in Permanente
Creek), where dissolved selenium concentrations ranged from 13 to 81 jlg/L. A North Quarry
water sample in January 2010 had a dissolved selenium concentration of 82 jlg/L (Golder, 2010),

1 CH2M HILL 2011. Peer Review of Reclamation Water Quality Report and Recommended Mitigation Measures. Prepared for
ESA by Harry Ohlendorf, Project 427698.PR.Ol, December 15.
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

indicating that dewatering is a significant factor with respect to selenium concentrations in the
creek,

"Selenate is the most water-soluble form of selenium and moves readily with water
when present in oxidizing environments (such as flowing surface water). This is the
chemical form of selenium that is typically released from rock surfaces,"

"Similar to the surface water selenium concentrations from Monte Bello Creek, selenium
concentrations in groundwater from the five wells south of Permanente Creek were
relatively low and are considered to represent background for groundwater. Selenium
was not detected in two of the wells «0.38 l1g/L), and average concentrations were 1.5
l1g/L or less in the three others (0.503, 1.40, and 1.50 l1g/L). Ground water quality in this
area is considered representative of natural pre-mine conditions. Groundwater quality
meets the Benchmarks for selenium and mercury,"

"Selenium is released from rock through biogeochemical processes when the rock
surface is exposed to water and oxygen. This process has been observed to occur at
many locations where waste rock from mining has been exposed to the atmosphere as a
result of disposal practices (see, for example, BLM, USFS, and IDEO, 2007; Park, 2008;
SAPSM, 2010; ITRC, 2011; Kirk, 2011)."

Water that reports to Pond 4A is represented by storm water from the Quarry slopes, hillsides and the
West Material Storage Area (WMSA) adjacent storage area and ground water that seeps into the
Quarry. The water, collected at the Quarry bottom, is pumped to a holding pond, referred to as Pond
4A. Water in Pond 4A is allowed to settle to remove suspended particulates, and discharged to
Permanente Creek via gravity. The average selenium in at various upland runoff and Permanente Creek
locations in the vicinity of the Quarry ranged from lS to 62 ug/L. The water quality represented by SW
22 is assumed for the influent for the treatment plant options discussed in this report:

Parameter
Total Dissolved Solids, mg/L
Sulfate, mg/L
Iron, mg/L
Manganese, mg/L
Selenium, l1g/L

Average
1,067
570
8
3
62

Range
1,000 - 1,100
S50-600
<9.3 -18.0
2.1-3.9
13 - 81

Previously, the discharges from the operations to Permanente Creek were preViously "regulated by the
State Water Resources Control Board's Generah National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDESj Permit for Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activity (Water Quality Order No. 97-03
DWQj ("General Industrial Storm Water NPDES Permit")."3 At present, the facility and the Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) are engaged in a plan to further address the discharges to comply
the water quality standards for selenium. The potential discharge criteria that will result from the
Lehigh - RWQCB discussions and the resulting NPDES permit are unknown. Regardless, it is expected
that the permit requirement will proceed on a path to achieving water quality criteria for selenium in
the 5 ug/L range in waters discharge to the South Bay. It is also uncertain how EPA's forthcoming
gUidelines on fish tissue and reproduction will enter into the RWQCB decisions and NPDES permit
requirements now or in the future.

2 County of Santa Clara, 2012, Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan, Chapter 4,
Hydrology and Water Quality, Table 4.10-2, Monitored Pollutant Conentrations in Project Area.

3 Lehigh Southwest Cement Company, 2012. Selenium Treatment Mitigation.
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

Overview of Selenium Treatment
Compliance with the selenium limit may be achieved through either treatment and one or more, or a
combination of the following water management approaches:

• Development of site-specific criteria
• Flow augmentation
• Underground injection control and replenishment
• Discharge relocation (to a larger receiving stream) and replenishment
• Water reuse (eliminating the discharge) and replenishment, although there are concerns with

impacts to nearby supply wells.
Water treatment alternatives that CH2M HILL has experience with and has further developed that can
treat to or below 5.0 j.lg/L on average are as follow:

• Biological reduction
• Passive biological treatment
• Zero Valent Iron
• Ion exchange

There are a variety of ways to manage selenium treatment.

Treatment Challenges
Achieving selenium levels less than 5 J-lg/L in surface water discharges from the Permanente Quarry
poses a challenge given that selenium:

• Removal is limited by the minimum and maximum feasible ranges of design flows that can vary
greatly over time;

• Predominantly exists in the selenate form;
• Is relatively dilute in concentration (e.g., less than 500 J-lg/L);
• Removal from water is confounded by the water matrix (e.g., temperature, pH, sulfate, and

other chemicals);
• Treatment generally results in a concentrated by-product or residual; and
• Re-release from the residuals can occur.

If significant variation in selenium levels and flows exists, this increases the complexity of where to
target treatment of selenium. Generally, all the selenium treatment technologies are hydraulic
dependent versus selenium mass dependent; therefore, some form of up-front water flow equalization
and diversion maybe required to reduce the sizing of the selenium treatment plant, and stabilize
influent flow rate.

Basis of Design
Adequate characterization of targeted water discharges from the Quarry should capture seasonal
variation, and speciation should be performed to establish a basis of design for the applicable
technology for removal. Understanding not only the selenium concentrations but the competing and
interfering water chemistry is key to designing the treatment system for selenium removal. Selecting
the dry weather base flow as a basis of design will limit the mass that can be treated annually. Selecting
a portion, if not all, of the wet weather flow will increase the mass that can be treated annually,
however, this will lead on an increased treatment plant capacity as well as areal requirements for plant
location. The selenium treatment technologies have a very limited capacity for increased flows.
However, for the low-flow conditions the selenium treatment technologies can be more easily designed
to operate without impact on performance. Because the performance of each technology is flow based,
the system may require flow equalization infrastructure. However, the Quarry site is constrained by
geography that would limit installation of large impoundments or in-ground basins for

SFO\ 121090002
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

equalization/diversion at present. The end result is a treatment plant that can have significant total
installed and operations and maintenance costs.

Selenium Chemistry
An overview of the environmental chemistry is needed to understand the issues related to selenium
treatment technologies. Selenium behaves differently than other base metals and is recognized to
exist in several oxidation states in the environment, including the following:

•
•
•
•

Selenate
Selenite
Elemental
Selenide

Se(VI)
Se(IV)
Se(O)
Se(-II).

Se(IV} and Se(VI) are the most dominant forms under oxidizing conditions while Se(-II) would
predominate under reducing conditions. Se(O) is rarely observed in natural systems. Additionally, as
with other metals such as mercury and arsenic, selenium can be found in organic forms, particularly
methylated selenium compounds. The stability of inorganic selenium as a function of pH and Eh
(redox, ORP) illustrates the relationship among selenium oxidation states and aqueous species
(Figure 1).

Additionally, toxicity of selenium has been observed to vary depending upon the chemical state and
speciation of the element. Selenium in the Se(IV) state, selenite, is generally regarded as the most
toxic form. This form is also the most stable form in most environmental systems, except under
highly oxidizing or highly reducing conditions. It is expected that the predominant forms of
selenium in the quarry are selenite and selenite, although the ratio and presence is not available.

Chemical Transformations

Chemical transformations are important in assessing the migration potential under a wide range of
environmental conditions. Inorganic chemical reactions, often mediated by biological processes, are
regulated by water quality conditions such as pH and Eh as well as concentrations of other chemicals
which may affect reactions or the overall water quality (Fe, Mn, NO,·, organics). An additional
transformation process includes the microbial methylation of selenium and subsequent volatilization
from environmental systems. Selenium transport in the environment and removal in treatment
systems as controlled by a variety of important factors such as:

• Forms of Se (selenate, selenite, selenide)
• Environmental conditions affecting solubility (pH, Eh, temperature)
• Formation of Se solid phases such as elemental selenium (Se, hex black or

amorphous), ferroselite, FeSe or other forms
• Partitioning to other solids through adsorption or co precipitation (Fe and AI

oxides, clays, organic material, metal sulfides)

• Uptake by organisms

SFO\12.1090002
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Figure 1. The Stability Fields for Selenium Species
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Dissolved metal chemistry and solubility is governed by inorganic complexation and speciation
including a potential for significant complexation with organic compounds.

Effects of pH on Selenium Speciation

System pH affects not only the form of selenium species but may also affect the conversion of
selenate to selenite and selenite to selenide (Figure 1). Under mildly oxidizing conditions, the effect
of pH on the distribution of selenite species will affect sorption efficiency and potential toxicity. The
effects of pH change will also alter the distribution and redox state of other substances which may
affect the migration and fate of selenium.
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Effects of Redox on Speciation

Assuming that the dominant form of selenium at the quarry is selenite, significant changes in the
redox potential would be required to convert these forms to selenite or selenide for certain
treatment systems. The potential for conversion selenate to selenite to selenide in treatment
systems utilizing redox chemistry requires significant organic carbon to develop reducing conditions.
Other water quality variables within the water to be treated would

In a similar manner as observed with pH effects on other dissolved materials, redox would also be
affected and/or regulate the development of appropriate redox condition, including ferrous/ferric
iron, manganese forms, nitrate/ammonia/nitrogen gas and sulfate/sulfide. Redox conditions in
natural environments depend on the reactions and concentrations of a variety of dissolved and solid
phase chemicals, including oxygen, nitrate, iron, manganese, organic matter (including dissolved
organic carbon [DOC]), sulfate and their reduced forms. Biological mediation is often required for
these reactions.

Selenium Sorption

Sorption of selenium species, particularly selenate and selenite species, has been shown to occur.
Sorption surfaces, such as iron and manganese oxyhydroxides, naturally occurring clays, organic
matter). Sorption of selenate species is not a favored process, sorption of selenate and selenite to
iron and aluminum oxides follows a very typical anion sorption process. Sorption generally is very
site-specific in the observed efficiency and depends on sorbate concentration (selenium), sorbent
concentration (surface), competing ions and pH. Selenite sorption has been shown to be more
efficient under ambient environmental conditions than sorption of selenate. The sorption of
selenite is optimal at any pH below about 7.S while sorption of selenate is only significant below
pH=5. Under the anticipated conditions in any treatment system, the removal of dissolved selenium
from water through sorption processes would be enhanced by maintaining selenium in the selenite
form (or shifting selenite to selenite).

Chemical Precipitation. Based on typical water quality (major ions, pH, Eh) representative of the
groundwater and quarry water quality, a variety of potential solids phases could be favored as part
of an overall treatment strategy: elemental selenium (Se, hex black or amorphous), ferroselite, FeSe
or other forms.

Systems Approach for Selenium Removal at the Quarry
Avariety of physical, chemical and biological treatment technologies have been shown to remove
selenium from water. Applying these treatment technologies must consider the aforementioned
Challenges. This typically means that the treatment technology must be configured as a "system" that
includes primary, tertiary and residual treatment processes in addition to the core treatment technology
process. Figure 1 provides an overview of the elements of a typical selenium treatment system.

Primary treatment to remove suspended solids and/or inorganic scale (e.g., calcium carbonate) may be
reqUired for certain of the core selenium treatment technologies. Tertiary treatment generally will be
reqUired to meet both the selenium and other conventional surface water discharge parameter
guidelines or criteria. Residuals or by-product treatment will be required for most systems. The
residuals will contain concentrated levels of selenium that, if disposed of as a solid or liquid waste, will
need to comply with other disposal regulations (e.g., USEPA RCRA Hazardous Waste). By-products may
require further treatment to ultimately reduce the selenium to a less hazardous form.

, SFO\121090002
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Figure 1. Typical Selenium Treatment Unit Processes
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Significant attention has been directed to biological systems for selenium removal. Biologically-based
active and passive treatment systems generally provide the lowest cost and most effective treatment
based on CH2M HILL's experience. Passive systems generally require a much larger footprint than active
systems. CH2M HILL is in various stages of design and construction of selenium reduction systems for
the coal mining industry in North America. The following prOVides a summary of our experience with
core selenium treatment:

• Designed, and currently completing the construction of a 2,000 gallons per minute (gpm) active
Fluidized Bed Reactor (FBR) based selenium reduction system. Startup will be in late fall 2012.
System designed to meet 4.611g!L and 8.2 ~!L average month and maximum daily limitation

• Designed a 100 gpm passive biological treatment system that is currently operating (started up
in Summer 2011) and meeting 4.6 llg!L and 8.2 llg!L average month and maximum daily
discharge limits

• Completing the design of a 2,800 gpm active-FBR based selenium reduction system to be fully
operational in 2014. System designed to treat selenium from >SOO llg!L to <10 llg!L

• Completing the design concurrently of two-first-of-the-kind basin-based, attached growth active
biological treatment systems to treat 2,500 and 400 gpm, respectively, with startup anticipated
in 2014. System designed to meet 4.6 llg!L and 8.2 llg!L average month and maximum daily
limitation.

• Completing the design concurrently of two passive treatment systems with startup anticipated
in 2014. System designed for 100 and 200 gpm and to comply with 4.6 llg!L and 8.2 llg!L
average month and maximum daily limitation.

While the most common full-scale systems for selenium removal have involved chemical processes,
advances in membrane processes and biological processes have extended the options to reduce
selenium in contaminated water. The options included in a recent evaluation (Microbial Technologies,
2007) of treatment technOlogies suitable for the removal of selenium down to a discharge requirement
of 5 ug!L, included:

SFO\\21090002
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• Physical: Reverse Osmosis, Nanofiltration, Ion Exchange, and Deep Injection/Evaporation
• Chemical: Zinc or Iron Reduction, Iron Precipitation, Cementation
• Biological: Volatilization, "inSitu Treatment, Bioreactor, Passive Systems, Treatment Wetlands

Each of these systems was evaluated against criteria such as costs, treatability, operations issues,
reliability and achieving a 5 ug!L effluent limit. The evaluation concluded that reverse osmosis,
nanofiltration, and biological treatment could meet the discharge requirement. A report prepared for
the North American Metals Council (CH2M HILL 2010) evaluated both full-scale and pilot-scale
operations currently treating selenium to less than 5 ug/L. Each of the systems was described in detail
with respect to technology description, key design considerations, advantages, disadvantages, and
capital and operating costs as a function of treatment flow rate in Table 1. Those full-scale systems that
could consistently achieve the 5 ug/L goal (along with the Section number from the report) included:

• ABMet bioreactor Section 4.4.2.2 Costs: see Figure 4-28 to 4-29
• Reverse osmosis Section 4.2.1.2 Costs: see Figure 4-7 to 4-8

Several full-scale systems, while showing very good selenium removals, were considered have
uncertainty with respect to maintaining less than 5 ug/L but showed promise. Those treatment systems
included (along with the Section number from the report) included:

• Constructed wetland Section 4.4.3.1
• Ferrihydrite Adsorption or Section 4.3.2.2

Iron Co-precipitation
• Ferrous hydroxide precipitation Section 4.3.3.3
• Passive biochemicaI reactor Section 4.4.3.2
• Permeable reactive barrier Section 4.4.3.3

with zero valent iron.

Costs: see Figure 4-38 to 4-39
Costs: see Figure 4-18 to 4-19

Costs: see Figure 4-23 to 4-26
Costs: see Page 4-83
Costs: see Page 4-85
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TABLE 1
Technologies Used in Full-Scale Treatment for Selenium Removal (CH2M HILL, 2010)
Lehigh Permanente Quarry Selenium Treatment

Technology Technology Description Key Design Considerations Advantagesl Disadvantagesl Capital and Operating Costs2

ABMet~ The ABMet" system is a bioreactor that 1. Flow equalization/diversion required as • Commercially available • Potential need for pre- • Section 4.4.2.2 contains
is an attached growth (comprised of a part of the treatment train. technology that has treatment to remove parametric cost curves for
biofilm, or a layer of microorganisms been demonstrated to suspended solids. capital and operating costs,
that grow on the sulface of a solid 2. Pretreatment remove selenium to • Backwash water required process flow diagram and
phase media) downflow granular a. pH adjustment may be required. low levels {e.g., less to periodically slough off assumptions for
activated carbon bed filter (Section b. Suspended solids to be removed to than 5 J.lg/L) in pilot- excess microbial growth, development of costs.
4.4.2.2 in CH2M HILL, 2010). prevent dogging of granular activated scale and full-scale prevent short-circuiting • Total installed cost for 1

carbon media. applications. of flow and for de- million U.S. gallons per day

• Process uses naturally gassing. system is estimated as $30
3. Core Technology occurring microbes and • Large footprint required million (2010 USD)
a. Competing ions and oxyanions. molasses-based given the low hydraulic (+100%/-50%).
b. Addition of carbon in proportion to nutrient feed to loading rate (e.g., 2-4 • Annual operation and
oxyanions to prevent sulfate reduction. maintain biomass. gpm/feor 81-162 maintenance cost for 1 U.S.
c. Temperature in mesophilic range (15 QCto • Biologically reduced Lpm/m2

) requirements million gallons per day
40QC). elemental selenium is and high minimum system is estimated as $3
d. Addition of other macronutrients and in an insoluble form as hydraulic residence million (2010 USD)
micronutrients as well. nanoparticles integral requirements (4-6 hours). (+100%/-50%).
e. Mass transfer driven technology. to the biological solids. • Presence of an excessive
f. Hydraulic retention time is an important amount of nitrates will
design parameter as selenium removal can require proportional
be limited by kinetics. amount of carbon or

energy source. This
4. Post-Treatment excess carbon source will
a. Possibly pH adjustment. also generate some
b. Re-aeration to increase dissolved oxygen additional biomass.
and remove biochemical oxygen demand. • External carbon source is
c. Media filtration for suspended solids and required ifsoluble
particulate selenium removal. influent organic content

or COD is insufficient.
5. Residuals Treatment • Wasted biomass residuals
a. Treatment of backwash. contain elemental
b. Sludge generated that will require selenium that may be
handling and disposal. hazardous depending

upon the TCLP results.

• Media replacement may
be required over the life
of the system.

• Biological residuals will
need to be thickened and
dewatered for landfill
disposal.
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TABLE 1
Technologies Used in Full-Scale Treatment for Selenium Removal (CH2M HILL, 2010)
Lehigh Permanente Quarry Selenium Treatment
~. -

Key Design Considerations Advantages1 Disadvantages1 Capital and Operating Costs2Technology Technology Description

Permeable Permeable reactive barriers are a type Zero valent iron is often used as the • Lower cost alternative • Finite life span. $24 per 1,000 U.S. gallons (2004
Reactive of passive, in situ treatment for reactive media in implementation of than other • Potential to be clogged USD) (US DOE, 2004).
Barriers shallow groundwater (generally permeable reactive barriers. The corrosion technologies. due to precipitation of

employed at depths less than 50-70 of zero valent iron causes an increase in pH • Low maintenance. secondary metals.
feet) (EPA, 1998) and can be employed values and a decrease in oxidation state. • Can be used as a source • Has not been fully
for source zone treatment (Section Monitoring of pH and oxidation reduction control measure to demonstrated to achieve
4.4.3.3 in CH2M HILL, 2010). potential can be used to help evaluate the mitigate exposure to low IlgfL levels in the

performance of permeable reactive downgradient effluent (less than 5
barriers. receptors. "giL).

Constructed Engineered wetlands are designed and 1. Flow equalization/diversion required as • Basic technology is • Potential for long • Section 4.4.3.1 contains
Wetlands constructed to use vegetation, soil, part of the treatment train. reasonably residence time. parametric cost curves for

rock and other civil structures to demonstrated to • Large and flat footprint is capital and operating costs,
promote the appropriate microbial and 2. Pretreatment remove selenium at required. process flow diagram and
plant activity to provide selenium a. pH adjustment may be required. low concentrations. • Uncertainties relating to assumptions for
treatment. They can be designed in b. Service water addition may be required if • Process requires consistently meeting very development of costs for
vertical upflow, subsurface horizontal concentrations of other parameters such as minimal operator low selenium discharge subsurface flow wetland.
and surface flow configurations chlorides or boron could cause adverse supervision. limits (less than 5 Ilg!L). • Total installed cost for 1
depending upon selenium ecological effects in the wetlands plants. • Process can operate • Performance of surface million U.S. gallons per day
requirements (Section 4.4.3.1 in CH2M c. Suspended solids removal required. passively without flow wetlands is affected system is estimated as $17
HILl, 2010) energy or chemicals. by temperature. million {2010 USD)

3. Core Technology • Subsurface flow Selenium removal is (+100%/-SO%).
a. Control of stoichiometry is limited wetlands can operate greater in summer • Annual operation and
because it is a natural treatment process. in cold climates with months during warmer maintenance cost for 1
b. The rate of flow, strength of influent, and installations in period. million U.s. gallons per day
target effluent criteria influence the design Northern Europe and • Monitoring may be system is estimated as
size of the wetland. Canada. required to assess $lS0,000 (2010 USD)
c. Typical retention times for passive • Able to treat large ecological risk from (+100%/-50%).
treatment systems can be several days or volumes of water. bioaccumulation of
more. selenium, including
d. Due to the large retention time required, toxicity to aquatic life and
the footprint of constructed wetlands is animals (nesting birds); if
generally large and can be several acres. significant, exclusion
e. The performance of a wetland can be measures may be
affected by the density of plant growth. required.
Plant detritus is used as organic substrate • Potential for groundwater
for microbial reduction of selenium. If there contamination.
is insufficient plant cover within a wetland,
an additional organic substrate may be used
to improve selenium removal.

Ferrous Atwo step reduction oxidation and Similar design considerations for • Widely implemented at • Selenium removal not Costs were reported for a 300
Hydroxide physical adsorption process where ferrihydrite adsorption or iron co- full-scale throughout proven to low Ilg!L (less U.S. gpm FGD water treatment
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TABLE 1
Technologies Used in Full-Scale Treatment for Selenium Removal (CH2M HILL, 2010)
Lehigh Permanente Quarry Selenium Treatmentr==- - - -

Key Design Considerations Advantages l
Disadvantagesl Capital and Operating Costs2Technology Technology Description

ferrous iron is added resulting in the precipitation, Reduction and subsequent the industry. than 5 ~/L). plant as $15 million (2000 USD);
reduction of selenate to selenite and adsorption are best accomplished under 0 Relatively simple and 0 Large quantities of sludge annual O&M cost of $1.5 to $2
the subsequent physical adsorption or reducing conditions at a pH of low cost reduction may need to be disposed million (2000 USD).
co-precipitation of selenite by approximately 8-9 (Twidwell et al., 2009), oxidation and physical as a hazardous waste.
ferrihydrite or ferric hydroxide (Section adsorption technology. 0 Reduction and
4.3.3.3 in CH2M HILL, 2010. subsequent adsorption is

pH dependent with
optimal conditions in the
range of pH 8 to 9.

0 Not as effective at the
reduction of selenate to
selenite as zero valent
iron,

Ferrihydrite Ferrihydrite adsorption is a two step 1. Flow equalization/diversion required as 0 Widely implemented at 0 Selenium removal not 0 Section 4.3.2.2 contains
Adsorption or physical adsorption process in which a part of the treatment train. full-scale throughout proven to low Jlg/L (less parametric cost curves for
Iron Co- ferric salt is added to the water source the industry than 5 ~g/L). capital and operating costs,
Precipitation at proper conditions such that a ferric 2. pretreatment 0 Established by US EPA 0 Produces relatively large process flow diagram and

hydroxide and ferrihydrite precipitate a. pH adjustment may be required, optimal as best demonstrated quantities of sludge that assumptions for
results in concurrent adsorption of pH for treatment is between 4 to 6. available technology for may need to be disposed development of costs.
selenium on the surface; also known as selenium (e.g., selenite) as a hazardous waste 0 Total installed cost for 1
iron co-precipitation {Section 4,3.2.2 in 3. Core Technology removal. depending upon outcome million U.S. gallons per day
CH2M HILL, 2010. a. Only applicable for selenite, very little 0 Relatively simple and of TCLP testing. system is estimated as $11

selenate removal. low cost chemical 0 Iron co-precipitation is pH million (2010 USD)
b. Staged mixing generally required for adsorption technology. dependent with optimal (+100%/-50%).
coagulation and flocculation of iron conditions in the range of 0 Annual operation and
precipitation solids. pH4t06. maintenance cost for 1
c. Gravity sedimentation required to 0 Not able to remove million U.s. gallons per day
separate iron solids and adsorbed selenium selenate. Requires system is estimated as $4
from water matrix. oxidation of million (2010 USD)

selenocyanate to selenite (+100%/-50%).
4. Tertiary Treatment prior to removal.
a. Media filtration and pH adjustment may 0 Potential release of
be required. selenium from

ferrihydrite residuals.
5. Residuals Management
a. Iron residuals with adsorbed selenium
will require thickening and dewatering for
disposal as solid waste in a landfill.
b. Will require toxicity characteristic
leaching procedure (TCLP) testing to
determine whether sludge should be
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

TABLE 1
Technologies Used in Full-Scale Treatment for Selenium Removal (CH2M HILL, 2010)
LehighPerm(Jnente Quarry Selenium Treatment

Technology Technology Description Key Design Considerations Advantages
,

Disadvantages1 capital and Operating CostsZ

disposed as hazardous waste.

Passive Passive biochemical reactors consist of 1. Flow equalization/diversion can be part • Low capital and • Uncertainty regarding The design and construction cost
biochemical an excavated lined area that has been of treatment train. operations and potential re-mobilization of the first module of the
reactor filled with an organic substrate. They maintenance costs, of selenium. Montana gold mine passive

are generally operated in a gravity 2. Pretreatment including low cost of • Large footprint required. treatment system was
down-flow mode, although up-flow a. Suspended solids removal as organic substrate; local • Uncertainty in approximately $200,000 (2007
mode is also a possible configuration pretreatment can increase lifespan of materials can be used consistently meeting very USD). Atotal of three modules
(Section 4.4.3.2 in CH2M HILL, 2010). passive biochemical reactor. for organic substrate. low selenium discharge are planned to treat a total of 20

• Process requires limits (less than 5 Ilg/L). USgpm (75 Lpm), with annual
3. Core Technologv minimal operator • Organic substrate operating costs estimated at
a. Hydraulic retention time is a key design supervision. degrades over time and $0.95 per thousand gallons
parameter. • Process can operate may require replacement. (Golder,2009a).

passively without
energy or chemicals.

• Subsurface design
means that system can
operate in cold
climates.

Permeable Permeable reactive barriers are a type Zero valent iron is often used as the • Lower cost alternative • Finite life span. $24 per 1,000 U.S. gallons (2004
Reactive of passive, in situ treatment for reactive media in implementation of than other • Potential to be clogged USD) (USDOE, 2004).

Barriers shallow groundwater (generally permeable reactive barriers. The corrosion technologies. due to precipitation of
employed at depths less than 50-70 of zero valent iron causes an increase in pH • Low maintenance. secondary metals.
feet) (EPA, 1998), can be employed for values and a decrease in oxidation state. • Can be used as a source • Has not been fully
source zone control (Section 4.4.3.3 in Monitoring of pH and oxidation reduction control measure to demonstrated to achieve
CH2M HILL, 2010). potential can be used to help evaluate the mitigate exposure to low Ilg/L levels in the

performance of permeable reactive downgradient effluent (less than 5
barriers. receotors. ~gJL).

Reverse Reverse osmosis is a membrane 1. Flow equalization! diversion required as • Demonstrated at full • Higher capital cost to • Section 4.2.1.2 contains
Osmosis separation process that uses high part of the treatment train. scale to remove purchase, install, and parametric cost curves for

pressure to force a solution through a
2. Pretreatment

selenium (selenite or operate than other capital and operating costs,
membrane that retains the soluble selenate) to less than 5 membrane separation process flow diagram and
selenium (e.g., selenite and selenate) a. Suspended solids removal to reduce

~g/L. processes. assumptions for
and other dissolved salts less than fouling potential of membrane to a silt

• Can remove high levels • Requirements for development of costs.
0.001 microns on the reject side of the density index of less than S. b. May require

ofTDS, approximately pretreatment and • Total installed cost for 1
membrane and allows the purified temperature control at low and high

90 to 98% removal. chemical addition million U.S. gallons per day
water pass to the permeate side temperatures to minimize viscosity effects. • Produces a high water (microfilter, mixed media system is estimated as $40
(Section 4.2.1.2 in CH2M HILL, 2010). c. pH adjustment may be required. d.

quality with relatively filter} to reduce million (2010 USD)
Antiscalant addition to prevent membrane

high recoveries as a scaling/fouling. (+100%/~50%).
fouling may be required.

function of scale • Pressure, temperature, • Annual operation and
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

TABLE 1
Technologies Used in Full-Scale Treatment for Selenium Removal (CH2M HILL, 2010)
Lehiah Permanente Quarrv Selenium Treatment

Notes.
1Advantages and disadvantages are not presented within this table for technologies that have been demonstrated at laboratory~scaleonly, because further research and optimization are needed to
determine the feasibility in applications to remove selenium from water.
2Capital and operations and maintenance cost assumptions associated with costs developed as part of this document are provided within the section text for specific technologies. Costs developed
for this document are defined by the American Association of Cost Engineers International as Class 5 with an accuracy of +1 00% and -50%. This estimate is prepared based on limited information,
where little more than proposed plant type and the capacity are known. These estimates were prepared to provide guidance in evaluation of each of the technologies. They are based solely on the
information available at the time of the estimate. Actual final costs will depend on the actual labor and material costs, competitive market conditions, location and site conditions, final project scope,
implementation schedule, and other variable factors. As a result, the final total installed cost will vary from the total installed cost and operations and maintenance costs prepared.

Technology Technology Description Key Design Considerations Advantages1 Disadvantages1 Capital and Operating CostsZ

treatment. and pH requirements to maintenance cost for 1
3. Core Technologv • Small space meet membrane million U.S. gallons per day
a. Can remove high levels ofTDS, but not requirements, modular tolerances. system is estimated as $3
practical above 10,000 mgjL TDS. b. Scale- type construction and • Frequent membrane million (2010 USD)
forming ions will irreversibly foul the easy expansion. monitoring and (+100%/-50%).
membranes and create selenium removal • Concentrates the maintenance.
issues by allowing leakage. c. A heuristic selenium reducing the • Requires treatment and
approach for osmotic pressure volume for ultimate disposal of the brine
requirements is to assume that 10 pounds reduction treatment. (reverse osmosis reject
per square inch gauge of osmotic pressure stream).
is exerted for every 1,000 mgjL TDS. • Reverse osmosis

permeate stream will
4. Tertiary Treatment require treatment (pH
a. Effluent blending of the reverse osmosis and TDS buffering) prior
and the crystallizer distillate. b. Effluent to discharge to receiving
may need to be re-constituted as ions may waters to meet aquatic
need to be added to discharge prior to toxicity test.
receiving water. Operating issues will result

from viscosity changes at
5. Residuals Management extreme low and high
a. Brine concentrates require treatment temperatures.
with core selenium removal technology
andj or further concentrated for disposal.

~,- ,
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Selection of a System
EPA has published regulatory guidelines regarding selection of an appropriate treatment technology in their
approach to determining Best Available Technology (BAT). Under the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.c. §§1251-1387),
USEPA establishes effluent limitation gUidelines, including BAT. BAT is defined by USEPA
(http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/glossary.cfm#B) as the most appropriate means available for controlling the direct
discharge of toxic and nonconventional pollutants. BAT effluent limitation guidelines, in general, represent the
best existing performance of treatment technologies that are economically achievable. The Clean Water Act
specifies that these guidelines are to be technology-based. However, in deciding which technologies are
appropriate, costs and effluent reduction benefits are taken into account. Section 304(b)(2) of the Clean Water
Act requires that USEPA take into account at least the following factors in determining BAT:

• Cost of achieving effluent reduction
• Age of equipment and facilities involved
• Engineering aspects of control techniques
• Process changes
• Non-water-quality environmental impact
• Process employed

BAT is applied in a regulatory setting to effluent gUidelines or technology based limits, not water quality based
limits. In the absence of BAT, CH2M HILL's approach typically includes reviewing available technologies, and
identifying applicable treatment technologies. Applicable technologies include those that are commercially
available and have been proven to work on similar wastestreams or for removal of the target compounds.
Process flow diagrams are developed for each option, followed by sizing of equipment, and development of an
order of magnitude total installed and operating costs. The treatment alternatives are compared to identify the
least cost option. Non-cost advantages and disadvantages are also considered and may impact final selection (like
operating labor, schedule to implement, testing required prior to implementation). Typically the client's
objectives, preferences and critical success factors become the criteria by which we will score the options to
determine the best alternative. In some cases where there are large amounts of criteria for complex system we
may utilize some in house decision science tools to assist with the selection.

Following selection of a technology, testing required for design is identified. Testing may be required to prove
that the treatment concept will work, demonstrate effluent quality will comply with permit limits, and to develop
sizing criteria for design.

Consistent with the Final Report Review ofAvailable Technologies for the Removal ofSelenium from Water for
the North American Metals Council, June 2010, attached growth biological (e.g., fluidized bed reactor (FBR),
ABMet®, CCR and ICBm), evaporation/crystallization, ion exchange, passive (e.g., BCR and constructed wetlands),
and zero valent iron (ZVI) are the technologies that have been shown to provide the most consistent treatment of
selenium down to the 5 j.lg/L levels. Figure 3 provides a relative comparison of these technologies for a 2,000 gpm
selenium treatment system. As further knowledge is gained regarding the full-scale applications of these
technologies, the cost figures estimated below will be refined and modified. There are many factors (e.g.,
sustainability, safety, business impacts, etc.) beyond these key indicators that must be considered when selecting
the ultimate treatment system for selenium removal. The relative size for treatment technologies and their
overall selenium removal performance is shown in Figure 4.

14
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

Figure 3. Relative Comparison of Technologies

Total Installed Costs

<$20MM $30MM $62MM $68MM $83MM $158MM $200MM

Wetlands
BCR

FBR
IX

lVI ABMet®
CCR,ICB'M

RO Evaporator/ Crystallizer

Operation and Maintenance Costs

$2.9MM $3.3MM $5.7MM $6.1MM $13.1MM $20.0MM

Wetlands BCR IX FBR
ABMet ®

CCR
ICB'M

RO Evaporator/ Crystallizer

Figure 4. Relative Comparison of Technologies

Foot Print

0.2 Hectares 1 Hectare 10 Hectares

RO FBR IX lVI
ABMet®

CCR
ICB'M

BCR Wetlands

Discharge Selenium Treatment Performance

MDL 1 ppb 5 ppb 10 ppb

RO
Evaporator/Crystallizer
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LEHIGH PERMANENTE QUARRY SELENIUM TREATMENT

Review and Evaluation of Lehigh's Selenium Treatment
Mitigation
Lehigh provided a discussion of Selenium Treatment Mitigation (provided as Attachment 1 in March 16, 2012
email from the County) for the discharge from the Permanente Quarry in the period prior to reclamation. As
evident from the previous discussion on selenium treatment of industrial waters from mining operations, there is
a significant effort on a full-scale basis into cost-effective methods for removal of selenium using biological,
chemical and physical methods. Flow rates of these systems range from 10 gpm to 2,000 gpm with selenium
concentrations in the range of 20 to 100 ug/L, although several treatment systems are handling concentrations as
high as 500 to 1,500 ug/L. Lehigh is aware of the development of microbial approaches for removal of selenium
and also the difficulty in attaining discharge quality in the 5 ug/L range, or lower. Lehigh is also cognizant that
effective removal of selenium and meeting discharge requirements for selenium and other parameters, as part of
overall discharge regulation, would require a core technology for selenium and additional processes on the front
(pre-treatment) or back end (tertiary treatment) to meet the effluent goals.

While Lehigh is correct that no one approach has been established and proven to work for Lehigh's treatment
requirements, the water quality anticipated to be subjected to treatment (major ions, solids and selenium) is not
all that unusual relative to the current full-scale activities directed at selenium removal. The treatment options
available to Lehigh are also dependent on the RWQCB permit requirements. It is because the selenium removal
options are not proven for a Wide-range of conditions that Lehigh's multi-step approach to determine the suitable
treatment approach at the facility fits within a logical progression. The main questions are related to the steps
and the schedule in the progression from in-depth research to implementing full-scale design.

Within the description, there are several items that remain unclear or undefined including:

• The schedule shown in Figure 5 appears to be long if they are contemplating a physical and chemical
treatment for selenium removal. While biological system for should be examined over seasonal extremes,
it is not understood why two rainy seasons are needed to determine feasibility, especially if operation
begins in the 3Q of 2013.

• In-Depth research and analysis is mentioned but not scheduled. Has this been completed?

• The low volume and mid volume flowrates are not indicated. Depending on the technology or
technologies selected for low the volume, it might be better to pick an intermediate flow rate system
(between low and mid) for piloting and compress the analysis time into mid-2014, if results are to lead to
a full scale design within three years rather than four. The need for a low volume and mid volume pilot
appears unnecessary for physical, chemical or biological treatment.

• The construction of the low volume system, if outdoors, should be commenced in late 3" quarter to
prevent rain in November and December from delaying completion until spring.

• Apparently they are considering a biological system and operational concerns over the winter rainy
seasons.

• There is no indication of reporting and input from others into any decision-making regarding the outcome
of research and analysis of potential treatment technologies, and results from low volume and mid
volume piloting.

SFO\121090002
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Figure 5. Mitigation Schedule for Selection of Full-Scale Design

. I 2012 2013 . 2014 201S
TASK 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Select Contractor
Bench Studies
Low Volume Pilot Design
Low Volume Construction/Operation
Mid Volume Design
Mid Volume construction/Operation
Selection of Fuli Scale system
Reports I I I I I I I
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Response to Comments on the
TeChr1icaIMemor~ndurn DatedJlJ1a~ch28,201.2 and

Feasibility Assessment Lehigh Permanente Quarry Selenium Treatment,
Dated April 4,'2012

From
.... County of Santa ,Clara Planning :Office

No. . Comments Responses

Comments on the Technical Memorandum dated March 30, 2012

At this point in time (effective today). is your conclusion There are systems that can treat to 5ug/L, they just might have uncertainty in some of the
that an effective selenium treatment technology can be design parameters, such as water quality/quantity, the scale factor, permit limits, and in the
feasibly installed to work at Lehigh required, based on economics, but, is it feasible? I would say, yes, it is feasible. It is feasible but not necessarily
the specific circumstances at the site, including the fiow inexpensive. While I can envision a biologically-based system for Lehigh that could reach
levels known and water quality standards or instead is 5ug/L, the best approach would include some level of piloting, although not necessarily 3 years
additional time necessary, using the process Lehigh as described by Lehigh. I also believe that the water balance, particularly surface runoff that
describes, to make this determination regarding enters the pit, needs to be optimized to minimize the pumped fiows from the Quarry, which
implementation, especially given that other treatment will improve the economic picture for any treatment that is ultimately selected. In addition,
facilities that treat selenium at the fiow rates and water depending on the need to preserve fiows in the upper Permanente Creek, it may be possible to
quality levels required here are not yet online - but soon recover some energy costs by using a hydroelectric turbine at the downstrean end of the
will be. discharge (total head loss from the top of the Quarry to a potential location to the east-

sourtheast of the East Material Storage Area; if a treatment plant were to be located there).
Our analysis conducted for the Feasibility Assessment will really get to the heart of the
"feasibility discussion", and proVide information related to our conceptual design, and rough
costs to treat the water quality and fiows established for the Quarry.

Many large-scale treatment plant being designed to treat a contaminated water require piloting
of some form to develop detailied design specification for the full-scale design. There is usually
a site-specific component to water quality, effluent requirements, space, etc. that will require
modifications to proven-technologies. It is no different in this situation. The main qurestion
gets to the length of time required to develop that design data. Lehigh's process, as laid out in
the Mitigation Plan, is a reasonable approach, although I would recommend the piloting of a
flow rate somewhere between a low-volume and mid-volume system. One winter period for
evaluating a biological process is sufficient, assuming the system begins operation in the late
fall. This would lead to the compression of the piloting phase to the end of 2013, including the

I oreoaration of the design report. Full-scale desiiln could then proceed.

Comments on the Draft Feasibility Assessment dated April 10, 2012

1 East Materials Storage Area (EMSA): It appears that this The EMSA flows are relatively small compared to the WMSA and North Quarry. The EMSA
portion of the quarry was not included in the feasibility fiows, being <5% were not considered in deciding the conceptual treatment fiows. Locating the
assessment, please confirm if the runoff from this area treatment plant near the EMSA would facilitate gravity capture of some fiows and minor
would be included In the treatment for selenium. If not, pumping of other EMSA flows to the treatment plant, as needed depending on selenium levels.
please address how this area would / should be treated.

The area of the EMSA is approximately 17% of the sum of the WMSA and the North Quarry
(NQ). In addition, while the runoff from the WMSA enters the NQ and contributes to the runoff
from the NQ and ilroundwater infiux to determine the total pumpinil rate, the ilroundwater is not



Response to Comments on the
TechniC:aIMemorandum.Dated March 28, 2012 and

Feasibility AssElssmentLehigh Permal1enteQuarrySelel1ium Treatment,
Dated April 4,. 2012

From
County of Santa Clara PlanhingOffice

No. CommentS . .. Responses

a component of the EMSA, in terms of any flow requiring treatment. Based on the drainage
report prepared by Chang (2011-Attachment F), the runoff volumes from a 25-year event was
23 cfs and that from a 1OO-year event was 28 cfs. This is contrasted with the runoff from the
WMSA and NQ combined of 356 cfs for the 25-year and 435 cfs for the 1OO-year events,
respectively, using the rational method analysis. The runoff from the EMSA is estimated at
6.5% of the runoff from the WMSNNQ combined. If we then include the groundwater influx,
the relative runoff from the EMSA would be less than the 6.5% of the total flow being pumped
from the Quarry, even for storms of lesser magnitudes than the extreme storms above. Based
on this information, the runoff from the EMSA would not lead to signiflcant changes in the
required treatment flows and volume, and was not implicitly considered in the conceptual
design capaclty of 1,750 gpm.

Water quality of the runoff from the EMSA is comparable to the WMSA based on table 4.10-2
from the DEIS (range 7.1 ug/L to 38 ug/L) and sampling on February 16, 2011 (Se = 35 ug/L)
and March 24, 2011 (Se = 16 ug/L). The EMSA should be subjected to further data collection
for development of water quality inputs and water management strategies for reduclng runoff.

2 During the field visit, Allen had discussed the theory of Segregation would be viable If it could be done such that the runoff water would be in
segregating the runoff water from the overburden pile(s) compliance with the selenium discharge requirements. With source control/segregation
from the quarry pit water that is pumped. The discussion alternatives there are generally some incremental increase in cost and operational cornplexity
was that the runoff has lower selenium levels and may that would have to be compared and contrasted with combined water end of pipe treatment.
be able to have a different treatment than the water from Evaluation of this would best done in the conceptual alternatives evaluation where comparative
the pit; possibly a series of plants rather than one large costs could be used to determine whether this is cost effective nor not, otherwise it would be
one. However, in the report, the segregation approach hard to say what is the most cost effective approach.
was not addressed. Please clarify which is the best
and/or most cost effective aooroach.

3 If the treatment plant went idle for 6 months during the Generally, while biological treatment systems are very forgiving processes, they can't be turned
dry season, what would be required to start it up again? on and off very qUickly. They can be idled relatively easily for 1 to 2 weeks, but longer than that

you would need to recommission the system. If the plant went idle for six months we would
shut it down and clean it up such that it could be restarted when appropriate. These systems
generally will take 2 to 4 weeks to acclimate at startup. We typically would use sodium nitrate
as an electron acceptor to start UP the bioloQical system and acclimate it.

4 How does this cost estimate compare to treatment plants We developed the parametric cost estimates in the report from other similar systems we are
that are operating and have similar water flows and currently engineering and/or constructing. Some of these systems are designed from more
successfUlly achieve selenium reduction levels to 5 ~g/I? extreme weather conditions (e.g., more robust building infrastructure to house the treatment

equipment) and others are not, but on balance our parametric approach to extrapolate the
estimate prOVided in the report provides what we wouid think is a fair class 5 TIC estimate for a
system for the Quarry. The actual costs could be as low as the low end of the accuracy range

I(e.Q., -$30MM) associated with the estimate, which would be best case.
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Response toCommentsonthe
Technical Memorandum Dated March 28, 2012 and

FeaSibilitY AssessmentLehighPermanente.Quarry Selenium Treatment,
Dated April 4, 2012

From
CountY of Santa Clara Pla.nningOffice

No. Comments Responses

Comments on the Draft Feasibility Assessment dated April 16, 2012

1 The report states that with a water management strategy Assuming the WMSA flows are surface runoff with selenium concentrations below the
the WMSA flows could be diverted away from the pit and compliance limit then they would be able to be segregated such that you would not have to
managed without treatment Could you clarify what you treat the water. It may be possible to develop handling, capping or cover solutions for
mean by "managed without treatment?" I assume you management of the materials such that we could minimize water infiltration and
are referring to BMPs, but could you provide more leaching/oxidation of selenium resulting in runoff that would compiy with the limits and not
specifics? require treatment These would be best management practices (BMPs), and/or source control

alternatives that could minimize the wastewater that requires treatment

2 The report states that there will be residuals or by The end result of biological treatment is biological residuals with reduced selenium solids.
products, and they will have to be disposed of in Selenium is a RCRA regulated characteristic hazardous waste when the toxicity characteristic
accordance with USEPA regulations. And the by- leach procedure (TCLP) results in a selenium concentration of 1 mg/L and a non-RCRA
products might require further treatment to Ultimately California hazardous waste when the total threshold limit concentration (TTLC) exceeds 100
reduce the selenium to a less hazardous form. I can't tell mg/Kg on a wet weight basis, and the solubie threshold limit concentration (STLC) from the wet
from the report what this would consist of in terms of extraction test (WET) exceeds 1 mg/L. Above these thresholds the selenium residuals from
volume, frequency, and how do the by-products get biological treatment would have to be managed to meet RCRA and/or non-RCRA California
"further treated?" hazardous waste requirements. Based on TCLP work we have performed on biological solids

from pilot tests we have performed we have not exceeded the TCLP RCRA toxicity
concentration of 1 mg/L. Beyond characterizing the residuals to ensure they do not meet this
criteria or can be disposed of as non hazardous materials, careful management of the residuals
is important to prevent release back into the environment through landfill leachate and/or
reoxidation and release through leachate from the ultimate disposal site.
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STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

I. Introduction

1.01 In approving the Proposed Project, which is the proposed reclamation plan amendment
("RPA") evaluated in the Final EIR, the Planning Commission makes the following Statement of
Overriding Considerations pursuant to Public Resources Code section 21081 and State CEQA
Guidelines section 15093 in support of its findings. The Planning Commission has considered
the information contained in the Final EIR and has fully reviewed and considered all of the
public testimony, documentation, exhibits, reports, and presentations included in the record of
these proceedings. The Planning Commission specifically finds and determines that this
Statement of Overriding Considerations is based upon and supported by substantial evidence in
the record, including but not limited to the specific information identified in this Statement.

1.02 The Planning Commission has carefully weighed the benefits of the Proposed Project
against any adverse impacts identified in the Final EIR that could not be feasibly mitigated to a
level of insignificance. As more fully set forth in the Final EIR, the significant impacts of the
Proposed Proj ect that arguably cannot be mitigated to levels of insignificance occur in the
following areas:

a. Aesthetics, Visual Quality, Light and Glare

b. Biological Resources

c. Cultural and Historic Resources

d. Hydrology and Water Quality

While the Planning Commission has required all feasible mitigation measures, such impacts
remain significant for purposes of adopting this Statement of Overriding Considerations.

1.03 Notwithstanding the identification and analysis of the impacts identified in the Final EIR
as being significant, or potentially significant which arguably may not be avoided, lessened, or
mitigated to a level of insignificance, the Planning Commission, acting pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21081 and Section 15093 of the State CEQA Guidelines, hereby
determines that specific economic, legal, social, technological and other benefits of the Proposed
Project outweigh any unavoidable, adverse impacts and that the Proposed Project should be
approved.

1.04 This statement of overriding considerations applies specifically to those impacts found to
be significant and unavoidable as set forth in the Final EIR and the record of these proceedings.
In addition, this Statement of Overriding Considerations applies to those impacts which have
been lessened to a level of insignificance.

1.05 Based upon the objectives identified in the Proposed Project and the Final EIR, and the
detailed conditions of approval imposed upon the Proposed Project and following extensive



public participation and testimony, the Planning Commission has determined that the Proposed
Project should be approved as conditioned and that any remaining unmitigated enviromnental
impacts attributable to the Proposed Project are outweighed by the following specific economic,
fiscal, social, enviromnental, land use and other overriding considerations, anyone of which is
sufficient, in the Planning Commission's view, to approve the Proposed Project.

II. Project Approval Ensures Continuing Local Supplies of Construction Materials

2.01 Santa Clara County and the San Francisco Bay Area ("Bay Area") contain heavily
urbanized areas that require essential construction materials such as cement and aggregates for
roads and infrastructure, new construction and redevelopment, public works projects, and myriad
other forms of building. In the South San Francisco Bay Area, the average person consumes an
estimated 5.7 tons of aggregate annually for these purposes. This information is in a May 21,
2012 letter from Harrison, Temblador, Hungerford & Johnson (HTHJ), part of the record before
the Planning Commission. The County and Bay Area benefit from having a local supply of these
materials, which allows the construction materials markets to function efficiently and avoids
adverse economic, environmental and other effects that result from importing these materials
from long distances.

2.02 The Quarry represents the largest local supplier of construction aggregates and cement
grade limestone within the Bay Area The Quarry is a unique and important resource in light of
its close proximity to projects that require these materials. The Quarry supplies the local
building and construction materials markets with two similar but distinctly important materials:
construction aggregates, and cement-grade limestone. This information is in a May 21, 2012
letter from HTHJ.

a. Construction Aggregates: The need for aggregate resources is driven largely by
population growth and the corresponding need for infrastructure construction and maintenance.
The California Department of Conservation has identified Santa Clara County as part of the
South San Francisco Bay Production-Consumption ("P-C") Region, as among those with the
greatest projected need for aggregate resources in the state. The amount of permitted aggregate
resources in this region is approximately 37% of the projected 50-year demand, a shortfall of
approximately 786 million tons. Adjacent P-C regions are also facing significant shortages. The
North San Francisco Bay Region has only approximately eight percent of the 50-year demand for
construction aggregates, and the South San Francisco Bay Region already imports material from
the Monterey Bay Region to meet current demands. The Quarry produces, on average, more
than 1.2 million tons annually of construction aggregates annually, serving to alleviate the
regional shortage of available resources. Because aggregate from the Quarry is produced locally
and serves end-users near the Quarry, local construction projects can obtain material from shorter
distances at less cost. The foregoing information is in a May 21, 2012 letter from HTHJ, which
is part of the record.

b. Limestone: Limestone is the primary component of Portland cement, a critical
building material for most construction projects. The County, Bay Area and northern California
are, combined, projected to require approximately 87 million tons of Portland cement over the
next 20 years to maintain infrastructure and support conservative growth. This, in turn, will



require approximately 130 million tons of limestone within the same period, an average of over
6.5 million tons per year. The Quarry is a major source of cement-grade limestone for these
markets. The specific types of limestone found at the Quarry allow cement produced from these
materials to meet the highest industry specifications (specifically, Pennanente cement displays
optimal alkali-silica characteristics, and satisfies CalTrans' compression tests required for use in
public infrastructure projects). The foregoing information is in a May 18, 2012 letter from Kari
Saragusa and a May 21, 2012 letter from HTHJ, which are part of the record.

2.03 The Quarry's limestone is the raw material for an estimated 65% of all cement used in
Santa Clara County, 55% of cement in the Bay Area, and 18% of the cement used in Northern
California. This information is in the May 2010 Project Description within the application
materials submitted by the operator, which is part of the record. The Proposed Project would
enable the Quany to continue providing up to 2.2 million tons of cement-grade limestone
annually, in line with the Quarry's existing contributions, recorded in Attachment H of the
proposed RPA. In the absence of this supply, substitute limestone supplies would need to be
trucked, railed or barged into the region at greater cost; accordingly, the availability of the
Quany's supply avoids the increased cement prices that would result from longer travel routes,
and emissions associated with importing alternative supplies. This information is in a May 18,
2012 letter from Kari Saragusa and a May 18, 2012 letter from Dr. John Husing, which are part
of the record. To illustrate the widespread use ofthe Quarry's materials, the following is a
partial list of public projects that are using or have recently used the Quarry's materials in the
County, Bay Area and northern California region, based on a May 18,2012 letter from Kari
Saragusa:

• CalTrans Interstate 680 lean base paving (San Jose)
• CalTrans Interstate 680 structures and concrete paving (Livermore)
• CalTrans Interstate 580 structures and concrete paving (Danville)
• CalTrans Interstate 80 concrete paving (Emigrant Gap)
• BART - Warm Springs Station (Fremont)
• San Francisco General Hospital new construction
• San Francisco Trans-Bay Terminal
• Rincon Center high rise buildings (San Francisco)
• San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) new building
• San Francisco PUC Hetch Hetchy Water Delivery System reconstruction
• Stanford Hospital and Parking Garage (Palo Alto)

• CalTrans Doyle Drive (Golden Gate Bridge) retrofit
• Golden Gate Bridge Seismic upgrade
• San Francisco Mission Bay development
• CalTrans San Francisco - Oakland Bay Bridge new construction
• San Jose Mineta International Airport expansion
• Oakland International Airport expansion
• Highway 17 reconstruction
• CalTrans Highway 880 reconstruction and expansion (Oakland)
• CalTrans Highway 101 reconstruction and expansion (Marin/Sonoma)
• Oakland 12th Street Lake Merritt Bridge reconstruction +



• Contra Costa Water Los Vaqueros Dam reconstruction (Byron)
• CalTrain San Bruno Grade Separation (San Bruno)
• SFPUC Bay Division Tunnel (Palo Alto)
• CalTrans Hwy I Bridge (Lucia)
• SFPUC San Joaquin Pipeline (Tracy)
• SFPUC New Irvington Tunnel (Newark)
• SFPUC Crystal Springs Reservoir (San Mateo)
• CalTrans Highway 4 Structures (Antioch)
• SFPUC Lake Merced

2.04 The County's approval of the Proposed Project ensures that this important material
supply remains available. Approval of the RPA ensures that the Quarry remains in compliance
with the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA) (Pub. Resources Code, § 2710 et seq.),
and the County's surface mining ordinance (S.C.C. Ord., § 4.10.370 et seq.). If the project were
not approved, the Quarry could be deemed out of compliance with these laws and ordinances,
and as a result, potentially removed by the Department of Conservation from the "AB 3098 List"
which in turn would prevent the Quarry from supplying state and local public construction
projects such as the projects above. Project approval, accordingly, allows the County to preserve
this important construction materials supply, and avoid the delays and disruption if proj ects were
required to find alternative sources.

III. Project Approval Minimizes the Adverse Effects oflmporting Construction
Materials

3.01 Between 2000 and 2010, the Quarry produced up to approximately 2.2 million tons
annually of cement-grade limestone, and on average over 1.6 million tons of this material each
year. The quarried limestone was processed at an adjacent cement plant and the resulting cement
products were distributed within Santa Clara County and the broader regional market. This
infonnation is in a May 21, 2012 letter from HTHJ, which is part ofthe record.

3.02 If the Proposed Project is not approved, and the Quarry became unavailable to supply
these raw materials, the market would replace the lost supply from other facilities. Other
facilities capable of supplying replacement material are not local and are significantly farther
away. Currently, the nearest alternative source for the Bay Area market is in Redding,
California, which is approximately 250 miles away from Santa Clara County. The next closest
alternative supplier is outside the state of California in Fernley, Nevada which is approximately
280 miles away. The foregoing infonnation is in a May 18, 2012 letter from Kari Saragusa and a
May 18, 2012 letter from Dr. John Husing, which are part of the record.

3.03 The incremental costs associated with obtaining replacement supplies from distant
sources are substantial. Replacing the Quarry's market supply of these materials from alternative
facilities in either Redding or Fernley (or any combination ofthem) would require millions of
additional on-highway truck miles annual using heavy duty trucks. This translates into marked
increases in diesel emissions, increased the wear and tear on local and regional highways, and
additional transportation related costs, when compared to the location the Quarry. The foregoing



information is in a May 18,2012 letter from Kari Saragusa and a May 18, 2012 letter from Dr.
John Husing, which are part of the record.

IV. Project Approval Ensures that Significant Economic and Fiscal Benefits are
Retained Locally

4.01 Keeping this economic activity local benefits Santa Clara County. There is substantial
evidence that the Quarry provides significant economic benefits to the County and region that
would be lost ifthe Proposed Project were not approved and the Quarry's ability to supply
construction materials is restricted.

4.02 The Quarry currently generates approximately two million four hundred sixty-five
thousand two hundred fifty-nine dollars ($2,465,259) in annual property taxes to the County and
approximately one hundred thirty-five thousand four hundred forty-one ($135,441) in total sales
tax collections in the County. These are tax revenues paid directly by the Project Applicant and
do not include taxes collected from local retail firms that use the Quarry's products. These are
important contributions to the County's tax revenues. The foregoing information is in a May 18,
2012 letter from Dr. John Husing, which is part of the record.

4.03 Additionally, based on the Quarry's average production volumes for cement and
aggregate products, the Quarry's annual sales generate direct and indirect ("secondary" or
"multiplier") effects through the County and the region. This includes direct materials sales
within the County, amounts injected into the County through external investment (i.e. out-of
county sales), and additional amounts in "secondary" economic activity, including the indirect
and induced economic impact of funds reaching local suppliers of goods and services and funds
changing hands as local firms and people re-spend the money with other local companies.
Applying established economic principles, the beneficial economic impact ofthe Quarry in the
County and region can be reasonably projected to equal tens of millions of dollars or more on an
annualized basis. The foregoing information is in a May 18, 2012 letter from Dr. John Husing,
which is part of the record.

4.04 The County's approval of the Proposed Project preserves these economic and fiscal
benefits by ensuring that the supply of construction materials from the Quarry remains available,
and that a sizeable business of this type remains within the County. In the event that the Quarry
was restricted in its ability to supply construction materials, local and regional public projects
would likely be required to obtain a substitute source of comparable materials from sources that
are outside of the County, and would not provide the County and the local economy with the
same economic and fiscal benefits. The foregoing information is in a May 18, 2012 letter from
Dr. John Husing, which is part of the record.

V. Project Approval Preserves Local Employment

5.01 The Quarry directly and indirectly provides employment for many that could be lost if the
Proposed Project were not approved. The Quarry directly employs approximately one hundred
fifty-one (151) workers. These are skilled workers, including engineers, geologists, chemists,
environmental scientists, managers, salesmen, and other professionals. Further, when all direct



and indirect employment activity attributable to the Quarry is considered, the Quarry supports an
estimated one thousand seventeen (1,017) jobs throughout the County and Bay Area. These jobs
include those at affiliate firms, as well as those at service and supply firms that are directly
associated with the Quarry's daily operations. In addition, the total employment impact of the
Quarry includes jobs associated with the induced economic activity that results from monies
generated by the Quarry moving through the local and regional economy. These are important
jobs at this time in the local economy, in light of the fact that from 2007-2010, the local economy
experienced an economic downturn with local employment reduced by 6.4%, dropping from
900,300 jobs to 843,100. The foregoing information is in a May 18,2012 letter from Kari
Saragusa and a May 18, 2012 letter from Dr. John Busing, which are part of the record.

5.02 Ifthe Proposed Project is not approved and the Quarry's ability to supply materials to
state and local projects was limited as a result, Quarry production would be significantly
reduced. The Project Applicant has stated the Quarry could be required to cease operations
altogether in these circumstances in the event that the current weak levels of private demand for
construction materials is not be sufficient to sustain Quarry operations. Lehigh would endeavour
to retain its employees, but any prolonged reduction in operation could make furloughs and
layoffs unavoidable for direct employees, and a possibility for the many more whose
employment is indirectly supported by the Quarry's operations.

VI. Conclusion

6.01 The Planning Commission finds that the Proposed Project has been carefully reviewed
and that the Conditions of Approval have been imposed to implement the mitigation measures
identified in the Final EIR, and to address numerous other issues. Nonetheless, the Proposed
Project may have certain environmental effects which cannot be avoided or substantially
lessened. The Planning Commission has carefully considered all of the environmental impacts
which have not been mitigated to an insignificant level. The Planning Commission has carefully
considered the fiscal, economic, social, environmental, and land use benefits of the Proposed
Project. The Planning Commission has balanced the fiscal, economic, social, environmental, and
land use benefits of the Proposed Project against its unavoidable and unmitigated adverse
environmental impacts and, based upon substantial evidence in the record, has determined that
the benefits of the Proposed Project outweigh the adverse environmental effects.

6.02 Based on the foregoing and pursuant to Public Resources Code section 210 81 and State
CEQA Guidelines section 15093, the Planning Commission finds that the remaining significant
nnavoidable impacts of the Proposed Project are acceptable in light of the economic, fiscal,
social, environmental and land use benefits of the Proposed Project. Such benefits outweigh such
significant and unavoidable impacts of the Proposed Project and provide the substantive and
legal basis for this Statement of Overriding Considerations.

6.03 Lastly, the Planning Commission finds that, to the extent that any impacts identified in
the Final EIR remain unmitigated, such impacts are limited and generally represent a
conservative approach to the CEQA analysis:



a. Aesthetics, Visual Quality, Light and Glare: Aesthetic and visual impacts are
associated primarily with the EMSA development and reclamation. These impacts are limited in
scope because the visual appearance of the EMSA development reflects, to some extent, an
existing condition which results from the vested, ongoing surface mining operation, rather than a
consequence of the Proposed Project. Additionally, the adverse visual impacts associated with
the EMSA are temporary because the EMSA (and other areas) will be replanted and revegetated
as the RPA is implemented.

b. Biological Resources: The Final EIR identifies significant and unavoidable
impacts on biological resources based on the potential for discharges of selenium under the RPA.
However, the conclusion that impacts are significant and unavoidable is based on a presumption
that, even with mitigation, there is no guarantee that implementation of the RPA will not result in
some additional contribution of selenium into surface waters, despite several best management
practices designed to protect water quality. As a result, the County adopted a conservative
approach which assumes that such contributions will occur, and treats them as significant and
unavoidable. Further, elevated concentrations of selenium in surface waters are part of the
existing condition, and biological communities currently exist in Permanente Creek. In short,
these impacts are presumed, but they are not certain to occur.

c. Cultural and Historic Resources: The Final EIR concludes that there are
significant and unavoidable cultural resources impacts based on the removal of a conveyor line
that originally was installed in the 1940s. However, the Project Applicant has indicated that the
conveyor may not be composed of original equipment because the equipment has been upgraded
and replaced as a matter of regular maintenance. Thus, the historic value associated with
preserving this equipment may be considered marginal.

d. Hydrology and Water Quality: As with biological resources, significant and
unavoidable water quality impacts are based on the presumption that, even with mitigation, there
is no guarantee that implementation of the RPA will not result in some contribution of additional
selenium to surface waters in the interim period prior to final reclamation. It is entirely possible,
however, that selenium contributions will not increase during the interim period but actually may
be reduced, as a result of the array of new best management practices described in the RPA and
the Final EIR for the site. In short, significant and unavoidable water quality impacts are
presumed but they are not certain to occur.

6.04 Accordingly, as part of its decision to approve the Proposed Project, the Planning
Commission has been faced with unmitigated impacts that are limited in nature and extent, or are
presumed because they might actually not occur. When considering the significant benefits
outlined in this Statement of Overriding Consideration against limited impacts, the balance of
weight clearly falls in favor of the merits of the Project and its benefits.
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Scott Lefaver, Chairman and
Members ofthe Santa Clara County Planning Commission
70 W. Hedding Street, 7th Floor
San Jose, CA 95110

Re: Permanente Quarry Reclamation Plan Amendment
Market Information for Construction Materials

Dear Chairman Lefaver and Members of the Planning Commission:

COUNTY ur ShN i!\ CLARA
PLANNING OFFICE

This fum represents Hanson Permanente -Cement, Inc. and Lehigh Southwest Cement
Company (together, "Lehigh"), the owner and operator of the Permanente Quarry. The purpose
ofthis letter is to provide the County with information regarding the market demands for the
Quarry's limestone and construction materials, based on published data. '

In addition, please note that Lehigh has already submitted, andwilLbe submitting,
additional information regarding the economic benefits of the project.

Market Demand for Limestone

• The northern California construction materials market, which includes Santa
"--'--'TIafa CountY and the broader San francIsco J3liyArea, needs 86 mitlIon tons ofP"ort-la"'n"'d"c"e"'m"'e"'n"'t---

in the next 20 years to maintain infrastructure and support conservative growth. This is based on
United States Geologic Survey (USGS) reports of the cement shipments to Northern California,
averaged for 1993 through 2009 (approximately 4.3 million tons per year), projected over a 20-
year horizon. Exhibit I contains copies of these reports.

• This level of market demand for Portland cement will, in turn, require
approximately 130 million tons of limestone in the same period, which amounts to an average of
over 6.5 million tons annually. This is based on the USGS data in Exhibit 1, using a conversion
factor of 1.5 tons oflimestone to manufacture 1.0 tons of Portland cement.

• The Quarry has produced up to 2.2 million tons of cement-grade limestone
armually since 2000. This information is in Attachment H to the Reclamation Plan Amendment
on file with the County, in Table B-1.
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Market Demand for Construction Aggregates

• The California Department of Conservation identifies Santa Clara County as
within the South San Francisco Bay Production-Consumption ("P-C") Region for the purpose of
classifYing aggregate production. According to the Department, an average person in the Region
has historically consumed 5.7 tons of aggregate every year. (Exhibit 2, Kohler-Antablin, Susan,
Update ofMineral Land Classification: Aggregate Materials in the South San Francisco Bay
Production-Consumption Region (1996) Cal. Dept. of Conservation, Div. Mines & Geology,
Open-File Report 96-03, p. xi.)

• In the next 50 years, the South San Francisco Bay P-C Region is expected to
require approximately 1,244 million tons of construction aggregates. (Exhibit 3, Map Sheet 52,
Aggregate Availability in California (2006) Cal. Dept. of Conservation, Cal. Geologic Survey.)
Such demand is a consequence ofan urban population, projected growth, and the corresponding
need for building and maintaining infrastructure.

• The South San Francisco Bay P-C Region currently does not have enough
permitted aggregate supplies to meet the long-term demand. The permitted aggregate resources
in this region account for approximately 37% ofthe projected 50-year demand. This represents a
shortfall of approximately 786 million tons over the 50-year horizon. This makes the South San
Francisco Bay P-C Region among those with the greatest projected need for aggregate resources
statewide. (Exhibit 3, Map Sheet 52, Aggregate Availability in California (2006) Cal. Dept. of
Conservation, Cal. Geologic Survey.)

- -

• Currently, the South San Francisco Bay P-C Region imports construction
aggregates from the Monterey Bay P-C Region to meet its needs. (Exhibit 4, Kohler-Antablin,
Susan, Update ofMineral Land Classification: Aggregate Materials in the Monterey Bay
Production-Consumption Region (1999) Cal. Dept. of Conservation, Div. Mines & Geology,
Open-File Report 99-01, P 34 )1------ _

• Adjacent P-C regions are also facing shortfalls of available construction
aggregates. The North San Francisco Bay P-C Region, which also is served by the Quarry's
materials, has approximately eight percent permitted of the 50-year demand for construction
aggregates. (Exhibit 3, Map Sheet 52, Aggregate Availability in California (2006) Cal. Dept. of
Conservation, Cal. Geologic Survey.)

• The Quarry is currently the largest local supplier of construction aggregates
within the South San Francisco Bay P-C Region. While volumes fluctuate with market demand,
the Quarry produced, on average, more than 1.2 million tons annually of construction aggregates
annually since 2000. This information is in Attachment H to the Reclamation Plan Amendment
on file with the County, in Table B-1.
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Lehigh would be pleased to present any additional information requested at or before the
public hearings on this matter.

Very truly yours,

~
Sean K. Hungerford

cc: Kari D. Saragusa, Lehigh Hanson
Marvin E. Howell, Lehigh Hanson
Elizabeth G. Pianca, Esq., Office of County Counsel
Mark D. Harrison, Esq.
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From: Bill Almon [mailto: balmon@pacbell.net).
Sent: Saturday, May 19, 2012 8:57 PM
To: lefaver@sbcglobal.net
Cc: jtvidovich@aol.com
Subject: Scenic Easement

Scott, Thank you for allowing questions from the public at yesterday's
Educational Workshop on the Lehigh Southwest Cement Company
RPA. We asked why the Scenic Easement was not included and got a
variety of answers of which none were clear.

The Scenic Easement is a part of the Reclamation Plan currently in
force. It was a mitigating action taken to resolve public concerns with
earlier reclamation commitments. It was a very significant action at
the time and consequently was recorded as a Deed on the land records
of the County of Santa Clara and continues in force.

The FEIR states "The Scenic Easement is Not a Component of the
Project" without justifying such a serious conclusion. It further states
that "a complete restoration of the ridgeline within the conservation
easement is not proposed under the Project and thus is not evaluated
in the EIR" Such a statement suggests that any action required under
a County Reclamation Plan can be ignored at will which would be quite
alarming.

It should be further noted that under FEIR Section 3.1.3 (Compliance)
no past County enforcement action is stated and no future action even
suggested. However we were given a variety of responses to our
question yesterday such as earthquake activity, Staff concern, Lehigh
concern and even memory lapse.

Today we found that a Supervisor was concerned enough to put a
monthly report requirement in place labeled "non-agenda" and that a
Confidential letter of explanation was provided to all Supervisors and
discussions were held with Lehigh. Apparently the Quarry operator
quarried too close to the ridge top causing it to collapse when
stressed. This situation cries out for public disclosure and inclusion in
the FEIR.

Bill Almon



Marina Rush,

I would appreciate knowing who was Santa Clara Valley Water District's staff
at your Santa Clara County Planning Commission Lehigh Permanente Quarry
Reclamation Plan workshop this afternoon, as believe
Planning Commisioner Jack Bolton's query in regards groundwater connectivity
to Santa Clara Valley aquifer from Lehigh Quarry's Black Mountain underflow
was inaccurately responded to by County Planning staff.

Under and adjacent to Lehigh Quarry's northern operations is a mile of
unconfined zone where underflow will feed directly into Santa Clara aquifer just
downhill.

It is my understanding that this provides connectivity and cumulative capability
for underflow, impaired by selenium due to limestone exposure to air in
excavation pits, to pass through quarry site, (over bedrock and through fissures)
in addition to the selenium laden waters pumped into Permanente Creek, and
both of which eventually and cumulatively do flow through a mile of permeable
unconfined zone to impact the Santa Clara Valley aquifer..

Please provide planning commissioners with accurate geological analysis
of quarry site in relation to foothill region's permeable, unconfined zone and
unique groundwater cascade into this deep drinking water aquifer.

It would be appreciated if this was communicated to them before next week's
final evaluation of the Lehigh Quarry Reclamation Plan, as it is sufficiently
complicated to defy explanation in a one minute comment.

Thank you for this consideration.

Libby Lucas
174 Yerba Santa Ave.,
Los Altos, CA 94022



County of Santa Clara Planning Commission

Written Comments pertaining to Lehigh Permanente Qnarry Reclamation Plan
Amendment Final Environmental Impact Report address 24001 Stevens Creek
Blvd., Cupertino, Ca. 95014 Zoning District: HS; Parcel Size: 627.97 acres;
Supervisorial District 4; APN: 351-09-011,012,013.

This is a response to the Santa Clara County response to Comment Letter 01:
Citizens against Pollution (CAP). 3.3.1. May 2012.

Comments Submitted by: Cathy Helgerson, 20697 Dunbar Drive, Cupertino, Ca.
95014, Phone No: 408-253-0490.

Comment under 3.3.1

I. Santa Clara County has completely disregarded all of my comments and will not take
responsibility for the Health, Safety and Wellbeing of the Citizens.

2. The constant pollution from the cement plant is an ongoing problem and the
Reclamation can never be carried out Reclamation means returning the land back to its
original healthy natural state the Cement Plant with their constant pollution will always
keep this from happening. Santa Clara County can not keep this under control and
neither can all of the agencies it is completely impossible. Even if Lehigh pays the fines
that are imposed they will just pollute again and keep paying the fines and the public
will continue to be polluted and the increase on health problems will increase finally it
will be evident that we just can not live next to the Lehigh Southwest Cement and
Qnarry.

3. OMR and SCC have not taken into consideration in 2007 or at any other time that the
constant pollution from the cement plant would or could interfere with the real
reclamation taking place. It is completely evident that the prior reclamation never took
place and it has been over 10 years and the land remained damaged beyond repair. The
illusion that Lehigh and SCC seem to create in their statements that the Reclamation can
take place and that Lehigh could comply with the requirements is wrong they have never
been in the past and they can not operate without polluting. The pollution from the
Lehigh Cement Plant and Quarry spill all over from the property they own and the
property they have been allowed to use has polluted the Air, Water and Soil for over 80
years Cupertino and the whole Silicon Valley including the SF Bay has suffered and
continue to suffer 24/7 nothing has really been accomplished and the people have been
continually fooled.

Santa Clara County has been in charge and is the lead agency going that inspect yearly
and have not even recorded all of the violations to Lehigh Cement Plant and the Quarry
it seems they turned a blind eye to all of the pollution and the public has suffered
terribly. They have never shown any true enforcement and the public has had to notify
SCC on many occasions of the violations that have been taking place and if they did not
notify SCC Lehigh would have been able to get away without complying to the rules
and regulations that protect the public. How can the public or any agency be ever
convinced that things will change with the ElR and Final Reclamation plan the public
has viewed the statements in the comments from the BAAQMD, State Water Resource
Board, EPA Region 9 regarding the promotion of the Title V Pelmit and other
information we are not sure that the land will ever be decontaminated and returned to its
beautiful state. The damage has been done and it has become so serious against we can
only suppose that the fight has just begun and will continue without a grass roots effort



to stop these crimes it seems the public is destined to suffer the tyranny of this
pollution.

Nothing in the responses from SCC to the citizens comments leads anyone to believe
that Lehigh will be shutdown for noncompliance of any kind on the contrary it looks as
if they can continue their operation and pollute no matter how much they are harming
the land and the people who call Cupertino and the Valley their home. The very
important question that should be on everyone's mind is where has Santa Clara County
Planning Office and the Board been all this time and why have they done nothing to
correct the serious pollution problems at Lehigh?

Santa Clara County Planning office is in error Lehigh Southwest Cement and Qnarry
has been under investigation for a Super Fund Site by the US EPA as a potential
Supelfund Site and do quality as one. They are conducting water tests and the results
should be available to me and the public by the end of May 2012. I have been told
verbally and I do not understand as yet that even thou Lehigh qualify as a Super Fund
Site that the EPA will not declare it a Super Fund Site the final report that they will send
me by May 2012 hopefully will provide that information. I have submitted my
objections in writing to the Federal EPA in Washington to Usa Jackson's office in
appeal and reconsideration to my request. Initially the EPA does what is called a
Preliminary Assessment and I am told they would not have even considered that if there
was no way that Lehigh could be declared a Super Fund Site. SCC stated in the returned
comments that Lehigh not under investigation or that it never has been this is not true
and I am upset that they made this statement and I hope to have this whole matter
reviewed by Usa Jacksons office and that they will declare it a Super Fund Site. I feel
also that the SCC EIR and the Reclamation plan can not go forward if in fact a Super
Fund Site has been declared or that there maybe a Super Fund Site declared so the
formal Final Reclamation Plan can not be finalized until this has been determined.
Lehigh has and will always be a hazardous waste site and does not have to be an
abandoned hazardous site according to the EPA they can declare it a Super Fund Site
without the site being abandoned and that is why they even considered doing a
Preliminary Assessment. If the criteria had only been that a site had to be abandoned
then of course they would initially have turned me down and they did not.

Santa Clara County Planning has stated that the Super Fund Site issue would be outside
the CEQA process, as a separate process governed by the EPAS rules and regulations
therefore the Lehigh EIR does not address Superfund issues. I beg to differ here Santa
Clara County must recognize that the EIR and the Reclamation Plan are geared to state
the problems and consequences around a full Reclamation Plan and I believe that this
issue of a potential Super Fund Site is and falls under the responsibility that SCC has to
regarding the Health and Safety of the people who live in Santa Clara County over 2
million people and counting. CEQA is the design element and if the in the design we
leave out and disregard the over all clean up effort by a Super Fund Site than how can
their ever be a Reclamation of any kind the pollution will not stop and we are reminded
also that the Reclamation will take years. The Super Fund Site would speed up the clean
up of the Lehigh Cement Plant site and the Quarry which include the WMSA and
EMSA and of course all of the land and grounds that is subject to Lehigh we can not
wait human lives will suffer. The Lehigh site is subject to control its pollution and it has
not therefore it is a site that is in non compliance and therefore is also and uncontrolled
site. There can not be an statements from Lehigh stating that the rules and regulations
are unattainable and therefore they need not comply with the regulations this is not
acceptable and the public is upset and should be.

The problem with waiting for a Super Fund site to be declared after they have polluted
and then eventually in 20 years or so after the Limestone is gone and the Cement Plant
is so outdated that they will then have to close is very foolish in deed peoples lives are



on the line here this clean up needs to take place immediately.

I also believe that once Lehigh is declared a Super Fund Site that the Steven Creek
Quarry will also be subject to a Super Fund Site and I will not be turned down.

4. It is continually alarming that the Draft EIR found that impacts from the Project would
be less than significant, and this does not require mitigation requiring clean-up of the
site. It also seems that almost nothing related to pollution seems to affect the Project
how in the world do you expect the public to begin to believe this when all of the reports
and Notice of Violations show otherwise can you tell me? I have mentioned in my
comments continually about the pollution everywhere at Lehigh and all you can do is
make foolish statements disregarding the truth and the seriousness of the situation. The
public and I and my family are very upset and alarmed with your report and comments
and ask that the EPA and any other agency look into helping the public gain justice in
these matters. The statement that the soil samples of lead did not contain significant
levels of lead I wonder who decides what is significant levels of lead any way the
ongoing cumulative effects of lead and the other pollutants such as arsenic, chromium 6,
mercury, selenium and the list goes on are not a concern to Santa Clara County or the
agencies so it seems why is that? The Health Risk Assessment is in itself a crime and an
embarrassment section 4.3 air quality A4-S and response A4-7. I must as you were is
the justice while all of this is taking place can anyone tell m how can those who hold our
lives in their hands sleep at night there seems to be no end to the corruption? Shame on
the people that are supposed to protect us. I have sent a great deal of time going on 7
years fighting this fight against the pollution in my community and I will continue to do
so for as long as it takes or for as long as I live.

S. The Santa Clara County Planning Department and the Board I will remind you are have
been entrusted with the Health, Safety and wellbeing of the citizens of Santa Clara
County and the disregard for the pollution of the Air, Water and Soil will not be
tolerated. Passing the responsibilities to the agencies that are also at fault here in not
doing their jobs will not be allowed by the public to disregard their responsibilities and
there will be a price to pay.

6. The Stevens Creek Quarry continues to pollute and eventually even with or without a
Super Fund declaration it will be rectified time again will be the true judge the pollution
is making more people sick each day and eventually the medical community will be
forced to take action.

7. Selenium is not only in the Permanente Creek it is in the Stevens Creek Reservoir,
Stevens Creek Creek, recycling pond, ponds on site at Lehigh, the aquifer and the wells
in the valley it is everywhere and it is time to stop the pollution. The EPA needs to take
full responsibility in this matter and insist that sec, State Water Resource Board,
BAAQMD, Santa Clara Water District and other agencies do their job to stop the
pollution. It is hard to imagine that the information that these agencies provide is wrong
but unfortunately it is and it also does not take into consideration the cumulative effect
from the pollution that is cumulating in humans and animals alike.

8. While Santa Clara County continues to downplay all of the issues and make the funny
statement that RWQCB has cited the Quarry on several occasions for violating water
quality standards amazing there have been over 17 violations not just several and they
are very serious so far nothing has been done. The State Water Resource Board is now
in the process of the possibility of filing a law suite against Lehigh and the public awaits
this decision. Santa Clara County needs to stop playing things down and tell the truth
the public can not believe anything you say when you continually follow this form of
deception. We know why you are continually trying to protect the polluter and not the
public in these matters revenue from taxes and the need for cement is no reason to
disregard the very serious health factors around the Lehigh and Stevens Creek polluters.



9. I suppose we can just wait and see what SCC does about the past violations of the
Reclamation Plan so far I have seen absolutely nothing I won't hold my breath. There
are violations regarding the workers who work at the cement plant and the quarries great
fines have been imposed and Lehigh is still in the process of paying these fines. They
keep violating and are rich so they do not care about how much they must pay and so
the workers and the public are subjected to the pollution and poor safety considerations.
We must remember and not forget the shootings at the Lehigh Cement Plant and
Quarry people were killed and the man who shot the people was ill he had lung
problems and had throat surgery which leads the public to suspect he may have had
nothing to loose and was dying. He held the managers and company responsible for his
illnesses and they would not even help him in the end. The pollution causes all kinds of
health problems and one of them is deep depressiou and I suspect he was suffering
from this as well I understand he did try to give himself up but I am afraid for him it
was to late. I hope someday that alI of the truth will come out and feel that all of this
couId have been avoided if Lehigh had been shut down. I can only hope that this terrible
situation will never happen again it is very sad. My son suffers from ADAHD and
Dysflexia and I thank God he has not as yet developed cancer but I can not say the
same for his friend who lives a few miles from the cement plant he did get cancer and
has had radiation. I know many other people who have had cancer and I know now that
1 out of every 2 people will get cancer. I suffer from asthma and diabetes and have sores
on the top of my head that bleed and itch nothiug seems to cure it. Well what else can I
say are all of these health problems coincidences I don't think so I blame the pollutiou
that we are subjected to day in and day out aud no one will do anything about it.

10. My request to have the soil under the EMSA tested goes unheard no one seems to see
how important it is because the water from rain goes deep into the ground and does
eventually contaminate our ground water aud the water shed. The water from Lehigh
quarry and the property empties into the Permanente Creek it has to be released into
some place Lehigh can not operate without this process so it is time to shut them down
we can not continue to have our water supply contaminated.

11. Why has the State Regional Water Quality Board not worked with SCC to clean up this
mess you both have the power but will not do your job so I must request that the EPA
Region 9 and the EPA Federal Division in Washington come in and investigate.

12. Again SCC needs to comply with the issues of Health and Safety of the people why is it
so hard to understand that the people need protection does it take and act of God or
something to. make everyone understand.

13. Lehigh will pay fees or fines and continue to pollute so this is not taking care of the
pollution that is killing us. I have had cancer twice both breasts have been removed and I
sit waiting to see if I will get cancer again and maybe next time I will die from it. My
husband has also had cancer and suffers many other problems as a result from radiation
and depression the pollution causes many health problems. My daughter was born with
brain damage and died when she was 3 Yl years old she suffered terribly. I also had
infertility problems and two miss carriages which caused me a great deal of pain and
suffering. I have diabetes and asthma that cause me great problems with my heath. My
son was born with ADHD and also has Dysflexia I have gone past the conclusion that
all of this is just chance no it is from the pollution that we are subjected to 24/7.

14. The conversion of Lehigh Cement and Quarry and the Steven Creek Quarry into a park
would be a great thing.

15. The public hopes for a formal law suite and or a Super Fund Site Declaration.

16. The Dust from the plant, quarry and the trucks is everywhere what are the agencies
going to do about this so far absolutely nothing. It is not only the roads that have the



dust on them but it is also the piles of WMSA and EMSA the conditions under the Title
V Permit say they must control this and that it is a violation again nothing is being done
to stop it. Santa Clara County again is not looking into the well being of the citizens
and needs to put pressure on the BAAQMD, State Regional Water Board and the EPA
to control the pollution.

17. Seems that SCC is let off the hook not good for the public.

18. It is noted and obvious that aquatic and wildlife habitat and the animals subject to the
same pollution as humans and will suffer.

19. Health and Safety with regard to erosion and flooding are evident what is going to be
done about it is sad to say very little and again all suffer.

20. The overlooking of the former aluminum plant and incendiary material manufacturing
facility and magnesium plant pollution is evident what are SCC and the agencies going
to do about it? The overlooking of my written material in my original comments by SCC
will not help the board must also read the public comments to see what is really going
on.

21. The vested rights issue is evident to the public and this was totally an injustice on the
pmt of SCC in their declaration why not impose more restrictions on Lehigh well we all
know the answer to that it would hold up the EIR and the Final Reclamation Project.
There has been really no real open forum conversation between the advocates, public,
SCC and the agencies and there needs to be a real back and forth dialog which would
bring out all of the concerns into the open for discussions but of course I do not see this
happening. Lehigh would have everything to loose if this in fact did take place and that
is why the advocates and the public are shot down over and over again every time we try
to interject information or make real comments to SUppOlt our statements in any way.
There also never seems to be enough time allowed and our written comments are played
down and totally overlooked no justice again.

22. The Quarry and the Cement Plant must cease operation in order for the public live and
remain in the Silicone Valley and in order for life to continue they are and have been a
terrible problem to the community and the public demands closure. The EMSA can be
seen from all around for miles and is a tenible blight on the community ugly this will go
unpunished the public wants to know why? Why can this overburden not be put into the
pit well we know it is there for a reason to cover up the pollution under it.

23. See below.

24. The possibility of a permit request for the mining of a new pit is especially evident when
it is known that SCC notified Lehigh after they had submitted a permit request to pull
back their permit request until after the EIR and the Reclamation plan was completed
this was probably done because it would have held up the Project. It was also well know
by the Board members that the public was not and still continues to be not in favor of
any new proposed pit that would continue the pollution at Leigh Cement and Quarry. It
seems very evident to as we can see that the new pit possibility was not evaluated as part
of the Project but it should have been even if Lehigh has pull back the permit application
because they had already submitted the application. This in my book is dirty pool and I
can see another crime in the sense of right and wrong being committed even it there is
no law against it. I am very sure that Lehigh will submit a request for a new pit after the
EIR and Reclamation Project plans are approved because the old pit is running out of
limestone and they are not even honest about how much limestone is really left in the
old pit which should be public information. I see the excuses given for not including the
New Pit application prospect they m·e unjust and ridiculous and there is no guesswork at
all the information is in the application that was submitted why is SCC Planning making
such crazy remarks my only guess is they are covering up the real truth which is we are



putting the EIR and Reclamation through no matter what. The cover up and the down
playing of the real situations are evident by all parties and now the real question is who
will act on behalf of the public and shut Lehigh down permanently?

25. The old quarry needs yes to be filled in but we must remember that when mining
limestone that Mercury is released and the levels of Mercury in the ground are high with
this type of limestone. It is difficult not suppose that what ever is put back into the pit is
not full of pollution in the overburden and also from the cement plant which generates
pollution day and night this dust is covering the ground and the WMSA and the EMSA.
The whole property is continually polluted and contaminated not to mention the worker
who work at the cement plant and the workers out in the quarry and the field. I have
already stated that there can not be any Reclamation without a Super Fund Site clean up
and who is to know at what level this clean up will be performed I can only hope at the
highest of levels in order to protect the people from further contamination from the
pollution. The dust is blowing all over the valley and the people are subjected to this
contamination.

26. I was told at the workshop that the EMSA would not be used to fill the old quarry and
one of the advocates asked why they could not use both the WMSA and the EMSA to
fill the pit well it is evident to me why not the EMSA is used to cover up what pollution
is under it.

27. Super Fund Site must be declared.

28. The exploratory area was investigated for the possibility of a new pit and it was
determined by Lehigh that there could be a new pit put there and so they filed a request
that they later pulled back because a SCC Council member who asked them to pull it
back. SCC gave the excuse at the workshop that that they could not determine if this
was a proper place to put a new pit in so well then my question is why did they put a
request in for a new pit to begin with? This all seems to be another cover up for what is
really going on lies are being told and this need s to end the public is not fooled.
Lehigh will put in a request for a new pit and the public will fight this request.

29. Final reclamation elevations are irrelevant without a Super Fund Site Clean up the EIR
and the Reclamation Project are useless again there can be no such thing clean up first
this is law when there is a hazardous area there are no exceptions.

30. Ok

31. Ok

32. The current project proposal is inefficient it lacks any true potential of reclamation it
leaves out the most important part of what reclamation really accomplishes exploratory
activities by Lehigh to drill a new pit should be Palt of the reclamation project especially
when it so noted that the old reclamation plan had included a proposal to expand
quarrying activities to a new area south of Permanente Creek. My question is why is
this even allowed to be left out especially when Lehigh submitted an application SCC
told them to pull it back which was corruption at its fullest? The public wants justice and
we want to make sure that this injustice will also no longer continue but who will make
sure it does not?

33.0K

34. Again there needs to be a Super Fund Site declared and a cleanup started immediately.

35. I am completely disturbed about the long time tables over all we can not prolong
reclamation way into 2021. The problems are many but one that is sure to be evident is
that if the EMSA is moved it must not contaminate any further but before it can be put
into the pit there must be tests conducted and there needs to be a clean up again Super



Fund Site approval. Moving the EMSA to another location is not acceptable it needs to
be placed into the pit once it is determined to be safe. The cap of clean soil must be put
on top it must be at least 4 or 5 feet or more of good top soil so that the plants, trees and
shrubs will have a good change to grow.

36. The new pit mining is not acceptable and the public demands closure of the Lehigh
Cement Plant and the Quarry.

37. The EMSA is almost up to SCC County height limits and no more overburden should
be allowed due to the ridge line violations and also for safety reasons but that does not
stop the pollution from the overburden which is blowing all over the property,
surrounding area and the valley this must stop. There is no indication of any watering
down of the EMSA with any kind of sprinklers or sprays so the public is continually
subjected to the dust pollution this must stop the sooner it is moved into the quarry the
sooner the public will be free of the dust and pollution. The overburden must be safe to
move and also must be determined safe to be put into the pit and then clean top soil of
more than the required amount should be added as stated in 01-33. The pollution under
the EMSA from the industry that was once there must be cleaned up even if the soil
must be moved from the site and disposed of according to Super Fund Site
requirements if there is a Super Fund Site Declared. Then if there is no Super Fund Site
declared SCC must take it upon them selves to make sure that the propelty is cleaned up
and that the public is not put in any more danger from the pollution.

38. The declaration of a Super Fund Site would hurry things along with a major clean up
and then containment of the overburden in the quarry after such time there would be a
major implementation to provide grass, trees, bushes and plants planted on top in order
to keep the dust down and start re vegetation. The public can not wait 20 years to
complete the reclamation process the EMSA land after the overburden is moved will
need the same re vegetation process and in the same time span urgency is of the most
importance. What ever is up at the site that is not sprinkled, covered or contained is a
serious health hazard polluting the people who live in the communities around the
Lehigh Southwest Cement, lands and the quarry. There are regulations that are not
being followed and it seems to the public that this is a crime that is not being punished
and we are subjected to this horrible contamination with no protection why is this
allowed to continue?

39. The seriousness of the possibility of a new pit is critical we the people can not live in
this valley with a new limestone pit mined or even allow the continuation of the old pit to
be mined and it is evident that the public will be up in arms if anyone even tries to
consider allowing such a terrible event to take place. I must say from what I have seen
so far my fears have been coming true and the horror displayed from the pollution by
the Lehigh Cement and Quarry have shown terrible repercussions and damage done it
has been a heart breaking situation SCC must put a stop to any possible continuation
and crimes committed against the people to protect the lives of men, women, and
children in our communities. It is extremely evident that the concerns of the people have
been totally ignored and played down at every turn so who will enforce justice once and
for all?

40. Any new application for a new pit must be denied in order to protect the people from
contamination from the pollution from Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry. I
attended a workshop on May 18,2012 by the Planning Commissions where the board
members and the public were informed about the Lehigh - Permanente Quarry's
Reclamation Plan Amendment and I must say it was very disheartening. I am certain that
the comments of the public where not read by the board members and so I asked them
to read the comments of the people and to take their time in making and deciding how to
go fOlward with the Project because their decision would affect the future of our



children in a good or very harmful way. I asked if OMR could be asked to give SCC
more time to go over and work on the Reclamation Plan and have more meetings with
the public and the Planning Department alongside the Board and all I was told was that
the right time allowed would be considered not sure just what that means seems my
question was not really considered or answered. I am not surprised about any of this its
seems that no matter what the public does they are never really heard a terrible shame
has been committed and who will stand up and speak on our behalf no one so it seems.
There needs to be an open back and forth dialogue with all parties concerned but that is
not happening and we are given no real voice shut down and disregarded information is
the answer we are really given sad but true.

41. The reclamation is going to take to long and does not cover for the EMSA over burden
being put into the old pit it was brought up at the meeting that there is selenium in the
EMSA and that it will be covered up along with any other pollution that is in the soil or
under which includes pollution from the land that had the Permanente Metals
Corpomtion Plant, the Todd California Shipbuilding Corporation and the Permanente
Metals Corporation. The EMSA creation was intended to cover up the pollution and
contamination from these entities and no one seems to understand that you can not clean
up pollution in this way. There needs to be a Super Fund Declared and the EPA will
have to declare the Land a Super Fund Site which will also include the Cement Plant and
other lands as well as any surrounding areas that have been contaminated including and
not limited to the Permanente Creek.

42. The inadequacy of the EIR and Final Reclamation Plan should be evident it does not
measure up to what is really happening and how the concerns over the pollution and
contamination will be truly rectified.

43. The area of controversy and the issues are not being resolved and no matter how hard
Santa Clara County tries to hide the truth the truth is evident and will soon be
uncovered.

44. The proposed exploration area permit application was withdrawn by Lehigh at the
recommendation of SCC illegally and should have been part of the EIR and Proposed
Reclamation Plan in order to clear up any issues and problems with future excavation
but was not. It is still a problem with a SCC Board member who seems to think it is ok
to put the pit in the south location which is not acceptable and the public will not hear of
it. It seems that he thinks this will solve the north problems with drilling a new mine not
so he has totally left out the land that will be destroyed with the destruction of 30
thousand trees and the animals that will be displaced. He has not and the board
obviously has not read my concerns or even taken them into consideration and so he
should. The ongoing pollution from the Cement plant is left out of the EIR and the
Proposed Reclamation plan seems the pollution from the plant is no concern to SCC
crazy and stupid that is how the public views that kind of thinking are you shocked so
am I with their selfish lack of consideration. I would have liked to talk to him directly in
a real conversation but of course that was not possible and again the public is not heard.

45. Why is the SCC doing everything it can to promote Lehigh at every turn which brings
us to mention what they are getting out of all this tax revenue lots of it and we are
talking about a lot of money so I guess that is more important than peoples lives so it
seems. It also seems that cement is also more important than peoples lives and if it is
surly the case that lives will be lost if Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry are allowed
to continue mining in Cupertino.

46. The pollution was terrible on Friday May 18,2012 during the workshop meeting has
anyone notice Fridays are the worst days after a week of Lehigh's continued emitting of
pollution the valley seems to act as a sponge soaking up the fumes that are allowed to
disperse them all over the land. Many people I meet that day spoke of how they were



feeling sick from the air and they thought maybe it was their allergies acting up but of
course how could all of these people have the same problems silly people not even
aware of the danger that is lurking in their community. The real truth of the matter was
that the strong pollution coming from the operatiug cement plant was making everyone
including myself and family ill, it became evident because I had suffered mauy times
from these symptoms especially on spare the air days which by the way Lehigh never
closes down during those days and even thou the public feels they should be forced to
close down nothing is enforced. The blame is always on the fire places or the cars on
the road who are supposed to emit so much pollution that of course Lehigh is not to
blame what a bunch of bologuy .

47. The Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry have been under investigation by the EPA
and they have conducted a Preliminary Investigation which declared Lehigh at 28.5 a
high enough score to qualify for a Super Fund Site Declaration. They even with that
turned me down in a verbal conversation I had with them and I still do no really know
why and they also put me off in getting a formal report stating they turned me down
pushing out the date to the end of May 2012. I did not wait to put in my appeal with
Lisa Jackson office and now am waitiug to hear from them this need to be made very
plan to the SCC Board members. The Planning Departmeut lied about the Super Fund
issue aud this should clear it up anyway you have check with the EPA if you have a
problem with my comments and I am sure the report will be made public.

48. Lehigh has been in violatiou of all kinds of issues stated here and still the public waits
for justice. It does not matter if the Mercury coming from the quarry is uaturally
occurring or that it is generated from the pollutiou and from the limestone quarry,
EMSA, WMSA, the ponds or the overflow of pollution from the Cement Plant what
matters is that the levels ueed to be detennined aud they are not. To state in the
comments back to me that Mercury Concentrations generally meet RWQCB Basin Plan
Benchmarks for surface water in the Permanente Creek is a very weak statement at its
worst. Words like generally and likely are foolish in relating to the very serious
contamination from Mercury in our Water, Air and Soil and statements such as
Mercury in sediments migrating offsite were determined likely to be below are not
accurate and the public is asked to prove what is inaccurate in the supposed analysis by
SCC findings. This type of tomfoolery is not acceptable in the eyes of the public and we
are not fooled by it in any way lies again are being told and hiding the truth will only
make things worse. I ask that the EPA conduct testing of the Mercury levels and other
pollution at Lehigh either with a Super Fund Declaration or without a Super Fund
Declaration in order to get to the real truth and I hope that they would be honest in their
testing.

49. The operations at the Lehigh Southwest Cement Plant have a serious impact on the EIR
and The Final Reclamation Plan which I have stated their pollution is overflowing onto
the Reclamation areas and so any covering up of the grounds will not stop the pollution
it will rest on top of the existing area and also will be a continued form of pollution for
the Project. The Plant must be closed down once and for all in order to stop the
pollution so that a full Super Fund Site Declaration can take place or even a full
Reclamation that really brings the land back to its natural state can take place. The land
will be worthless if there is not real clean up. The Cement plant can not be allowed to
pollute for another 20 years while a new pit is put in and mined and we should not leave
out the old pit that is now being mined.

SO. The violations are many included in all of the paperwork and repOlts but even with all of
this information no one seems to be able to fight Lehigh or the Steven Creek Quarry
and close them down.

51. Seems many things are not relevant to SCC but the public feels that all things and



information of any real truth and importance should be considered with the EIR and the
Final Reclamation Plan and we have seen that this is just not happening. It is a terrible
shame to leave out anything when the public's health, safety and lives are on the line.

52. It was discussed at the workshop that I attended that an on-site selenium treatment plant
could be established but it seems that the cost would be high and I ask you who can put
a price on this when human lives are in the balance. The contamination to the
Permanente Creek in the mind of SCC is unavoidable I am sorry it is not unavoidable in
any way, shape, matter or form please do not make this serious violation unavoidable.
The obvious alternative to selenium poisoning from Lehigh is to shut down the Cement
Plant and the Quany which will then solve all of our problems and start the clean up.

53. The Project tree removal is alarming (approximately 170 oak trees) these trees have been
there for decades and the destruction seems absolutely unacceptable and should not be
allowed. The number of 30,000 trees that will be cut down that is mentioned is a result
of the increase in mining of the new pit over the next 20 years because eventually the
new pit will be expanded to 600 acres which is what the old pit is. It is estimated that the
new pit will start with 200 acres and of course over the years there has to be an
expansion because they will run out of limestone. These trees have been a buffer from
the cement plant pollution and we can not loose any of the trees it would be devastating
to everyone. The animals that call this forest their home will be displaced and this also
can not be allowed my dream is that the land will eventually be turned into a major park
for all to enjoy. I know that parks are in danger no funding but who knows once the
land is cleaned up via a Super Fund Site it could be turned into a wonderful park for all
to enjoy and our children and their children will thank us for it.

54. The over all planting of new trees will take multiple decades for growth to be evident and
in the meantime the public suffers again the trees that are there act as a buffer and have
helped to provide clean air to the public this would all be gone. The Mid Peninsula
District has mentioned the terrible problems from the dust and pollution that the Cement
Plant and the Quarry have caused and are causing them and no one has done anything
about it for decades. The preserve is polluted people travel through it hiking and playing
in the forest and the trees are covered with pollution and dust why does SCC keep
looking the other way and will not recognize the seriousness of the situation and the
people who attend the preserve are in danger from this pollution. There is also the San
Andres Fault line and other Fault lines that would be right next to the new proposed
quarry and I am sure this would result in the next major earth quake are we to risk this
disaster? There must be a law against polluting a preserve but again no one is enforcing
the terrible crime that has been committed.

55. The Project area and the exploration area is a historical site with Limestone that dates
back to prehistoric times no one seems to care about the preservation of this land and
the fact that it is necessary for this preservation it is terribly difficult for me to
comprehend the foolishness of SCC. It is hard to determine if there are any human
burial remains at the site until the land is excavated and then who knows what damage
will be done by then it could be too late.

56. Stating that the earth quakes that could arise in the project areas and in the exploration
areas are impacts that are determined to be less than significant is an outrage an absolute
outrage at the expense of the populous this is not acceptable. This should be a serious
matter taken up also by the EPA Region 9, Federal EPA and any other agency that can
determine definitely that the public will not be and could not be in any danger.

57. Again it is SCC disregarding their responsibility in the safety of the public by this
constant claiming that the existing surface mining operation and the Cement Plant
operations are not part of the proposed Project, and as such are not analyzed in the Draft
EIR wrong truly wrong in this assumption on their part. The SCC Planning office and



the Board are entrusted in the Safety, Health and wellbeing of the citizens of Santa Clara
County all 21f1illion of them and it is a total lack of consideration on their part not to
include the total picture especially when so many people lives are on the line.

58. The great problem of Greenhonse Gas Emissions and climate change should be
addressed and included it is very serious the world needs to change the way it looks at
things and so do the companies that pollute our planet. The sbutting down of Lehigh
Cement and Quarry and the Stevens Creek Quarry would help send a message to them
and others that polluting the planet is not acceptable and that there are strong
consequences and a very high price to pay.

59. The Asbestos maybe naturally-occurring in the eyes of SCC but maybe but lets face it
we can not just overlook these levels because if added to what the cement plant is
emitting they are causing increases that if cumulatively and jointly are allowed to pollute
are harming the public with the contamination. The quarry is not the only place that this
can be occurring and it seems SCC has overlooked that possibility and this should be
looked at by the EPA and the other agencies in order to protect the public.

60. The Metals, including Selenium, Mercury, Chromium VI, and Vanadium the
downplaying of the problems with this pollution is and outrage the public should never
be subjected to any of this at any time because no one knows what impact it would have
on the Health and wellbeing of the population. To say that the pollution is unavoidable
when we all know that it is avoidable is a lie the public and my comments have made
reference to what is necessary with many points but the bottom line is that it is
absolutely necessary to shut down Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and the
Stevens Creek Quarry immediately and so the clean up can begin. Selenium is a serious
pollutant to humans and animals alike there is no acceptable excuse for allowing it to
pollute. SCC is protecting Lehigh and it has been mentioned in my new comments why
that is occurring nothing can be hidden from the public it is revenue and a political
matter big business has the lots of money and it seems needs to be protected at all costs
just how much it costs the public and the tax payers is astronomical. We the public will
pay one way or another for the crimes that have been committed by Lehigh and the
Steven Creek Quarry owners someone has to pay the price of cleanup now or later only
time will tell. It has been determined that there are toxins all kinds of toxins and dust
and pollution hurting the public but no one has stopped the pollution 24/7 days a week
me, my family and the public breath in this terrible pollution we eat the dust and
eventually these toxins are distributed into our blood streams and eventually we become
ill. These toxins are cumulative and we can not over look the fact that more and more
people are becoming ill soon the hospitals will not be able to contain the amount of sick
people that will need care so I want to know what will SCC and the other agencies do
then?

61. To state that you are trying to find ways to lessen the significant impact is again nuts
trying to reduce interim impacts from all of these toxins and with even more not even
mentioned toxins is again nuts STOP THE POLLUTION SHUT DOWN THE
LEHIGH CEMENT PLANT AND QUARRY AND THE STEVENS CREEK
QUARRY. I am amazed by the simple solution to all of the contamination problems
why is it so hard for SCC and the other agencies to comprehend the inevitable what is
wrong with all of you?

62. The Petroleum Coke is hazardous material and Lehigh has been illegally storing it on
site I suppose SCC Planning and the Board think this is again not their problem but I
say it is your problem and should be pmt of the EIR and the Reclamation plan. The
health issue is a serious one and the Petroleum Coke when burned is worse than coal
buming and it also has radioactive material in it and is a serious problem. I can only
hope eventually the EPA Region 9 and the Federal EPA will get involved and do



something to save lives. It seems that many serious issues are stated as not to be the
problem of SCC and that the EIR and the Reclamation Plan just does not cover that who
decides what is covered and what is not seems that should change the public demands it.

63. It sure would be nice to get real answers from SCC instead of excuses why they can not
include items and I just love the comment back from SCC that states there is no
evidence that has been provided that would support a conclusion that the analysis
regarding NOX and S02 with respect to pollution in the analysis is inadequate or
inaccurate again the public must prove the hazards crazy at every turn. We know and it
has been determined that these are hazards and so is the C02 emissions coming from
Lehigh but of course the evidence is corrupted by the false reporting of these emissions
and who will uncover the truth? I continually comment and ask for justice and I keep
getting lost in your deception EPA where are you why not come to our rescue?

64. Enforcement it seems SCC mentions there has been no basis provided that would
support a conclusion that the agencies listed will not enforce regulations under their
oversight funny it would seem that now all of a sudden the public is supposed to believe
that after over 70 years of the lack of enforcement we are supposed to believe that now
enforcement will take place. I am celtain that Lehigh will violate the regulations and if
they are caught and that is a big if they will just go and pay the fine becasue they are a
very wealthy company and can afford to keep violating and paying fines. The question
is can the public afford to keep getting continually exposed to the pollution caused due
to their continuation in breaking the law? Paying fines does not stop the problem but it
does give the agency revenue and it looks as if in my book that is just one big payoff.
Back in the days of gangsters during prohibition the bad guys would payoff the police,
government political leaders and just about anyone so that they could continue their
dirty work wow we have come a long way since then or have we? I am sick and tired of
Notice of Violations that are not enforced and are left pending due to who knows what
we are not told what is holding up the enforcement. If there is litigation it seems this
litigation can go on indefinitely and so while all this is going on the public is subjected
to more and more pollution causing all kinds of health problems and even death. The
EPA it is stated is not allowed to be an enforcement agency in the context of the
proposed Project and they say it just is not workable what kind of a statement is that
anyway what does the EPA think about all this no one seems to know they are supposed
to be an enforcement agency but when it comes right down to it they lack in real
enforcement all together. The State Regional Water Quality Board has infOlwed me that
they are in the process of filing a law suite against Lehigh and so I wonder why SCC
has not been informed about this very important item that should be added to the EIR
and the Final Reclamation Plan why is this hidden from the SCC Board and the public
can anyone tell me? I think that this information was deliberately left out in order to
promote the Project and in order to keep anything that would delay the approval of the
project kept quiet. The Santa Clara Water District is in the business of selling water to
the water companies why would they want to cut their own throats by mentioning the
high levels of Mercury in the Stevens Creek Reservoir the selenium in the water and the
polluted sediment at the bottom of the reservoir goes un noticed by the agencies that are
supposed to protect the public. One of the X mayors from Cupertino works for them
and I am sure is making sure that nothing is done about this pollution even after a test
was reviewed by Stanford University from Harker School who pulled up the samples
and found out about the high levels. The SCWD will not admit to this pollution that is
coming from the Stevens Creek Quarry and the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry.
I have stated in my comments the corruption and lies told no one· seems to care at SCC
even thou they should care and stop the pollution.

65. The vested right issue has been argued about by the public and now there is a law suite
pending it was asked by an advocate at the workshop meeting how will the outcome



affect the E1R and Final Reclamation Plan if the law suite determines SCC was wrong in
allowing Lehigh vested rights then what no real answer was given on any changes to the
Project. 1 can only hope that it will change how SCC does business and also that it will
be instrumental in adjusting the Project itself.

66. Pollution from diesel trucks is evident and it is especially destructive to the two
condominium complexes that are right next to the road which have pollution and dust all
over the public's homes. There families are breathing in the pollution from Lehigh's
Cement plant but also from the EMSA the whole project areas the trees bushes, side of
the road and the ground is full of the pollution from the trucks and no one will do
anything about it. The trucks leak cement, rocks and what ever else they are selling to
customers allover the road 1 have complained about this myself to the Fire Department
down Steven Creek Road and they called Lehigh to tell them to clean it up. There is no
end to the pollution violations by Lehigh and the trucking companies that move their
products down the Stevens Creek Road and Foothill Expressway you can see the gray
white stain left on the road from the trucks. The smell of cement is everywhere the odor
is evident and the people complain to the BAAQMD, SCC and the EPA and nothing is
done about it the crimes continue and the public is in grave danger and no one cares.

67. The Mid Peninsula Regional Open Space DistJict has complained not just once at this
time but has for decades many years and SCC has done nothing about it. The public
who use the land preserve as a park need to be protected and they are not who will
enforce the laws that protect State and Federal Parks and Preserves from pollution
seems no one is there and no one is doing their job why not? 1just can't understand and
feel that the public and the MPROSD should not have to file a law suite in order to get
justice served but it seems that would probably be the only way. What has our world
come to when we talk about justice but there is none.

68. The hours of operation at 24/7 and under the cover of darkness Lehigh does it worst 1
have asked for constant video surveillance with the film going directly to the BAAQMD
and the EPA to monitor and make sure there are no violations but no one hears my
suggestions. 1 have also asked that any monitor information be also relayed to them as
well in order to make sure that there is no pollution going out to the public no one has
listened and 1 have mentioned having Lehigh Cement shut down during spare the air
days again no one hears my suggestions. The tJ·uck traffic noise, dust, dirt, safety and
wear and tear on road is evident to everyone and again SCC does nothing pushing their
responsibility over to everyone else and the public suffers.

69. The existing wastewater treatment facility at the plant is viewed in the State Regional
Water Quality Boards NOV's and is a ditty filthy mess 1 suppose SCC can just go
ahead and disregard that as they have many other things but the public is not pleased.

70. 1 would assume that in the real world of conscience where there would be a total regard
for all issues of concern for the well being of human and animal alike that all things
would be considered when deciding on the E1R and the Final Reclamation Project. If
Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry continually is in violation of all kinds of
regulations then why would any just society allow this company to continue to pollute
and carryon their business? No matter how hard SCC and the agencies continue to
overlook what is going on and try and fool the public eventually the truth will surface.
The harm that has been allowed will become evident because more and more people are
becoming sick and sooner or later all fingers will point to Lehigh Southwest Cement
and Quarry and the Stevens Creek Quarry which will eventually force our Governments
to shut them down. 1 dream of that day and it is coming soon there is no way that these
polluters can operate their dirty businesses without polluting our communities.

71. My heart is breaking over the foolishness of statements made here in this return
comment 1 mentioned that there needs to be a non bias agency looking into all of the



testing elements with the BAAQMD, SCC, State Regional Water Quality Board and
even the local EPA Region 9 this agency will need to be a truly high level of
investigators who will seek out the truth so my hope is the Lisa Jackson's Federal office
will come in and investigate immediately. I have appealed the Title V Permit that was put
through and have also put in my appeal regarding the Super Fund Site Declaration after
I was verbally turned down. I have stated that I am waiting for the formal paperwork that
should be coming from the EPA Super Fund Division at the end of May 2012 at which
time I will be told exactly why my request was turned down even thou Lehigh qualified.
I will also be told why my Steven Creek Qnarry Super Fund Site Request was turned
down as well. I can not for the life of me understand and have tried to understand
without much avail the thinking that has taken place and why the public is still subjected
to this terrible pollution except that corruption is at hand.

72. There has already been flood waters overflowing from the Permanente Creek and this
polluted seleninm water and other pollution has gone and overlowed into people's
backyards causing all kinds of problems. People have been made sick from this flood
water and they have small children who have been harmed. Selenium is a serious
pollution there will be more flooding from the quarry and the whole property at Lehigh
the Water Boards job is to stop the pollution and I hope they finally will. The
Permanente Creek will have to be dealt with because it has also added to the pollution at
the Steven Creek Creek we must understand and remember the creeks can back up as
well as flow down and the water co mingles. The aqnifer under the Silicone Valley and
Cupertino is polluted and the Project has suggested that the pollution can somehow be
diluted but how can this be left to chance our lives depend on this water. I again must
say that the Federal EPA must come in and investigate this matter and with a full non
bias division that will not tolerate any corruption. The people of the valley have been lied
to and are sick it is time to save lives.

73. Giving Lehigh a general Sand and Gravel Permit is crazy there should be no way that
any pollution should be allowed and I believe this permit allows pollution. Who decides
what is allowed on these permits it just amazes me how all this pollution is allowed and
all they need is another permit what are they thinking the public would like to know?
The test must eventually show that there is nothing being done about the selenium and
the other pollution that the public is subjected to Lehigh and the Stevens Creek Quarry
need to be shut down.

74. The EPA are conducting water tests of the Permanente Creek and I hope the quarry
water and the results should be out by May 2012 I can only hope these tests have been
conducted honestly and that if there is alarming information that this information will
not be kept from the public. The public needs to know what is going on and I feel that
the Government should not and can not hold this information from them.

75. My last statements I have tried to be an instrument a voice of conscience to all of the
agencies, advocates and the people of Santa Clara County mentioning that the Board
needs to take their time making their decision on the EIR and the Final Reclamation
Plan which will determine the well being of the future generations to come. SCC and all
of the agencies concerned now and later need to have consequences imposed for any
wrong doings on their part so I ask for justice. I ask for justice not just in the form of
penalties but if necessary criminal actions taken and imposed against Lehigh Southwest
Cement and Quarry and the Stevens Creek Quarry or anyone else that has aided in their
violations. I ask that they be closed down and a Super Fund Site declared which would
speed up the clean up so that a real Reclamation can take place. I ask that the cover up of
the pollution under the EMSA and maybe even under the WMSA or any other place on
the site be uncovered and that this pollution be dealt with this also includes the cement
plant with its ongoing pollution. The leaving out of the Cement Plant is foolish and has
been noted as such by the advocates and has been totally ignored. I do not feel that



Lehigh's covering up the pollution with the dumping of overhurden at the EMSA is
going to stop the pollution that is under it and I also feel that the EMSA was created in
order to cover up the pollution to begin with this is yet to be fully investigated and
uncovered.

76. Santa Clara County and the Board need to be made to be accountable in all aspects that
pertain to the health and safety of the people in SCC there can be no exceptions in this
matter we the people demand it and feel that so far our needs have never been met.

77. I ask that the EPA Federal Investigations Division come in and do a full investigation in
the way that all aspects of the pollution at the Lehigh Southwest Cement and Quarry and
the Steven Creek Quarry have been handled in order to uncover the truth and protect the
people of the United States of America.

I can only pray and hope that all of my efforts and the efforts of my fellow advocates have
not been in vain.



Re: West Valley Citizens An- Watch (WVCAW) and Bay Area for
Clean Environment (BACE) comments for the Lehigh Reclamation Plan
Amendment Final EIR

Please read before voting on the EIR and the Reclamation Plan. These
documents do not comply with SMARA in an obvious and important
aspect and therefore should not be approved. The issue of Selenium in
the water has not been resolved or mitigated in the Reclamation Plan or
EIR. We urge you to vote no on approving the Reclamation Plan and
theEIR.

While WVCAW and BACE wants a Reclamation Plan in place for all
the areas which have been disturbed by the Lehigh mining operations, it
needs to fully comply with SMARA, otherwise they will be yet another
meaningless pro-forma and non-compliant document. The Regional
Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) brought up specific issues
about selenium discharges and Federal Clean Water Act requirements
which are not complied with in the EIR.

These documents do neither. The Reclamation Plan is offered as a 20
year plan, yet the Santa Clara County Planning Department admits that
in 20 years is very possible that the amount of selenium discharges will
neither be resolved nor mitigated. This is highly likely. The Planning
Department therefore proposed to monitor the Selenium for another 5
years and other monitoring will be done for a total of 14 years.
Therefore they are presenting a 34 year plan as ifit is a 20 year plan.
We hope you also realize that this is completely unacceptable and does
not comply with SMARA.

Based on the Selenium issue alone, the only response to this is to vote
no and not approve the EIR or the reclamation plan.

It should be noted that the final EIR was not posted until about 1 Yz



weeks prior to the hearing and no notification was made when it was
posted. Considering the substantial changes, the size ofthe document,
the scale and complexity of the project and far reaching impacts, the
allotted time for public review is wholly inadequate. It also seems
unlikely that the planning commission will have the time to review the
infonnation in any depth.

In the short time available, we reviewed our letter and the response
comments from the Santa Clara County Planning & Development
Planning Office in the final EIR for the Lehigh Pennanente Quarry
Reclamation Plan Amendment.

It is unfortunate that several of our carefully worded comments and
questions were dismissed or not answered at all. Referral to sections of
the Draft EIR is helpful yet this still does not answer all questions
submittedthat is required by law.

1. WVCAW comment #1. County EIR designation 06-3, pages 3.3
168 and 3.3-197:
WVCAWand BACE understands that the period given for review of
the DEIR meets the 30-60 day period for public review but complained
in our comments that the RPA was substantially modified long after the
original NOP. In the County's response, they do not offer any
evidence ofwhy they consider the changes to be ''updates and not a
new proposal" despite the fact that it has increased by 42% in volume.
Curiously and without explanation, they offer only spurious arguments
about NOP's given for previous RPA's which have been withdrawn
and are no longer relevant to this project.

The County admits that "CEQA requires that the NOP shall provide the
responsible and trustee agencies and [OPR] with sufficient infonnation
describing the project and the potential environmental effects to enable
the responsible agencies to make a meaningful response. The
infonnation provided must include at least the following three things: a
description..." WVCAW has a legitimate concern that the description



ofthe project was inadequate to the extent that 4-5 months into the
process the RPA was increased by 42% in volume. Given the
significant extent of this project, the public should be given a full CEQA
process on the complete proposal with a new scoping process, and not
be limited to a fraction ofthe project description for a majority ofthe
public CEQA process.

2. WVCAW comment #2. County EIR designation 06-4, pages 3.3
169 and 3.3-198:
The County has ignored this DEIR comment by incorrectly presuming
and asserting that the Planning Commission has absolutely no authority
to regulate mining activities no matter what the environmental impact
might be from those activities. This is clearly not the case because the
County as the lead agency must ensure that the RPA is consistent with
SMARA. For example, the RPA could not be approved ifthe
operation will result in irreversible environmental damage.

CEQA requires a 'No Project Alternative" and specifically precludes
speculation such as the County's presumption that a future RPA would
have the same environmental effect except that it would be delayed.
Not only does the Planning Commission have a measure of authority to
modllY the applicants extraction plans, but the applicant could change
their plans at any time and pursue some other use for the property as
they have previously proposed. This was included in our original
comment but not addressed in the County's response. The speculative
strategy employed in the County's argmnent is a violation of CEQA and
a cynical manipulation that yields the absurd conclusipn that the ''No
Project Alternative" would have a bigger environmental impact than the
proposed project. The County must amend the EIR to include a "No
Project Alternative" as required by CEQA.

3. WVCAW comment #3. County EIR designation 06-5, pages 3.3
171 and 3.3-200:
The County has failed to address the issues listed in this comment.
They claim that "public and private parties are entitled toa presnmption



that they will comply with applicable requirements" and refer to an
explanation ofthis statement in "Master Response M3(A)" but no such

. explanation is contained therein. They fUrther claim that County
enforcement "can be relied upon to regularly perform its official duties",
and ignore the facts presented which provide a consistent pattern to the
contrary. The details provided in this comment should be reviewed in
the EIR, including particularly the excerpt quoted from the State Mining
and Geology Board which states, " ...there is little evidence in the
administrative record demonstrating that the County has the
understanding, or will, to enforce SMARA". The dismal record of
enforcement by the County cannot be denied and the County offers no
explanation ofhow it would be corrected. The community deserves
and CEQA requires that the County consider the issues contained in
this comment in the final EIR as they directly pertain to the reasonably
expected environmental impact of the project.

We also note in this same M3(A) section, the county seems to confuse
abatement of SMARA violations with approval of SMARA violations,
which does not provide the intended deterrent. The County also
summarizes frequent public comments that claim: "despite the issuance
ofmultiple notices from the County and the Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) that violations of applicable laws have
occurred, no enforcement, remedial action, or levying ofpenalties
against the Quarry operator has occurred", and claims this is incorrect.
But the County clearly does not address the public comments that the
NOV's have not resulted in corrective action. Once again, the county's
explanation does not appear to take the public's concerns in this matter
seriously.

It is also clear in the M3(A) section that many ofthe public comments
received question whether the Applicant may be relied upon to
implement lawfully and faithfully the proposed Reclamation Plan
Amendment (for example Mid Peninsula Regional Open Space District
and many, many others). The County says the public shouldn't worry
because they perform inspections, but they fail to address their dismal



record or suggest how and when they will amend their ways. The
egregious and contentious EMSA violation was found by a private
citizen for example, and they offer no evidence of significant fines or
other penalties, nor evidence that the NOV's effected any change in
behavior by the operator. In fact, the County made a illegal agreement
with the applicant to allow them to continue dumping in the EMSA after
the NOV was issued. Ironically, they even refer to a AB3098
provision which has not been enforced despite the fact that Lehigh is in
violation for more than 10 years.

4. WVCAW comment #4. County EIR designation 06-6, pages 3.3
173 and 3.3-200:
The County's response does not address the question about digging
deeper into the hillside. Given that the existing selenium problem is
largely due to the depth of the pit which as intercepted the natural water
flow, the question ofhow much impact will occur from digging even
deeper deserves to be answered. The County just assumes that the
proposed mitigation measure is sufficient, despite the fact that the
interim impact from the selenium is deemed "significant and
unavoidable". Clearly, digging deeper into the hillside makes the
problem worse and is avoidable. The EIR should clarifY how much of
this impact is caused by digging deeper into the hillside as requested in
this comment.

WVCAW comment #4, County EIR designation 06-7, pages 3.3-174
and 3.3-200:
This comment requested that contingency plans be included for
generating emergency pumping power when the electric power goes
out, but the County chose to answer it by merely stating that there is no
emergency power in the proposal. This comment clearly expresses
concern about the environmental impact of power failure and County
should answer it in the EIR.

WVCAW comment #4, County EIR designation 06-8, pages 3.3-174
and 3.3-200:



'This comment requested an example project where a "cap" was used to
mitigate selenium migration and the County provided one. However, in
the example the County provided, the depth of the cap was 4 feet
instead of the 1 foot proposed by the applicant. The County states that
1 foot is adequate for this project because the selenium concentrations
are not elevated as high as the example project however no justification
is provided to support their assumption that the depth required is a
function ofthe concentration. It seems to the lay person that a 1 foot
thick covering would easily be eroded by animals, rainfall, seismic
activity, etc, whereas a 4 foot thick cover is much more substantial and
plausible. Consequently, we do not feel that the example provided by
the County is adequate unless the proposed cap depth is increased to 4
feet.

WVCAW comment #4, County EIR designation 06-9, pages 3.3-175
and 3.3-200:
The County makes an assumption that once the RPA is implemented,
no long term monitoring for selenium is necessary ofPermanente Creek
of the San Francisco Bay.

This testing should be done on a regular basis near the lower reaches of
Permanente Creek and the San Francisco Bay over the long term. On
page 3.3-201 the County states that Basin Plan Water Quality
Objectives for selenium may not be met.

WVCAW comment #4, County EIR designation 06-10, pages 3.3
175 and 3.3-201:
'This comment concerns the selenium discharges expected during the 20
year span ofthe reclamation plan. In the County's response they claim
that since Permanente Creek is already listed as an impaired water
body, selenium pollution coming from the RPA project area should be
considered an existing condition and "Any liability that may be
associated with existing water quality conditions is not within the
County's purview in the context ofSMARA or CEQA for this project."



Notlring could be farther from the truth. The County is the lead agency
for administering SMARA and the RPA must conform to the Federal
Clean Water Act. The Selenium that will be discharged by the
applicant in the coming years is hardly an existing condition. The fact
that they have been negligent in the past does not excuse them from the
law. Before this project can be approved, the EIRmust demonstrate
that the applicant will cease discharging Selenium into Permanente
Creek.

Furthermore, the County has not provided any data that establishes the
selenium discharge versus time. It is critical to know approximately
what date the quarry operator dug deep enough into the hillside to
intercept the water flow and when they began pumping contanrinated
water out the of quarry (illegally). Also, how much is the (illegal)
EMSA waste pile contributing to the selenium discharge, noting that the
stated baseline for the EIR is prior to the EMSA dumping.

The EIR amendments that address interim selenium discharge are
wholly inadequate. In this plan, the applicant is allowed to proceed with
digging deeper into the hillside and begin a massive earthmoving project
with only an experimental pilot project to mitigate the selenium
discharge, and the design of this pilot project has not been completed.
Construction ofthe proposed mitigation measure would not even be
started on a meaningful scale ifmore than two years of consecutive tests
show failing result, and then after a public hearing. A reliable mitigation
measure must be proposed and submitted by the applicant and
addressed by the EIR before this project can proceed. Furthermore,
this plan must be circulated to the public so it can be given an adequate
review. We are concerned thatthis serious problem is being addressed
by a plan that appears to be thrown together in a hurried fashion and
released to the public only weeks before approval is expected.

The last paragraph of this section states that the "DEIR recognizes the



uncertainty ofstorm water and sedllnent control measures and therefore
detennined that the Basin Plan Water Quality Objectives for selenium
may not be met, resulting in a significant and unavoidable impact."
Lehigh needs to do what ever it takes to reduce the selenium in the run
offwater and ifthis means they have to build a temporary "on site"
water treatment plant then this needs to happen. The County can make
this a stipulation ofapproval of the RPA.

WVCAW comment #4, County EIR designation 06-12, pages 3.3
176 and 3.3-201:
This comment expressed concern about flooding during the later part of
the reclamation plan. But the response from the County refers only to
the flooding impact once reclamation is complete. This comment should
be addressed in the EIR as required.

WVCAW comment #5, County EIR designation 06-14, pages 3.3-176
and 3.3-202:
The county says on page 202 that they are relying on the applicant's
RPA submittal and bears no responsibility in the EIR to make sure it is
adequate. We disagree.

WVCAW comment #6, County EIR designation 06-15, pages 3.3-177
and 3.3-202:
The County refers the reader to section A6-7 for their response to this
comment but does not address the point ofthe comment within that
section. The EIR includes the benefit ofthe EMSA as a view shed
improvement because it partially screens the factory from view, but the
lifetime of the factory (temporary) versus the lifetime ofthe EMSA
(permanent) has not been considered in the impacts.

WVCAW comment #8, County EIR designation 06-17, pages 3.3-177
and 3.3-202:
Despite the fact that the applicant has chosen to remove the new open
pit mine from the proposal, the County has full knowledge that this was
done in order to expedite the RPA and knows full well that a proposal



for a new pit mine will be submitted shortly after approval ofthe RPA
currently proposed. The project that has been proposed is therefore
disingenuous because the applicant does not intend to follow it through.
It seems impossible that this new pit mine would be independent from
the proposed RPA because it is fair to expect that the overburden from
the new mine will be used in reclamation ofthe existing pit. It is clear
that this larger combined project has been in planning for a long time
and separating the two for the operator's convenience ofgetting faster
approval is not consistent with CEQA.

WVCAW comment #9, CountyEIR designation 06-18, pages 3.3-177
and 3.3-202:
The vested rights issue is still pending in court and has not been settled.
The County says they will assume the applicant has vested rights until
the Court says otherwise, but the EIR fails to consider the
consequences ifthe County decision is overturned. A copy ofthe
complaint that petitions to vacate the County's decision is attached to
this document.

WVCAW comment #12, County EIR designation 06-21 through 06
27, pages 3.3-178 and 3.3-203:
Our concerns regarding the geology were largely ignored. Significantly,
the County states that a low factor of safety is acceptable because there
is no immediate plan for residential housing and so avoids including the
impacts ofnumerous unavoidable landslides which will impact the
vegetation, selenium containment, damage to neighboring property (such
as the Mid-Peninsula slide in 2001), and stability ofhiking trails that
may be reasonably expected.

In addition, the County does not acknowledge or attempt to assess the
possibility that the material in the WMSA may be contaminated. The
fact that they cannot find a record ofthe contamination in the available
databases does not relieve their responsibility to physically test the site
based on the longstanding history of the industrial facilities located there,
particularly since these facilities long predate any database, and even



predate the creation ofthe EPA by several decades.
WVCAW comment #13, County EIR designation 06-29, pages 3.3
183 and 3.3-206:
Our comments in this section have been ignored by the County in the
final EIR. The county cannot dismiss them by stating without basis that
the decision not to include the cement plant has already been made.
Our comments point out that the decision is flawed and appear to be
outside the law. The public deserves to hear the County's response.

WVCAW comment #14, County EIR designation 06-30, pages 3.3
183 and 3.3-206:
Our letter shown in this section to the OMR lays out a compelling basis
for including the cement plant in the RPA and ErR, but this comment
has been completely ignored by the County in the final EIR. The county
again avoids addressing this comment directly by stating without basis
that the decision not to include the cement plant has already been
made. The cement plant must be included in the RPA and EIR.

WVCAW comment # 15, County EIR designation 06-31, pages 3.3
191 and 3.3-207:
The county ignored our comment because they said the HRA is related
only to the cement plant but failed to consider it as part of the
cumulative impact.

WVCAW comment #16, County EIR designation 06-32, pages 3.3
191 and 3.3-207:
The County refers the reader to master response A4-5 where we find
that the RWQCB had similar concerns with specific professional
observations and photographs documenting toxic cement kiln bricks
buried in the EMSA yet the County dismissed this documentation by
quoting Marvin Howell, a San Diego based employee of the applicant,
who states it was not true. Weare very concerned that the County
disregarded the concerns and physical documentation of RWQCB staff
in favor of a Lehigh employee who does not even regularly work on
site.



(In addition, the fact that the applicant has been disposing of cement kiln
bricks in the EMSA is at odds with the notion that the cement plant
should be separate from the mining operation.)

WVCAW comment #21, CountyEIR designation 06-41, pages 3.3
194 and 3.3-209:
The County cannot dismiss this comment simply because the subject
aggregate storage piles are outside the proposed project boundary.
These aggregate storage piles come from the quarry and are not used in
the manufacture of cement. According to SMARA, stockpile areas
need to be reclaimed and furthermore this is one more example of
County negligence and reluctance to enforce SMARA since no notice
ofviolation has yet been issued.

General statement:

We agree with the RWQCB comment letter dated 2/21/2012 regarding
comments on the draft EIR in their entirety. And specifically we would
like to note their opinion that SCC must by law maintain and protect
Permanente Creek, and only the State can make the decision to allow
lower water quality, requiring a specifically defined public process. (40
CFR 131.12) Lowering the water quality standard for Permanente
Creek is not within the Purview of Santa Clara County.

We urge the Planning Commission to consider the legal requirements
and serious environmental effects before political influence. This
decision is one that will effect many generations to come and should not
be taken lightly or hastily.

Sincerely,

Tim Brand, Karen Del Compare, Joyce Eden and Marilyn McCarthy


